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Abstract
This work addresses the generation of large area maps of ground deformation originated by
dynamic processes of the Earth using spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems.
The main focus is put on the development of new interferometric processing techniques for
SAR data and on the proposal, design, experimental implementation and demonstration
with TerraSAR-X of an acquisition mode with wide-swath capabilities, able to improve the
accuracy of the measurements.

When designing a SAR system for the study of Earth’s dynamic processes, the consider-
ation of spatial sampling, coverage and temporal sampling are of fundamental importance.
The temporal sampling can be improved by adjusting the orbital design and/or employing
multiple platforms orbiting in such a configuration that the repetition cycle is reduced.
Regarding the spatial aspect, high azimuth resolution and wide swath are terms usually in
conflict in the design of a SAR system. Keeping in mind that the interest of the scientific
community lies in achieving a reduced temporal sampling, the conception of a SAR system
should be motivated by its coverage in order to achieve global systematic observations, and
by a proper sensitivity in the retrieval of ground deformation measurements rather than
achieving the best azimuth resolution.

Since the development of the first SAR spaceborne SAR systems, the StripMap mode
has represented the baseline for numerous spaceborne SAR missions. Geoscientists have
exploited this mode to generate 2-D deformation maps by combining interferometric and
correlation techniques. This approach has been applied in this work to map the Mw9.0
Tohoku-Oki Earthquake occurred in 2011 in Japan by employing TerraSAR-X StripMap
(30 km × 50 km) pairs distributed over the Japanese archipelago. The estimation of the
displacement in the along-track direction is an added-value with respect to the use of pure
interferometric techniques, only sensitive to displacements in the radar line of sight. In
this direction, cross-correlation provides a poorer performance than interferometry, but on
the other hand, the measurements are not affected by wrapping, therefore becoming of
great interest in case of strong deformation, for which the unwrapping of the phase can
become impossible due to phase aliasing. Geophysical corrections, specifically atmospheric
disturbances and the consideration of solid Earth tides, have been applied and the results
validated against GPS, achieving divergences below 15 cm for regions characterized by
vegetation, with rather high temporal baselines - in the order of 100 days. Under this
challenging circumstances, the achieved accuracy is still suitable to map such strong events.
However, better results are expected for short temporal baseline and lower frequency
systems (C- or L- band, more suitable for geophysical applications). For SAR missions
acquiring routinely and globally, e.g., Envisat or ERS, the temporal sampling (approx. 35
days, imposed by the 100 km swath) is however too coarse to catch some events. Therefore
wide-swath modes become necessary.

The terrain observation by progressive scans (TOPS) mode has been recently imple-
mented as the baseline acquisition mode of the European Sentinel-1 System, providing a
swath of 250 km at approximately 20 m resolution. TOPS achieves wide swath coverage
by recording bursts of echoes, which allow to reduce the synthetic aperture time. The
latter allows switching cyclically the beam in elevation, as with ScanSAR mode, but
TOPS additionally performs a steering of the antenna in azimuth in order to equalize the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and azimuth ambiguitiy-to-signal ratio (AASR) , i.e., avoiding
the so-called “scalloping” effect. The TOPS mode requires special techniques for the
interferometric processing of the data, especially regarding accurate coregistration. The
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interferometric processing algorithms for handling pairs of Sentinel-1 TOPS data (Interfero-
metric Wide Swath mode) are provided in this work. The coregistration approach exploits
the SAR data for the retrieval of the required fine azimuth shifts. Since the performance of
the method depends on the coherence, it can become an issue when working with very long
time series, as temporal decorrelation dominates. A method for coregistering time series
of Sentinel-1 TOPS data exploiting all images of the stack is proposed in this work. The
technique is based on the least squares method and validated employing Sentinel-1 data.

The original TOPS mode achieves wide swath at the expense of a degraded azimuth res-
olution, with a negative impact on the accuracy of the deformation measurements in this di-
rection. In the last contribution of this dissertation, a new mode is proposed which achieves
wide swath (employing bursts of data and a steering of the antenna in azimuth, as TOPS)
but exploiting spectral diversity techniques, in order to mitigate the poor accuracy on the
along-track deformation retrieval. This novel mode, called 2-look TOPS, is able to record two
separated bands of the Doppler spectrum for each target on ground. In this way a higher
sensitivity of the azimuth measurements can be obtained when compared to the achievable
sensitivity exploiting the available bandwidth of a conventional 1-look system. Taking into
account that Earth Observation satellites orbit in quasi-polar configurations, a high sensitiv-
ity to the ground deformation in the North-South direction can be obtained. A discussion on
the optimization of the scanning timeline design for an azimuth-sensitivity driven design
rather than a classical resolution-driven design is provided. With an optimized scanning
timeline it is even possible to obtain higher sensitivities than with StripMap to the motion
in the azimuthal direction. The 2-look TOPS mode represents the most evolved burst-mode,
in terms of equalized azimuth ambiguities and SNR and better sensitivity to the azimuth
motion, which provides at the same time wide swath. A demonstration with experimen-
tal TerraSAR-X data for mapping fast displacements employing pairs of images (Petermann
Glacier, Greenland) and for the mapping of slow displacements with time series covering
two years of postseismic deformation over the Hoshab fault, Pakistan, is provided, making
evident the high potential of this mode.
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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Erstellung großflächiger Karten von Bodenverformun-

gen, welche durch dynamische Prozesse der Erde entstanden sind, durch das Verwenden
von raumgestützten Radarsystemen mit synthetischer Apertur (SAR). Der Schwerpunkt
der Arbeit liegt auf der Entwicklung von neuen interferometrischen Prozessierungsmetho-
den für SAR Daten und die Ausarbeitung eines neuen Modus mit großer Streifenbreite.
Es wurde anhand von TerraSAR-X Daten demonstriert, dass durch diesen Modus eine
verbesserte Genauigkeit der Messungen erreicht werden kann.

Wenn ein SAR System für die Untersuchung der dynamischen Prozesse der Erde
entwickelt wird, ist die Berücksichtigung der örtlichen und zeitlichen Abtastung und
die Abdeckung der Erde von fundamentaler Bedeutung. Die zeitliche Abtastung kann
verbessert werden durch geeignete Entwicklung der Umlaufbahn und/oder die Verwen-
dung von mehreren Plattformen, die die Erde in solch einer Art und Weise umrunden,
dass der Wiederholungzyklus reduziert wird. Beim Design der örtlichen Abdeckung steht
normalweise der Bedarf nach einer hohen Azimutauflösung im Konflikt mit dem Bedarf
einer hohen Streifenbreite.

Seit der Entwicklung des ersten raumgestützten SAR Systems, war der sogenannte Strip-
Map Modus der Grundmodus für etliche SAR Missionen. Geowissenschaftler haben diesen
Modus verwendet, um 2D-Verformungskarten zu erzeugen, indem sie Interferometrie- und
Korrelationstechniken kombiniert haben. Dieser Ansatz wurde in dieser Arbeit verwendet,
um das Erdbeben von Tohoku-Oki, das in 2011 in Japan stattfand, zu kartieren. Hierzu
wurden Aufnahmen von TerraSAR-X mit dem StripMap Modus (30 km × 50 km) von
den japanischen Inselgruppen verwendet. Die Schätzung des Versatzes in der Vorwärts-
richtung hat einen zusätzlichen Mehrwert im Vergleich zu Interferometrietechniken, die
nur sensitiv zu Verschiebungen in der Blickrichtung sind. Bei dieser Richtung hat die
Kreuzkorrelation eine schlechtere Genauigkeit als bei Interferometrie, aber sie ist nicht
beeinträchtigt von Phasenmehrdeutigkeiten, was vor allem bei starken Deformationen ein
Problem ist. Geophysikalische Korrekturen, insbesondere atmosphärische Störungen und
die Berücksichtigung der Gezeiten, wurden angewandt und die Ergebnisse wurden mit
GPS-Messungen verglichen. Der Vergleich zeigte Divergenzen von unter 15 cm, welche
aber in erster Linie in Gegenden mit starkem Bewuchs auftraten. Durch einen Versatz von
um die 100 Tage zwischen den einzelnen Aufnahmen, ist die erreichte Genauigkeit immer
noch hinreichend, um starke Erdbeben zu kartieren. Es werden jedoch bessere Ergebnisse
für kürzer versetzte Aufnahmen bei niedrigeren Frequenzen erwartet (C- oder L- Band
Systeme sind besser geeignet für geophysikalische Anwendungen). Bei SAR Missionen,
die routinemäßig und global Daten aufnehmen, wie z.B. Envisat oder ERS, ist die zeitliche
Abtastung zu groß, um einige Ereignisse zu erfassen. Daher ist es wichtig einen Modus mit
einer großen Streifenbreite zu benutzen.

Der sogenannte „Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans“ (TOPS) Modus wurde
als Standardmodus bei dem europäischem Sentinel-1 System implementiert, womit eine
Streifenbreite von 250 km und eine Auflösung von 20 m erreicht werden konnte. TOPS er-
reicht große Streifenbreiten indem es gebündelt Echos aufnimmt, wodurch die synthetische
Aperturzeit reduziert werden kann. TOPS ändert die Richtung der Keule in Elevation in
einer zyklischen Abfolge, wie bei ScanSAR, zusätzlich wird die Keule aber auch in Azimut
geschwenkt, um das Signal-zu-Rauschverhältnis (SNR) und die Azimutmehrdeutigkeiten
(AASR) auszugleichen, um den sogenannten „scalloping“ Effekt zu vermeiden. Beim TOPS
werden spezielle Techniken für die interferometrische Prozessierung benötigt, insbesondere
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in Bezug auf die genaue Koregistrierung. In dieser Arbeit wurden Algorithmen entwickelt
zum Verarbeiten von Sentinel-1 TOPS Datenpaaren (für den sogenannten „Interferometric
Wide Swath Mode“). Der Koregistrierungsansatz nutzt die SAR Daten zum genauen
Schätzen der Azimutverschiebung. Da die leistungsfähigkeit diese Methode von der
Kohärenz abhängt, können Probleme auftreten, wenn mit langen Zeitreihen gearbeitet
wird, wo Dekorrelation auftritt. In dieser Arbeit wird daher ein Ansatz vorgeschlagen,
der alle Bilder des Stapels zur Koregistrierung verwendet. Diese Technik basiert auf der
Least-Square-Methode und wurde mit Sentinel-1 Daten validiert.

Der originale TOPS Modus erreicht große Streifenbreiten auf Kosten von verminder-
ter Azimutauflösung, das sich auf die Genauigkeit der Verformungsmessungen in dieser
Richtung auswirkt. Im letzten Beitrag dieser Arbeit wird ein neuer Modus vorgestellt, wel-
cher große Streifenbreiten erreicht (durch die Bündelung der Daten und das Schwenken
der Antenne in Azimut wie bei TOPS) aber die spektrale Diversität wird ausgenutzt, um
die Genauigkeit der Verformungsschätzung in der Vorwärtsrichtung zu verbessern. Dieser
neue Modus, welcher als „2-look TOPS“ bezeichnet wird, nimmt zwei getrennte Bänder im
Dopplerspektrum von jedem Ziel auf. Auf diese Arte kann eine höhere Empfindlichkeit der
Azimutmessung erreicht werden im Vergleich zu einem normalen TOPS Modus bei gleich-
bleibender Bandbreite. Unter Berücksichtigung, dass die Erdbeobachtungssatelliten sich auf
quasi Polarumlaufbahnen befinden, kann somit eine höhere Empfindlichkeit der Bodenver-
vormungsmessung in der Nord-Süd-Richtung erreicht werden. Optimierungsmöglichkei-
ten des Zeitplans für das sogenannte Scanning zur Verbesserung der Verformungsmessung
wird erörtert. Mit einem optimierten Zeitplan kann man sogar eine bessere Genauigkeit als
mit einem StripMap Modus erreichen. Der „2-look TOPS“ Modus ist der am meisten ent-
wickelte Burst-Modus in Bezug auf Ausgeglichenheit der Azimutmehrdeutigkeiten, dem
SNR und der Empfindlichkeit auf Azimutbewegung bei gleichzeitig großer Streifenbreite.
Dieser Modus wurde auch mit TerraSAR-X Daten getestet, um schnelle Verschiebungen an-
hand von Bildpaaren (Petermann Gletscher, Grönland) und langsame Verformungen mit
Zeitreihen über zwei Jahre von der postseismischen Verformung der Hoshab-Bruchstelle in
Pakistan zu messen. Das hohe Potenzial dieses Moduses wurde hierbei demonstriert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The developments in the last years in the field of remote sensing with synthetic aperture
radar1 (SAR) systems have allowed the establishment of this technology as a reference for
the monitoring of Earth’s dynamic processes (Ulaby et al., 2014, Moreira et al., 2013). A
distinctive feature of SAR systems is their ability to acquire images independently of the
sunlight illumination, thanks to the employment of an active instrument. The use of mi-
crowaves, usually in the range from P-band (300 MHz - 1 GHz) to Ka-band (27 - 47 GHz)
enables moreover its operation in the presence of clouds or fog, since microwaves can prop-
agate through water microdroplets.

The coherent nature of the radar system allows to form 2-D high resolution complex
images, by installing the radar instrument on a moving platform, typically an aircraft or a
satellite. Assuming stationarity of the illuminated scene, a large antenna can be synthesized
by combining coherently the received echoes at the different positions of the platform. This
is the working principle of SAR, engineered by the American mathematician Carl Atwood
Wiley (Wiley, 1985) in the 50s and patented in 1965 (Love, 1985).

A phase-preserving SAR processing enables the exploitation of the phase of the com-
plex values of the reflectivity. The phase carries information related to the backscattering
properties of the illuminated object towards the sensor but also information related to the
electromagnetic travel path between both. By combining two SAR acquisitions interfero-
metrically, i.e., performing the phase difference between them, the phase contribution that
characterizes the scatterer cancels out and information related to the differential path delay
becomes available. This is the fundamental principle of SAR interferometry (Bamler and
Hartl, 1998, Rosen et al., 2000), abbreviated as InSAR.

InSAR techniques have become a very powerful instrument for Earth Observation re-
lated applications, e.g., the generation of digital elevation models (DEM) of the terrain.
Moreover, systematic acquisitions over time allow to monitor deformation of the Earth’s
crust with high accuracy. An alternative to the use of interferometry is the imaging geodesy
concept (Eineder et al., 2011), which is able to obtain pixel location accuracies of a few cen-
timeter.

Data analyses with stacks of acquisitions reach accuracies of the Earth’s surface defor-
mation in the millimeter range. First demonstrations were done over urban areas or re-
gions characterized by scatterers with long-time coherence properties, known as permanent
scatterers interferometry (PSI) (Ferretti et al., 2001). The analysis of time series in order to
measure low-rate deformations has been exploited within a wide range of applications re-
lated to the dynamic processes of the Earth, including earthquakes, volcanoes (Hooper et

1Radar is an acronym for “radio detection and ranging”
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al., 2004), tectonic strain and landslides. Since InSAR provides measurements sensitive to
ground displacement, it can for instance determine the particular fault that ruptured dur-
ing an earthquake. The determination of the fault slip aids the calculation of stress transfer
onto surrounding faults, identifying the parts of the fault system that are approaching fail-
ure. Moreover since InSAR can also map small displacements, allowing the measurement
of, e.g., interseismic strain, the detection of unmapped faults becomes possible (Elliott et al.,
2016).

The generation of global strain maps requires the accurate measurement of 3-D ground
deformation, in order to be able to perform a full geophysical inversion. Traditionally this
has been done by deploying networks of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) stations
(typically the global positioning system, GPS) over the area of interest. As a consequence,
the spatial resolution is constrained by the network itself. Earth Observation remote sens-
ing SAR satellites allow to obtain high spatial resolution; the achievement of short temporal
sampling can be obtained by adjusting the orbital satellite design and/or employing mul-
tiple platforms, orbiting in such a configuration that the repetition cycle is reduced. Short
repetition cycles require wide-swath capabilities in order to systematically map the whole
landmass of the Earth. Fig. 1.1 shows a generalized world stress map generated based on
a global compilation of information on the crustal present-day stress field (Heidbach et al.,
2018), which indicates the necessity for global coverage of the whole landmass of the Earth.

FIGURE 1.1: A generalized world stress map. Lines show the orientation of the maximum hori-
zontal stress. The tectonic regimes – normal faulting (red), strike–slip faulting (green) and thrust
faulting (blue) is shown. Source: Heidbach et al., 2016, available on-line at http://www.world-

stress-map.org.)

The use of interferometric techniques exploiting spaceborne SAR data allows obtain-
ing 3-D deformation maps by combining acquisitions in ascending and descending geom-
etry (Wright et al., 2004). However, due to the quasi-polar satellite orbits, the sensitivity
to the North-South (N-S) direction remains low, since the radar provides measurements in
the line-of-sight direction, almost perpendicular to the N-S direction. In order to enhance
the sensitivity in this direction, speckle tracking (ST) techniques can be employed, which

http://www.world-stress-map.org
http://www.world-stress-map.org
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provide measurements in the along-track direction. The performance of this technique is,
however, dependent on the image resolution, therefore poor performances are expected for
mid-resolution acquisition modes.

A prominent example of wide-coverage mode is the terrain observation by progressive
scanning (TOPS), an interferometric capable mid-resolution mode, evolution of ScanSAR,
with enhanced imaging performance parameters. TOPS is the baseline acquisition mode
over land of the ESA’s Sentinel-1 mission. Sentinel-1 operates with two C-band satellites,
launched in 2014 and 2016, that jointly achieve a six-day repetition cycle, allowing for a
great number of observations and rapid detection of deformation. The open data policy of
Sentinel-1 along with its wide-swath capabilities has opened a golden age for the remote
sensing of the Earth’s crust deformation.

1.1 Research scope

The monitoring of geophysical processes of the Earth requires the generation of 3-D ground
deformation estimations at short temporal sampling intervals. This thesis aims to develop
and consolidate methods for the interferometric processing of image pairs of wide-swath TOPS data,
the coregistration of time series, and the design of a novel acquisition mode able to provide wide-swath
capabilities and accurate ground deformation estimates both in along- and across-track directions.

1.2 Structure

This dissertation is conceived following a publication-based research (cumulative PhD).
The dissertation begins with a review of state-of-the-art SAR techniques, interferometric
processing and mutual shift estimation algorithms, followed by a summary of four peer-
reviewed papers, included in the Appendix.

Fundamentals and state of the art
Chapter 2 presents fundamental concepts on the SAR acquisition geometry, the SAR

principle to obtain high resolution in the along-track direction and the basic StripMap
acquisition mode. Some aspects related to SAR imaging, namely the ambiguities in azimuth
and range direction are summarized. An important issue to achieve wide swath is the
consideration of some timing constraints, namely blind ranges, related to the use of a single
antenna to transmit and receive, and echoes coming from the nadir direction, which can
mask out the signal of interest. The two wide-swath modes ScanSAR and TOPS, based on
acquisition by means of bursts of echoes are reviewed. The second part of the fundamentals
is a review of the interferometric SAR techniques. The exploitation of phase differences
among acquisitions can be used for topography mapping or ground deformation moni-
toring. Finally the procedures to estimate mutual shift between images, either employing
cross-correlation techniques, or by means of spectrum-based approaches, are provided.

2-D ground deformation estimation through correlation techniques
Chapter 3 provides the methodology to apply correlation techniques in order to derive

2-D, i.e., in the slant-range plane, ground deformation maps from StripMap images.
Geophysical corrections due to the turbulent troposphere, using numerical weather model
(NWM) data, and solid Earth tides are performed in order to validate the measurements
against GPS data. The study case corresponds to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake, Japan. A
total of nine TerraSAR-X co-seismic interferometric acquisitions in StripMap mode, affected
by strong decorrelation effects, have been evaluated, which provide 2-D accuracies with a
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standard deviation below 15 cm, when compared to GPS.

Sentinel-1 TOPS InSAR processing
Chapter 4 deals with the interferometric processing of pairs of Sentinel-1 TOPS acquisi-

tions, providing a concise and robust methodology. Specifically, the spectral characteristics,
taking into account the azimuth antenna steering, the use of deramping functions, burst
synchronization requirements, coregistration aspects, spectral shift filtering, interferogram
formation and first interferometric results are provided. A special focus is given to the strin-
gent azimuth coregistration requirement along with the methodology based on enhanced
spectral diversity (ESD) to be applied to Sentinel-1 data.

Joint-coregistration of stacks of Sentinel-1 TOPS acquisitions
The accuracy of the azimuth fine coregistration for TOPS acquisitions, based on the ESD

estimator, suffers from decorrelation effects, which might be a problem when working with
long time series. In Chapter 5, a joint coregistration approach based on ESD and weighted
least squares is provided and tested with Sentinel-1 data. It is demonstrated that joint
approaches deliver a higher quality of the azimuth shifts that can avoid phase biases.

A novel acquisition mode: the 2-look TOPS
Chapter 6 gathers the investigations performed for the design of the novel 2-look TOPS

acquisition mode, which provides wide-swath coverage and improved sensitivity to along-
track ground motion through spectral diversity techniques, overcoming the limitations of
the conventional TOPS mode. The 2-look TOPS acquisition mode provides therefore 2-D
sensitivity to ground displacement. A detailed design description, processing methodology,
performance assessment and demonstration with experimental TerraSAR-X data over a
fast deforming site (glacier flow) and slow-deforming site (post-seismic displacement) is
provided.

In Chapter 7 the conclusions are provided.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals and state of the art

2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

A SAR system consists of a radar sensor which illuminates a scene on ground with a
side-looking geometry and boarded on a moving platform, typically an airplane or a satel-
lite. The SAR reference frame is depicted in Fig. 2.1, whose coordinates are defined as:

(i) range: refers to the looking direction of the radar, also called line of sight and abbre-
viated as LOS. A distinction between the range before and after the SAR processing
is commonly employed to distinguish between the LOS direction of the single radar
pulses/echoes and the LOS direction after the integration of each echo within the syn-
thetic aperture is performed. For systems with a zero-squinted antenna orientation
this direction is also called across-track. The term range is sometimes to be found as
slant-range, indicating the side-looking orientation of the sensor.

(ii) azimuth: corresponds to the direction of movement of the sensor. It is also called
along-track direction.
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FIGURE 2.1: SAR acquisition geometry
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The complex-valued measurement of the backscattered signal after the SAR focusing
operation (Cumming and Wong, 2005), contains information on the brightness (amplitude),
while the phase is also proportional to the two-way distance traveled by the electromagnetic
wave from the sensor to the Earth’s surface and back. Section 2.1.1 addresses the resolution
that can be achieved in the along-track direction by exploiting the SAR technique. After the
SAR processing has been carried out, the (unambiguous) phase can be written as:

φ = −4π

λ
r0 + φscat + φnoise, (2.1)

where λ is the radar wavelength, r0 the distance to a target P (after processing to zero-
Doppler geometry), φscat the additional phase due to the scattering mechanism and φnoise the
noise phase. Interferometric techniques take advantage of this feature by exploiting the
phase differences between surveys. Depending on the temporal and spatial baseline among
them, measurements sensitive to terrain deformation or terrain elevation can be obtained.
In Section 2.3 a brief review is provided.

2.1.1 Imaging with radar: the SAR principle

The ability of a real aperture radar system to differentiate two close objects in the azimuth
direction is given by the resolution. The azimuth resolution that can be achieved depends
on the azimuth dimension of the antenna, the employed wavelength and the distance to the
target according to:

ρa ≈ Θa · r0 =
λ

La
· r0, (2.2)

where Θa is the azimuth antenna beam width, La the azimuth antenna dimension and r0 the
distance to the target. Eq. (2.2) indicates that the achievable resolution by a conventional
radar would imply to employ a very long antenna if fine azimuth resolution is desired.
Moreover the azimuth resolution is range-dependent. For a spaceborne system operating
in X-band and orbiting at 514 km altitude, an antenna length of 5m long would result in an
azimuth resolution of roughly 4 km for a look angle, θ, equal to 35◦.

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) techniques overcome this limitation by creating a vir-
tual larger antenna. This is accomplished by taking advantage of the movement of the plat-
form carrying the radar sensor and by exploiting the coherent nature of the electromagnetic
waves.

The azimuth resolution that can be achieved employing a SAR system is provided by
the created longer antenna, virtually formed by the platform path and constrained in its
extension by the beamwidth and range to the target, according to:

Lsa ≈ Θa · r0 =
λ

La
· r0 (2.3)

The resulting virtual beamwidth with the synthetic aperture, taking into account the
two-way path experienced by the signal, is given by Θsa ≈ λ/2Lsa. The achievable azimuth
resolution becomes:

ρa ≈ Θsa · r0 =
λ

2Lsa
· r0 =

La

2
, (2.4)

which is independent of the range to the target and depends only on the physical antenna
length. Following the same example as before, a SAR system with an antenna length of 5 m
would result in an azimuth resolution of 2.5 m.
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2.1.2 Statistics of SAR images: distributed targets

SAR images contain information about the interaction of the electromagnetic waves with
the illuminated resolution cell. The recorded signal is commonly known as backscattering,
being a complex magnitude due to the coherent nature of SAR systems. For each resolution
cell, the backscattered field is the coherent sum of many elementary scatterers, which can be
described mathematically as:

A = Aejθ =
1√
N

N

∑
n=1

an =
1√
N

N

∑
n=1

anejφn , (2.5)

where N represents the number of phasor components, A is the resultant phasor, A is its
length, and θ its phase. an is the nth component phasor, being an its length, and φn its
phase. The scaling factor 1/

√
N aids to preserve finite second moments of the sum when

the number of components phasors tend to infinity.
When the backscattered signal corresponds to natural terrain, it can be assumed that the

weights of each elementary scatterer within the resolution cell are of similar amplitude, i.e.,
there is no dominant target. This phenomenon applies when the surface is rough compared
to the radar wavelength, resulting in a so-called "distributed target". Under these circum-
stances, the SAR signal can be considered as "speckle", i.e., a signal composed of a multitude
of independently phased additive complex components (Goodman, 2007). In the case that
there are many scatterers in the resolution cell, which is the case for SAR images over homo-
geneous areas, the central limit theorem can be applied. According to the latter, the statistics
of the sum of N independent random variables is asymptotically Gaussian as N → ∞. The
first and second moments of the real and imaginary parts and the correlation between them
are given by (Goodman, 2007):

µR = E{R} = 0
µI = E{I} = 0

σ2
R = E{(R− µR)

2} = 1
N

N

∑
n=1

E{a2
n}

2

σ2
I = E{(I− µI)

2} = 1
N

N

∑
n=1

E{a2
n}

2

ΓRI = E{RI} = 0

(2.6)

Consequently the joint probability density function for the real and imaginary part is
given by (Goodman, 2007):

pR,I(R, I) =
1

2πσ2 e−
R2+I2

2σ2 , (2.7)

where σ2 = σ2
R = σ2

I . Contours of constant probability density are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Because of the circular shape of the contour lines, the resultant complex phasor A is said to
be a "circular" complex Gaussian variate.
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FIGURE 2.2: Contours of constant probability density for a circular complex Gaussian random vari-
ate

The probability density function of the amplitude, A, and phase, θ, of the resultant pha-
sor is given by:

pA,θ(A, θ) =
A

2πσ2 e−
A2

2σ2 (2.8)

The marginal probability distribution function of the amplitude is given by:

pA(A) =
∫ π

−π
pA,θ(A, θ)dθ =

A
σ2 e−

A2

2σ2 , (2.9)

for A ≥ 0, known as Rayleigh function. The probability density function of the phase is
given by:

pθ(θ) =
∫ ∞

0
pAθ(A, θ)dA =

1
2π

, (2.10)

for (−π ≤ θ < π). We conclude that the phase of the resultant phasor is uniformly dis-
tributed in the primary interval, [−π, π[.
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2.2 SAR acquisition modes

The illumination of a scene employing SAR techniques is done through directional anten-
nas. This way the radiated microwave energy can be concentrated over the area of inter-
est. The employed antenna technology consists usually of planar antennas, however the
use of reflector-based antennas, traditionally used for communications applications, is also
possible. In case of choosing planar antennas, arrays of transmit/receive modules (TRM)
are usually employed. These modules are fed by a chirp waveform signal (Curlander and
Mcdonough, 1991). Controlling phase and amplitude of the TRM provides flexibility to
steer the pointing or tune the beam shape. This section provides a review of the fun-
damental StripMap mode and burst-mode strategies for wide-swath mapping. Addition-
ally an overview of selected acquisition approaches that achieve increased sensitivity in the
along-track direction is provided.

2.2.1 StripMap

StripMap represents the primitive SAR acquisition mode. The antenna beam is oriented
to the broadside direction, i.e., perpendicular to the antenna plane. A fixed swath is il-
luminated in a single continuous strip, being each target illuminated during the complete
synthetic aperture, taking advantage of the platform movement. Fig. 2.3 depicts a simpli-
fied acquisition geometry of a radar boarded on a platform moving with velocity v, where
a point target, P, is observed. As the sensor advances along its path, pulses are sent every
1/PRF seconds, being PRF the pulse repetition frequency. The pulses reach the illuminated
scene on the ground and a fraction of the incident energy is bounced back towards the radar
sensor, usually called radar echo. The echoes are received by the radar antenna, digitized
and stored.
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swath

FIGURE 2.3: Range history for the target P.

Assuming linear geometry, the distances from the different positions of the sensor to a
target, P, are given by:
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r(t) =
√

r2
0 + (v · t)2, (2.11)

which is known as the hyperbolic form of the range history. The origin of times has been
taken at the zero-Doppler position, i.e., when the target is observed at its shortest range, r0.

Performing a Taylor series expansion around the time origin, t = 0, we obtain the
parabolic approximation of the range history:

r(t) ≈ r0 +
v2

2r0
t2 (2.12)

Since the phase of the complex SAR signal is given by θ(t) = − 4π
λ r(t), the SAR signal

presents an instantaneous Doppler frequency given by:

fd(t) = −
2
λ

dr(t)
dt

= −2v2

λr0
t, (2.13)

where λ is the radar wavelength. The Doppler frequency of the target varies thus linearly
with time, with a rate ka = − 2v2

λr0
, which is known as Doppler rate or frequency modulation

(FM) rate.
The bandwidth is given by the Doppler frequency excursion experienced by the target

during the time in which it is illuminated by the 3-dB width of the antenna beam. In case of
an uniform illumination of the elements, Θa = 0.89 · λ

La
≈ λ

La
, where La is the antenna length

in the azimuth direction. The illumination time is given by:

Till ≈
r0 ·Θa

v
, (2.14)

where a small-angle approximation has been used. Thus the Doppler bandwidth can be
written as:

Ba = |ka| · Till ≈
2v
La

. (2.15)

Usually a slightly narrower bandwidth is considered during the SAR processing, which
is called processing bandwidth (PBW).

Fig. 2.4 shows the time-frequency diagram of the acquisition. The horizontal axis indi-
cates the azimuth time, whereas the vertical corresponds to the Doppler frequency. The
azimuth antenna pattern is schematically plotted on the left, which indicates the signal
strength from a certain target. An acquisition of length Traw is carried out. The Doppler
frequency history, with rate ka, of the first and last illuminated targets at the same range dis-
tance are shown. Note that just the Doppler history corresponding to the established PBW,
BP, is considered. The duration of the focused scene is Tfocused.

first target last target

fd
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FIGURE 2.4: Time-frequency diagram for the StripMap mode
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2.2.1.1 Swath width

The swath width that can be achieved with pulsed SAR systems is limited by the pulse
repetition frequency. Since the pulses are transmitted every pulse repetition interval (PRI),
the duration of the echoes cannot exceed this interval (Curlander and Mcdonough, 1991).
Fig 2.5 illustrates the timing scheme of transmitting radar pulses (TX) and the reception
(RX) of the echoes.

t
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FIGURE 2.5: Transmission-Reception timing scheme

The available time interval to receive an echo, difference between the far range time (τfr)
and the near range time (τnr), is given by the PRI once the duration of the transmitted pulse,
∆τ, has been subtracted:

τfr − τnr <
1

PRF
− ∆τ /

1
PRF

, (2.16)

which can be approximated by the inverse of the PRF, if the pulse duration is much smaller,
typically fulfilled. Under the same assumption, the maximum swath width (in slant range)
can be written as:

Ws /
c0

2 · PRF
, (2.17)

where c0 is the speed of light.
The Doppler spectrum of the SAR signal has a bandwidth Ba, which is sampled at a rate

PRF due to the pulsed operation of the system. In order to fulfill the Nyquist sampling
theorem, Ba < PRF. The Doppler bandwidth can be written as:

Ba ≈
vg

ρa
, (2.18)

where vg is the beam ground velocity. Therefore, PRF ≥ vg/ρa. Combining this with (2.17)
we obtain the relationship between swath width and azimuth resolution:

Ws

ρa
<

c0

2 · vg
, (2.19)

which indicates the trade-off between both parameters.
The swath width in ground range, Wg, can be obtained approximately, following the

geometry depicted in Fig. 2.6, as:
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Wg ≈
Ws

sin θavg
, (2.20)

where θavg is the averaged incidence angle of the swath.
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radar

FIGURE 2.6: Relationship between slant-range swath width and ground coverage. A flat Earth has
been assumed

2.2.1.2 Azimuth ambiguities

The Doppler spectrum of the SAR signal is not band-limited, presenting sidelobes due to
the antenna pattern. The amplitude of the sidelobes decrease progressively when moving
away from the center frequency. By sampling the spectrum at a limited frequency, PRF, the
components outside the main band, i.e., [−PRF/2, PRF/2[, fold back into the main band
(Curlander and Mcdonough, 1991). These components, which correspond to targets located
away from the zero-Doppler position, add coherently to the signal received by the main
beam, degrading the quality of the legitimate signal. The contributions of the targets ob-
served by the sidelobes are known as azimuth ambiguities.

Fig. 2.8 shows a scheme of the directivity pattern of a broadside oriented beam. The
processed Doppler bandwidth is indicated in green. Due to the sampling with a limited
PRF, there is a periodical folding of the components located at multiples of PRF into the main
band. The portions of the Doppler spectrum, corresponding to the azimuth ambiguities, are
indicated in red. Note that the amplitude of the sidelobes decrease for frequencies moving
away from the zero-Doppler position.

�PRF

2

PRF

2

signal
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FIGURE 2.7: Azimuth ambiguities
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The ambiguity signals are undesired and can be modeled as noise for sites characterized
by distributed scatterers. In order to decrease the level of the ambiguities, it is interesting
to sample the Doppler spectrum with the highest possible PRF. This is, however, in contra-
diction with the desired swath width (2.17), which limits the maximum PRF, and the range
ambiguities, as will be seen in Section 2.2.1.3.

The level of ambiguities is usually characterized through the ratio of the azimuth ambi-
guity signal power to the main signal power, and is referred as azimuth ambiguity-to-signal
ratio (AASR), defined as:

AASR ≈

∞
∑

k=−∞
k 6=0

∫ Ba/2
−Ba/2 T( fd) · G2

a ( fd + k · PRF) · d fd

∫ Ba/2
−Ba/2 T( fd) · G2

a ( fd) · d fd

, (2.21)

where Ba is the azimuth processing bandwidth, T( fd) is the sidelobe suppression tapering
function (Breit et al., 2010) applied during processing, and G2

a ( fd) is the two-way far field
azimuth antenna power pattern.

2.2.1.3 Range ambiguities

A second constraint to limit the sampling of the Doppler spectrum with a high PRF is given
by the range ambiguities or second time around. In the case of using a high PRF the spacing
of consecutive pulses may be so small that sidelobes returns (from preceding and succeding
pulses) are received at the same time as the return through the mainlobe (Curlander and
Mcdonough, 1991).
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FIGURE 2.8: Range ambiguities

The range ambiguities can be quantitatively characterized through the range ambiguity-
to-signal ratio (RASR), defined for planar antennas as (Villano, 2016):

RASR ≈

∞
∑

k=−∞
k 6=0

σ0(η0)G2
θ (θk)

(r0+
c0

2PRF )
3 sin(ηk)

σ0(η0)G2
θ (θ0)

r3
0 sin(η0)

, (2.22)
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where σ0(η) is the backscattering coefficient as a function of the incidence angle, η, G2
θ (θ)

is the two-way far-field elevation antenna pattern power, θ is the look angle and r is the
distance to the target on ground. The subscript 0 for the look and incidence angles refers to
the desired echo return, whereas the subscript k refers to the ambiguous return.

For the computation of the RASR, the consideration of the geometry and a scatterer
model accounting for the incidence angle are necessary. In Ulaby and Dobson, 1989 scat-
tering models for different terrain categories can be found.

2.2.2 Wide swath and timing constraints

Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to achieve wide-swath coverage
(Currie and Brown, 1992, Krieger et al., 2009). Some of them are intended to obtain at the
same time high resolution. The achievement of high resolution implies that the Doppler
bandwidth has to be increased, demanding for higher PRFs, which is in contradiction with
the attainment of wide swath coverage (2.2.1.1). Noteworthy is the use of multiple azimuth
beam systems, which allow to effectively decrease the acquisition PRF; for instance, the Dis-
placed Phase Center (DPC) multibeam concept foresees the transmission of pulses into a
single broad azimuth beam and the reception of the echoes in several broad beams, which
are displaced in the along-track direction. Since several channels are available for reception,
a suitable distance between phase centers and a certain operating PRF result in independent
target returns, allowing the use of a reduced PRF (by a factor equal to the number of chan-
nels) keeping the same resolution. A reconstruction algorithm for non-uniform sampling
(Krieger et al., 2004) allows to relax the selection of the acquisition PRF and distance be-
tween phase centers, making this concept applicable for real single-platform multi channel
systems or for multistatic SAR.

Of interest for wide-swath acquisition modes is the consideration of the timing con-
straints for transmission of pulses and reception of the echo returns. If the same antenna
is used for transmission and reception, "blind ranges", i.e., the lack of data at certain range
positions will take place. This is due to the fact that the antenna is not able to receive echo
returns while it is transmitting. The blind ranges intervals lie at constant ground-range po-
sitions for a given geometry and PRF. The interval of ranges, r, that can be stored is given
by (Currie and Brown, 1992):

(
n

PRF
+ ∆τ

)
c0

2
≤ r ≤

(
n + 1
PRF

− ∆τ

)
c0

2
, (2.23)

where possible guard bands, i.e. an extra time margin around ∆τ to avoid for partial losses
of the echo return at near or far range, have been ignored.

An additional blind range interval might be caused by an eventual saturation from the
nadir echo return. The reason is that, since the nadir region lies at closer distance than the
scene of interest and corresponds to specular reflection, it can swamp other radar returns
arriving at the same time. In order to avoid this situation, an additional constraint to the
PRF can be set, which consists in selecting a PRF such that the nadir returns occur at the
same time as the pulses are transmitted. This condition can be written as:

PRF = k · c0

2H
, (2.24)

where k is an integer number, known as the rank of the PRF, and H is the height of the
platform carrying the radar antenna. In the general case, the nadir return interferes with the
echo from a target located at a range given by (Curlander and Mcdonough, 1991):

H +
c0

2

(
k

PRF
+ 2∆τ

)
≤ r ≤ H + k · c0

2PRF
, (2.25)
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where a duration of 2∆τ for the nadir return has been assumed.
The previous constraints to the PRF allow to design a coverage diagram that indicates

the location of the blind ranges. Fig 2.9 shows an example, considering flat Earth geometry,
a platform height of 514 km and a duty cycle1 of 12%. The blue areas correspond to transmit
events, whereas the green zones to nadir returns. The allocation of the swaths between
these areas, indicated by the orange lines, avoids loss of data or interference with the nadir
returns.

nadir return
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FIGURE 2.9: Example of coverage diagram from timing considerations. A height of 514 km, a duty
cycle of 12% and flat Earth geometry have been considered.

The restrictions imposed by the transmit events and nadir returns require to review its
impact on a continuous wide-swath coverage. Related to the mitigation of blind ranges,
the staggered SAR concept (Villano et al., 2014) suggests to employ a continuous variation
of the PRI in order that the locations of the blind ranges vary between consecutive pulses.
Consequently, only some of the transmitted pulses are missing, being possible to perform a
compression in azimuth. A sequence of PRIs can be chosen so that the blind range areas are
almost uniformly distributed across the swath. Another possibility is to design the sequence
of PRIs such that, in the raw azimuth signal, two consecutive samples are never missed. In
this case, if the mean PRI decreased, i.e., the signal is averagely oversampled, it is possible to
recover the missing samples by means of interpolation (Villano et al., 2014). The extension
of the staggered SAR concept to multi-channel systems can be found in Queiroz de Almeida
et al., 2018. Regarding the nadir return, the use of waveform diversity on transmit has been
suggested by Villano et al., 2018 for its removal.

2.2.3 Wide-swath burst-mode acquisitions

Recalling the discussion introduced in Section 2.2.1.1, the use of wide swaths requires sam-
pling with low PRFs, as indicated by (2.17). The use of lower PRFs implies that the Doppler
bandwidth has to be reduced in order to sample the azimuth signal correctly, as pointed out

1Ratio between the uncompressed pulse duration and the inverse of the PRF
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in Section 2.2.1.2. This translates into a narrower antenna beamwidth, which can be imple-
mented with a longer antenna in the along-track direction2. Combining (2.19) with (2.4), we
obtain the trade-off between swath width and antenna length in the along-track direction:

La >
4vg

c0
Ws. (2.26)

If, e.g., a swath width of 250 km is desired, as employed by the Sentinel-1 system over
land, an antenna length of more than 20 m would be required, which is unpractical and
costly to implement. An alternative way to degrade the azimuth resolution keeping a prac-
tical antenna length, consists in reducing the illumination time of the targets. This means
that each target is illuminated by a burst of pulses, which represents a fraction of the number
of pulses of the whole synthetic aperture. The remaining time is used to acquire consecutive
subswaths by switching cyclically the elevation beam. This is the working principle of the
Scanned-beam SAR (ScanSAR) mode (Moore et al., 1981, Tomiyasu, 1981), which is briefly
described in Section 2.2.3.1. The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) employed the
ScanSAR mode in C band, with four subswaths and a coverage of 225 km, as the basis
scheme to map interferometrically the Earth’s topography in February 2000 in just 10 days
(Farr et al., 2007). Following the same burst-acquisition principle, the terrain observation by
progressive scans (TOPS) mode introduces additionally a steering of the antenna in the az-
imuth direction, which solves the problems of scalloping and azimuth varying ambiguities
of the original ScanSAR mode, a brief review is provided in Section 2.2.3.2. The Sentinel-1
constellation mission, started in 2014, employs TOPS with three subswaths as the baseline
mode over land, providing a coverage of 250 km at 20 m azimuth resolution (Attema et al.,
2007, Torres et al., 2012).

It is worthy to mention that in the case of burst-mode acquisitions, the blind ranges
and nadir return can be easily avoided, since the PRF can be changed for each subswath.
This way, continuous coverage, including some overlapping between subswaths, can be
achieved. This is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 2.9, where five subswaths can be imaged
(orange vertical lines), providing a continuous range coverage.

2.2.3.1 ScanSAR

ScanSAR achieves wide-swath coverage by imaging a series of different swaths. The look
angle of the elevation beam is cyclically switched, meaning that each target is illuminated
during a fraction of the complete synthetic aperture. The time interval in which each target
is observed, known as dwell time, matches the burst duration. Fig. 2.10 shows schematically
the working operation of ScanSAR for an exemplary three-subswath system.

2Note that restricting the processing bandwidth, Bp, is not an option, since the sampling of the azimuth
signal takes places during the acquisition.
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FIGURE 2.10: ScanSAR acquisition operation

The acquisition starts illuminating the first subswath with a burst of pulses, storing the
corresponding echoes; afterwards the beam is electronically switched to the second and
third subswath, acquiring for each of them a burst of echoes. Afterwards the beam is
switched to the first subswath again, repeating the process. The time interval between the
beginning of one dwell time and the begin of the next dwell time for the same given sub-
swath is known as cycle time or return time, TR. Note that the ScanSAR acquisition can be
carried out continuously without any constraint in the azimuth dimension, as for StripMap.
Fig. 2.11 shows the time-frequency diagram for the acquisition of a burst. By comparing
this diagram to the StripMap one of the Fig. 2.4, it can be seen that only a portion of the
Doppler bandwidth is recorded for each target. When processing the data to zero-Doppler
geometry, the burst presents a linear Doppler variation with slope kt and excursion ∆ fDC;
this time-variant Doppler change over azimuth has to be considered during the SAR and
InSAR processing. Note that the focused burst is longer than the raw burst, being therefore
possible to obtain a gap-free focused image, even if the acquisition is not continuous over
each subswath.
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FIGURE 2.11: Time-frequency diagram of two raw burst and their corresponding focused bursts
acquired in ScanSAR mode

Combining (2.19), (2.4) and (2.20) and given a desired swath width on ground, WScanSAR
g ,

the necessary number of subswaths, Nss, can be approximated by:

Nss =

⌈
4vg sin θavg

c0La
WScanSAR

g

⌉
, (2.27)

where dxe denotes the ceil of a number, i.e., the least integer greater than or equal to x.
The azimuth resolution for any subswath of a ScanSAR acquisition cannot be better than

the sum of the resolutions of the equivalent StripMap modes, i.e.:

ρScanSAR
a >

Nss−1

∑
i=0

ρStripMap(i)
a , (2.28)

where ρStripMap(i)
a represent the equivalent StripMap azimuth resolution of each subswath, i.

ScanSAR presents, however, some limitations related to azimuth-dependent ambiguities
and SNR, resulting from the so-called scalloping effect. This is due to the azimuth non-
stationarity of the acquisition, i.e., depending on the azimuth position of the target, they are
observed by a different central Doppler frequency and therefore with a different azimuth
antenna pattern (AAP), which produces a different amplitude weighting. A way to mitigate
this effect is to employ multi-look systems in order to observe each target with different
slices of the AAP. This way the amplitude modulation of the AAP is reduced. Fig 2.12 shows
the time-frequency diagram of an exemplary 3-look system. Each target is illuminated by
3 bursts with different sections of the AAP, as the shown target located at the zero-Doppler
time t0.
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FIGURE 2.12: Time-frequency diagram of a 3-look ScanSAR mode. Four raw bursts with their cor-
responding focused bursts are displayed.

The classical approach to compress ScanSAR data is the Spectral Analysis method
(SPECAN). The basic SPECAN (Sack et al., 1985), originally conceived to process normal
SAR data (StripMap), suits very well to burst-mode data because of the individual process-
ing of the bursts. It makes use of the concept of deramping followed by spectral analysis.
Deramping comprises the operation of multiplying a linear FM signal with the complex
conjugated reference signal, i.e., a signal with the same FM rate but opposite sign. This way
the original FM signal is converted into a constant-frequency sinusoid, which can be com-
pressed by a spectral analyzer, such as an FFT (Caputi, 1971). Some deficiencies of the basic
SPECAN algorithm have been solved by introducing a modified azimuth scaling function
(Moreira et al., 1996), which removes the variation of the azimuth frequency modulation
with range and induces a range invariant, linear frequency modulation. Therefore, no inter-
polation is necessary for the azimuth geometric correction, required in the case of the basic
SPECAN algorithm.

A SAR processing alternative to the SPECAN method for burst-mode data consists of
using standard high precision algorithms as range-Doppler, wavenumber domain or chirp
scaling (Bamler and Eineder, 1996). This is also indicated for multi-look systems, where
long bursts trains with zeroes are inserted at the interburst intervals. The drawback of this
approach is the higher computation time and the degradation of the azimuth impulse re-
sponse function due to the interference of the burst images. The latter can be overcome for
imaging purposes by low-pass filtering the power detected image at the expense of some
resolution loss.

2.2.3.2 TOPS

The terrain observation by progressive scans (TOPS) (De Zan and Monti Guarnieri, 2006)
overcomes the limitations of ScanSAR related to azimuth-dependent ambiguities and SNR,
and the so-called scalloping effect. TOPS performs the acquisition by recording bursts of
echoes, as ScanSAR does, but introduces additionally an azimuth steering of the antenna
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beam (from backward to forward) during the acquisition of each burst. This way each tar-
get experiences the same AAP weighting, eliminating almost completely the azimuth non-
stationarity of the ScanSAR mode, so that ambiguities and SNR become almost constant in
azimuth and the scalloping effect is practically eliminated, except for a very small resid-
ual scalloping due to the element pattern effect (Wollstadt et al., 2012). As ScanSAR, TOPS
switches cyclically the antenna beam in elevation in order to achieve wide-swath coverage.
Fig. 2.13 shows the working operation for an exemplary three-subswath system. The ac-
quisition starts by illuminating the first subswath pointing the beam backwards, a burst of
pulses is transmitted varying simultaneously the beam azimuth angle. At the end of the
burst acquisition, the beam is pointing forward with a squint angle symmetric to the squint
angle at the beginning of the burst. Afterwards, the beam is switched in elevation to the
next subswath pointing backwards. A new burst is acquired in the same way as for the first
subswath. The process is repeated until the last subswath is acquired, switching afterwards
the elevation beam to the first subswath and repeating the process until the desired azimuth
swath coverage has been achieved.
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FIGURE 2.13: TOPS acquisition principle

The antenna beam is steered from backward to forward with a rate ωr, which produces
a Doppler rate given by (De Zan and Monti Guarnieri, 2006):

krot ≈
2vs

λ
ωr, (2.29)

where vs is the satellite velocity. The steering implies that a wider bandwidth than the one
corresponding to the 3 dB-beam width is covered. This fact does not require an increase of
the PRF, since the instantaneous antenna beam width is the same as for StripMap. Therefore
no aliasing of the Doppler spectrum is produced, but just a wrap, that can be easily recov-
ered. A focusing of each burst to zero-Doppler geometry, produces an effective Doppler rate
at image level given by (Prats-Iraola et al., 2012):

kt(r) =
ka(r) · krot

ka(r)− krot
, (2.30)

where ka(r) is the (range-dependent) target frequency modulation rate. Fig. 2.14 shows
the time-frequency support for a raw burst acquired in TOPS mode and after focusing to
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zero-Doppler geometry. Each target is observed during the dwell time, Tdwell, which is much
shorter than the burst duration, unlike the ScanSAR mode. The target bandwidth, which
determines the azimuth resolution, is given by BT = Tdwell

∣∣ka(r)
∣∣.
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FIGURE 2.14: Time-frequency diagram of a raw burst and its corresponding focused burst acquired
in TOPS mode

There are several approaches to process SAR data acquired in TOPS mode as introduced
in the literature by Prats et al., 2010, Engen and Larsen, 2011, Sun et al., 2011 and Xu et al.,
2011.

2.2.4 Bidirectional SAR

SAR systems are able to measure distances very accurately in the line-of-sight direction
by exploiting the interferometric phase. However, the sensitivity to the motion in the
along-track direction is limited by the azimuth resolution, resulting in a performance or-
ders of magnitude worse than in the line of sight. If enhanced sensitivity in the along-track
direction is desired, dual-beam concepts (Frasier and Camps, 2001) can be applied. If a sin-
gle platform is employed, two lines of sight can be obtained by mounting a radar instrument
with two antennas, looking symmetrically forward and backward, respectively.

The conceptual SuperSAR system (Shepherd and SuperSAR Team, 2010) has been pro-
posed to measure the Earth surface deformation in three dimensions. The SuperSAR con-
cept foresees a SAR system operating in L-band boarded on a single platform with a repeti-
tion cycle of 13 days. It operates in ScanSAR mode, in order to achieve wide swath, and ac-
quires the VV- and HH-polarized SAR images from forward- and backward-looking beams,
respectively. The beams are squinted at ±30◦ and are implemented through a phased-array
antenna. SuperSAR system achieves 1 mm/year accuracy over 100 km in all three dimen-
sions after five years of observation (Wright et al., 2011). The feasibility to detect 3-D surface
displacement provides accuracies in the sub-centimeter range assuming a coherence of 0.8
(Jung et al., 2015) according to simulations.
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FIGURE 2.15: Bidirectional and squinted acquisition principles

Experimental acquisitions have been already performed with the TerraSAR-X system
following a similar approach. The bidirectional SAR (BiDi SAR) mode (Mittermayer et al.,
2013) acquires in StripMap mode and obtains two symmetrical beams, looking forward and
backward, through a phased array antenna. This mode exploits the periodicity property of
an array of antennas, which presents an angular separation between the beam or, main lobe
(ML) and the grating lobe (GL), in the visible region, given by (Cardama et al., 1998)3:

∆θML−GL ≈
λ

da
, (2.31)

being da the physical distance between the elements of the array in the along-track direction.
BiDi achieves two simultaneous symmetric lines of sight by feeding the array elements

with a progressive phase shift α, such that the main and the grating lobe in the visible region
present the same level. For the TerraSAR-X system, with 12 elements in azimuth separated
approximately 40 cm, two beams squinted approximately ±2.23◦ can be achieved. Fig. 2.16
shows the directivity and element pattern for the BiDi SAR mode, generated by means of a
numerical simulation employing the sinus cardinalis function according to the TerraSAR-X
antenna dimensions, number of elements and wavelength.

3Assuming isotropic antennas. In practical systems, the pattern of the elements of the array have to be taken
into account. The directivity pattern of the beam results from the multiplication between the array factor and
the element pattern. The effect of the element pattern introduces a slight shift to the beam, or main lobe, and the
grating lobe, achieving a slightly smaller angular separation
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FIGURE 2.16: Element and directivity pattern for the BiDi SAR mode with the TerraSAR-X antenna
panel.

The recording of both beams implies that the acquisition PRF has to be approximately
doubled. BiDi moreover imposes some constraints on the particular PRF in order to be
able to filter the bandwidths of the forward and backward beams during the processing.
Since high PRFs are needed, there are additional constraints to the swath width and/or look
angles. A detailed discussion can be found in Mittermayer et al., 2013.
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FIGURE 2.17: Time-frequency diagram for the BiDi SAR mode
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Fig. 2.17 shows the corresponding (unwrapped) time-frequency support. The spectral
separation that can be achieved is ∆ fBiDi ≈ 38 kHz. Note that both beams are acquired si-
multaneously, however, the delay between the observation of a common target is given by
∆tBiDi = tfore

0 − taft
0 = ∆ fBiDi/|ka|. For a typical TerraSAR-X BiDi acquisition acquired at an

incidence angle of 21.5◦, the Doppler rate results in about -6.3 kHz, being the delay approx-
imately 6 s.

2.2.5 Multi-platform squinted SAR

An interesting concept related to the retrieval of 2-D ground displacement employing inter-
ferometry is the use of constellations of two satellites, working in monostatic mode, one of
them oriented according to the zero-Doppler plane and a second one squinted with respect
to the first one (Ansari et al., 2016). In each pass the 2-D deformation can be obtained taking
advantage of both lines of sight. By combining different geometries, e.g., ascending and
descending, the 3-D deformation can be retrieved.

Another possibility, following the same baseline of employing two lines of sight, is the
use of a bistatic system based on a companion satellite orbiting ahead or behind of an illu-
minator satellite. This is the idea of the ESA’s Earth Explorer 10 Harmony mission proposal
(former STEREOID) (Lopez-Dekker et al., 2018).

The consideration of the correlation of the turbulent troposphere between both lines of
sight has been studied in Prats-Iraola et al., 2017, where the 2-D and 3-D achievable perfor-
mances are provided.
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2.3 SAR Interferometry

The exploitation of the phase differences between two or more complex-valued SAR images,
acquired either from different orbital positions and/or at different instants of time is known
as SAR Interferometry (InSAR). The phase difference between two images can be used to
measure different geophysical quantities, such as topography, deformation, glacier flow,
ocean currents, etc. In this section a brief review of the interferometric principles following
a geometrical approach is presented. A simplified geometry is assumed, considering a flat
Earth and rectilinear trajectory of the platform, carrying the SAR antenna.

There are mainly three possibilities for SAR Interferometry:

(i) Single-pass along-track interferometry (ATI): the surface is observed simultaneously
with two spatially separated antennas in the direction of the platform movement. This
configuration is mainly used to study ocean surface currents or moving objects, as
ships or vehicles on ground, (Goldstein and Zebker, 1987).

(ii) Single-pass across-track interferometry: the antennas are separated in the across-track
direction. We can moreover differentiate between monostatic acquisitions, if each an-
tenna is used to transmit and receive or multistatic acquisitions if the backscattered
signal is received by multiple receive antennas, different to the antenna that was used
to transmit. In the case of having one transmit antenna and a separate receive antenna,
we refer to bistatic acquisitions. Interferometric acquisitions in single-pass configura-
tion are usually employed for Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generation (Zebker and
Goldstein, 1986, Gabriel and Goldstein, 1988), e.g. the NASA Shuttle Radar Topogra-
phy Mission (SRTM) carried out in 1999 (Farr et al., 2007) or the TanDEM-X mission
(Krieger et al., 2004) since 2010.

(iii) Repeat-pass interferometry: repeated acquisitions are performed at different times,
enabling the possibility to study dynamic processes of the Earth surface, as e.g., land
deformation and glacier flow (Gabriel et al., 1989).

2.3.1 Across-track interferometry

Let us consider the across-track acquisition geometry depicted in Fig. 2.18, in which two
SAR images are acquired over the same area. Assuming a repeat-pass scenario, the first
SAR image, referred to as master image, is acquired from the position M. A second image,
referred to as slave image is taken from the position S. The vector between the phase centers
of both antennas, B, is known as baseline.
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FIGURE 2.18: Schematic representation of the across-track SAR interferometer

If we consider a point target on ground, P, distant r and r + ∆r to the master and slave
antenna phase centers, the baseline vector can be decomposed into its perpendicular, B⊥,
and parallel, B‖, component, as indicated in Fig. 2.19. Assuming a side looking angle, θ, and
an angle α between the baseline vector and the horizontal component:

{
B⊥ = |B| cos(θ − α)

B‖ = −|B| sin(θ − α)
(2.32)

The complex reflectivity functions of the master, uM, and slave, uS, signals are given by:

aM = |uM| ejφM aS = |uS| ejφS , (2.33)

where |uM|, |uS|, φM and φS are the amplitudes and phases of the master and slave signals,
respectively. Assuming monostatic acquisitions in a repeat-pass scenario, the phase values
for the master, φM, and slave, φS, acquisitions can be written as:

φM = −4π

λ
r0 + φscat,M + φnoise,M φS = −4π

λ
(r0 + ∆r) + φscat,S + φnoise,S, (2.34)

where λ is the radar wavelength, r0 and r0 + ∆r are the distances from the antenna phase
centers to the target, φscat,M and φscat,S are the phase contributions due to the scattering mech-
anism and φnoise,M and φnoise,S are the phase noise contributions due to thermal noise.
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FIGURE 2.19: Interferometric baseline geometry. Detail of perpendicular and parallel baseline com-
ponents.
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The different path of the radar signals between the antenna phase centers and the ground
target causes a misalignment between both SAR images, this is due to the parallax effect: as-
suming the across-track configuration from Fig. 2.18, the apparent position of a common
target, P, at height z, is different between surveys by ∆y. In general, the larger the perpen-
dicular baseline, the larger the misalignment and its variation across the scene. In order
to form an interferogram, precise pixel-by-pixel alignment is necessary. This is achieved
through the so-called coregistration procedure (Gabriel and Goldstein, 1988), in which the
slave image is warped to the master geometry. After the slave image is overlaid to the mas-
ter geometry, the interferogram can be formed as the conjugated complex product between
both images:

v = uM · u∗S = aMaSej(φM−φS) = aMaSejφ (2.35)

Assuming that the scattering mechanism does not change between acquisitions, the
(non-ambiguous) phase difference only depends on the path length difference, ∆r, and the
differential thermal noise, ∆φnoise (Just and Bamler, 1994):

φ = −4π

λ
∆r + ∆φnoise. (2.36)

Nevertheless, due to the cyclic nature of any phase measurement, the interferometric
phase is only measurable in the main interval,[−π, π[:

ϕ = W(φ) = mod{φ + π, 2π} − π = φ− 2π · k, k ∈ Z, (2.37)

with W(·) being the wrapping operator, mod{·, 2π} the modulo-2π operation and k the
index of the ambiguity band. The removal of the ambiguity, i.e., the determination of k
is carried out using phase unwrapping algorithms (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998, Davidson and
Bamler, 1999, Pritt and Shipman, 1994, Goldstein et al., 1988, Costantini, 1998, Wei Xu and
Cumming, 1996). For further analyses, it is assumed in the following that the unwrapping
of the phase has been carried out.

Applying the cosine’s rule to the triangle MSP from Fig. 2.18, we obtain:

(r0 + ∆r)2 = r2
0 + B2 − 2r0 · B cos(

π

2
− (θ − α))

= r2
0 + B2 − 2r0 · B sin(θ − α)

(2.38)

Considering the order of magnitude of the previous parameters for a spaceborne sce-
nario and (2.32), ∆r can be approximated as:

∆r ≈ B2

2r
− B sin(θ − α) ≈ −B sin(θ − α), (2.39)

resulting in an interferometric phase given by φ ≈ − 4π
λ B sin(θ − α). The differential in-

terferometric phase between two targets separated in the across-track direction, P and P′,
observed with looking angles θ and θ + ∆θ, is given by:

∆φ = −4π

λ
∆(∆r)

= −4π

λ
{B sin(θ − α)− B sin(θ + ∆θ − α)}

= −4π

λ
B{2 sin(

∆θ

2
) cos(θ + ∆θ − α)}

≈ −4π

λ
∆θB⊥,

(2.40)
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having made use of the small-angle approximation for the sine function, i.e., sin(∆θ) ≈ ∆θ,
and taking into account that ∆θ is small in comparison to θ − α. From (2.40) we observe
that the InSAR phase difference between two ground points depends on the perpendicular
baseline, B⊥, and on the differential looking angle, ∆θ. In the following, we analyze the
contributions to the differential interferometric phase.
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(a) Flat Earth phase contribution (b) Topographic phase contribution

FIGURE 2.20: Contributions to the interferometric phase

If we assume that both ground points across track are located at the same height,
as depicted in Fig. 2.20(a), and applying again a small-angle approximation, we obtain
r sin(∆θ) ≈ r∆θ = ∆r/ tan(θ). Therefore the contribution of the range difference between
two separated ground points across track is given by:

∆φflat Earth = −
4π

λ

B⊥
r

∆r
tan(θ)

. (2.41)

Now, if we assume that the ground points are located at the same range but at different
heights, as shown in Fig. 2.20(b), the phase difference will account only for the topogra-
phy. In this case we can apply the approximation r sin(∆θ) ≈ r∆θ = ∆z/ sin(θ), being ∆z
the height difference. The contribution of the topography to the interferometric phase is
therefore given by:

∆φtopography = −
4π

λ

B⊥
r

∆z
sin(θ)

(2.42)

From (2.42) and taking infinitesimal differences, we obtain the height sensitivity of the
interferometer:

∂φ

∂z
= −4π

λ

B⊥
r sin(θ)

. (2.43)

The height of ambiguity, hamb, corresponds to the height resulting from a complete phase
cycle and is given by:

hamb =
λ

2
r sin(θ)

B⊥
. (2.44)
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2.3.2 Differential SAR interferometry (DInSAR)

In repeat-pass acquisition scenarios an additional phase contribution appears if the terrain
is affected by deformation (Gabriel et al., 1989, Massonnet et al., 1993). Differential SAR
interferometry (DInSAR) profits from the temporal baseline between acquisitions to monitor
geodynamic phenomena, as volcano deformation, tectonic strain, urban subsidence, etc. Let
us assume that between two interferometric acquisitions, deformation of the ground has
taken place, which can be characterized by a ground displacement vector, ~g. The projection
of the latter vector onto the (normalized) radar line of sight vector,~g, produces a phase given
by:

φ∆rdefo =
4π

λ
< êLOS,~g >=

4π

λ
∆rdefo, (2.45)

being ∆rdefo the projection of the ground displacement onto the radar line of sight. The
DInSAR technique intends to isolate the phase contribution due to ground displacement
from other contributions. The contributions to the InSAR phase are given by:

∆φ = ∆φδr + ∆φtopography + ∆φflat Earth + ∆φorb + ∆φprop + ∆φscat + ∆φnoise, (2.46)

with ∆φtopography being the topographic phase (2.42) and ∆φflat Earth the flat Earth phase (2.41).
These terms can be reduced to a minimum by synthesizing a phase from an external DEM
and employing precise orbital information. Additional terms, that also have to be removed,
are the following:

1. ∆φorb: accounts for the additional phase due to the differential orbital error, usually
known as baseline error, of the acquisitions in the generation of the synthetic phase.

2. ∆φprop: corresponds to the differential propagation delay of the radar signals through
the transmission medium, i.e, the atmosphere. If the atmospheric delay is not com-
pensated, the performance of interferometric techniques in repeat-pass scenarios can
be seriously degraded (Goldstein, 1995). The atmospheric delay is split into tropo-
spheric and ionospheric terms. Tropospheric delays are caused by variations in pres-
sure, temperature, and relative humidity in the lower part of the troposphere. The
differential tropospheric contribution is, for repeat-pass spaceborne scenarios, cor-
related spatially (hundreds of meters) but not temporally (hours or days) (Hanssen,
2001) and can introduce delays of a few centimeter and therefore mask out tectonic or
volcanic signals of interest. Tropospheric corrections are usually performed employ-
ing numerical weather model data (Wadge et al., 2002), GNSS (Williams et al., 1998)
and/or spectrometer data (Li et al., 2006). A correction can be also performed from
the interferometric phase by assuming a linear relationship between phase and topog-
raphy regarding the stratified troposphere (Wicks Jr. et al., 2002, Tarayre and Masson-
net, 1996). Statistical methods employing time-series analyses, as e.g., PSI (Ferretti
et al., 2001) are able to estimate and remove the atmospheric phase screen (APS) con-
tributions. Ionospheric effects are caused by fluctuations in ionospheric electron den-
sity. The latter effect results in a phase advance of the radar signal, which introduces
moreover an azimuth shift modulation in the SAR images (Gray et al., 2000). There
are several techniques to compensate differential ionospheric effects for repeat-pass
spaceborne scenarios, e.g., the range split-spectrum method, sensitive to the range
variations, which exploits the dispersive propagation of the ionosphere to separate
the ionospheric phase delay from the non-dispersive phase term of an interferogram
(Gomba et al., 2016). The azimuth shift method, sensitive in the azimuth direction,
exploits the proportional relation between differential azimuth shift and the azimuth
derivative of the differential ionosphere (Kim et al., 2011).
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3. ∆φscat: refers to the extra delay due to variations of the scattering characteristics of the
ground. It may be a deterministic phase offset due to a change in the dielectric constant
as a consequence of variations of the soil moisture (Morrison et al., 2011, De Zan and
Gomba, 2018) or a random phase due to temporal decorrelation (Rocca, 2007).

4. ∆φnoise: accounts for the differential phase noise due to thermal noise of the receiver.

2.3.2.1 Accuracy of the interferometric phase

Under the assumption of a scene characterized by distributed scatterers, which are modeled
as zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables (Section 2.1.2), the Cramér-Rao bound for
the interferometric phase standard deviation, after N samples of the complex interferogram
have been averaged (multi-looking factor), is given by (Rodriguez and Martin, 1992):

σ∆φ =
1√
2N

√
1− γ2

|γ| , (2.47)

assuming that the number of independent samples, N, is larger than 4 and for values of γ
not close to 0.

2.3.2.2 Coherence: decorrelation sources

The complex correlation or coherence of two SAR images is given by (Bamler and Hartl,
1998, Rosen et al., 2000):

γ =
E{uM · u∗S}√

E{|uM|2}+ E{|uS|2}
= |γ| ej∆φ (2.48)

We refer usually to the modulo of the coherence,|γ|, when calculating the coherence. The
different sources of decorrelation can be written as (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992, Hanssen,
2001):

|γ| = γgeom · γDoppler · γtemp · γvol · γnoise, (2.49)

being:

(i) γgeom: corresponds to geometric decorrelation due to the spatial baseline. A slightly
different viewing geometry between surveys implies that the coherent sum of all in-
dependent scatterers within the resolution cell is also relatively different. The baseline
decorrelation is related to the different incident angles of the SAR acquisitions and
leads to a critical baseline, above which the interferometric phase is pure noise. The
geometric decorrelation can be reduced applying spectral filtering (Gatelli et al., 1994).

(ii) γDoppler : refers to the decorrelation due to a mismatch of the Doppler spectra. In
case of StripMap acquisitions, the Doppler spectra mismatch corresponds to different
Doppler centroid frequencies due to a change in the platform attitude:

γDoppler =
Ba −

∣∣∆ fdc

∣∣
Ba

≈ 1−
∣∣∆ fDC

∣∣ La

2vs
, (2.50)

where ∆ fdc is the difference between Doppler centroid frequencies of master and slave
acquisitions, La is the antenna length in azimuth, and vs the platform velocity.
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(iii) γtemp: corresponds to temporal decorrelation, especially important in repeat-pass inter-
ferometry over areas characterized by distributed scatterers. A mathematical frame-
work has been established in Rocca, 2007 over surfaces characterized by distributed
scatterers, where the temporal decorrelation mechanism has been modeled as the mo-
tion of the scatterers within a resolution cell according to Brownian or Markovian pro-
cesses.

(iv) γnoise: refers to thermal noise and can be related to the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of
the radar system as (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992, Just and Bamler, 1994):

γnoise =
1

1 + SNR−1 (2.51)

(v) γvol: corresponds to volumetric decorrelation, induced by a finite number of dis-
tributed scatterers in the vertical dimension.

When working with real data, coherence is usually estimated by replacing the expecta-
tion values by spatial averagings of L independent samples (Bamler and Hartl, 1998). This
estimate is biased as it tends to overestimate low coherence. For large numbers of samples
L it becomes asymptotically unbiased. Approaches toward unbiasing the coherence can be
found in Touzi et al., 1999.

2.3.3 Time series analyses

Repeat-pass interferometry represents a very powerful technique for crustal deformation
analyses. However, when very slow deformation processes are intended to be retrieved,
consideration of phase noise from different sources (eq. 2.46), that can mask out the geo-
physical signal, have to be considered. Among the most important contributions, we find
the effect of the atmospheric propagation (∆φprop), errors in the orbital determination (∆φorb),
the residual topographic error of the external DEM (∆φtopography) and the noise introduced
due to temporal changes in the scattering properties or due to slightly different observation
geometries of the targets (∆φscat).

A solution to cope with these effects is the use of multi-temporal analysis. This con-
sists on the evaluation of stacks of data through a statistical analysis in order to eliminate
noise contributions. One of the first approaches corresponds to the persistent scatterers in-
terferometry (PSI) (Ferretti et al., 2001) technique, which consists on identifying scatterers
whose amplitude remains stable over time and for different observation angles. A modified
method that exploits the spatial correlation of the phases of scatterers selected based on its
phase stability, rather than its amplitude, is more suitable for the observation of temporally-
variable processes as volcanic deformation and has been introduced by Hooper et al., 2004.
The PSI approach is however more suitable for urban scenarios, where resolution cells are
characterized by the presence of dominant point scatterers.

For crustal deformation, the resolution cells are usually characterized by distributed scat-
terers, implying that temporal decorrelation effects predominate, being more adequate to
evaluate subsets of interferograms with small temporal baseline. This is the principle of the
small-baseline subsets (SBAS) (Berardino et al., 2002), which moreover minimizes the geo-
metrical baseline and the Doppler differences within each subset of interferograms, in order
to minimize geometric decorrelation effects. The procedure consists basically on unwrap-
ping spatially the phases of each subset, applying the single value decomposition method
to link them and obtain a phase series, from which the geophysical signal can be extracted.

Combinations of both approaches have been introduced in the literature, for instance
a full resolution SBAS method to extract coherent distributed scattering targets (Hooper,
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2008). The SqueeSAR technique processes jointly distributed and persistent scatterers tak-
ing into account their different statistical behavior (Ferretti et al., 2011). An extension of the
latter consists in identifying multiple scattering mechanisms from the analysis of the covari-
ance matrix (Fornaro et al., 2015). Advances have been also done to process large amount
of data from current (Sentinel-1) or future missions avoiding to reprocess the whole stack
when new acquisitions are available (Ansari et al., 2017).
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2.4 Mutual shift estimation

The estimation of the mutual shift between two SAR images is a procedure that can serve
to multiple purposes. Related to interferometric processing, it aids the coregistration stage
(parallax effect compensation), but it might also be used to determine the absolute phase
offset (Madsen et al., 1993) by creating a radargrammetric DEM (Leberl, 1990), as, e.g, done
for the generation of the raw DEMs of the TanDEM-X mission (Rossi et al., 2012).

As an additional application, the shift estimation between SAR images acquired in a
repeat-pass configuration can provide an unambiguous and absolute estimation of the 2-D
ground deformation – in line-of-sight and azimuth directions. This supposes an added value
with respect to DInSAR, which is insensitive to azimuth displacements and moreover pro-
vides ambiguous shift estimates in the radar line of sight. The ground displacement in the
line of sight direction can be obtained by compensating the shifts due to (geometric) parallax
error between both acquisitions to the correlation shift. This can be achieved by simulating
the acquisition geometry with an external DEM and precise orbital information.

Two different approaches can be employed to measure the relative shifts between SAR
acquisitions. The first of them, usually referred as offset tracking (OT) or speckle tracking
(ST), relies on the calculation of the mutual shift applying the cross-correlation operation
and is described in Section 2.4.1. The second family of approaches, usually known as split-
bandwidth interferometry (SBI), or spectral diversity (SD), are based on the extraction of
sublooks in range or azimuth, respectively, and the computation of the differential interfer-
ogram, whose phase is proportional to the shift. Section 2.4.2 covers these approaches. As it
will be seen in the following, both implementations provide the same accuracy (Bamler and
Eineder, 2005), however correlation techniques provide unambiguous estimates, whereas
the ones based on calculating the differential interferogram of the sublooks interferograms
result in ambiguous estimates, due to the wrapped nature of the phase.

The application area of correlation techniques cover the measurement of ground dis-
placements due to seismic events (Michel et al., 1999) and glacier motion estimation (Der-
auw, 1999, Strozzi et al., 2002).

In the following we assume 1-D signals, without loss of generality. The extension to 2-D
signals is immediate.

2.4.1 Cross-correlation

The cross-correlation function between two, one-dimensional, stationary4 random pro-
cesses, X(t) and Y(t), is given by (Papoulis, 1991):

RXY(∆t) = E[X∗(t) ·Y(t + ∆t)], (2.52)

where E[·] indicates the expectation, and ∗ the complex conjugate. Assuming that both
stationary random processes are ergodic5, the cross-correlation can be estimated from two
single realizations, x(t) and y(t), using the time average cross-correlation function, rxy(∆t):

rxy(∆t) =
1

2T

∫ T

−T
x∗(t) · y(t + ∆t)dt, (2.53)

4We assume, in general, complex-valued processes, X(t) = A(t) + jB(t), being A(t) and B(t) two real
stochastic processes. The complex process X(t) is specified in terms of the joint statistics of the real processes,
A(t) and B(t).
Wide-sense stationarity (WSS) of the random process X(t) is assumed. This implies that its mean is constant,
E[X(t)] = η, and its autocorrelation, Rxx(t1, t2), depends only on the lag, ∆t = t1 − t2, and not on the particular
time instants, i.e., Rxx(t1, t2) = Rxx(∆t).

5A random process is said to be ergodic if its statistical properties can be deduced from a single, sufficiently
long, random sample of the process.
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which is an unbiased estimator of RXY(∆t), since its mean value tends to the cross-
correlation function, RXY(∆t); the variance of this estimator tends to 0 as T → ∞.

Let us assume now that the continuous signals x(t) and y(t) have been sampled ac-
cording to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem delivering the corresponding discrete-time sig-
nals, x[n] and y[n]. The cross-correlation of both is given by (Proakis and Manolakis, 1996,
Oppenheim and Schafer, 2007):

rxy[l] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

x∗[k] · y[k + l], (2.54)

where l is commonly known as the shift or lag parameter and the subscript xy indicate
the signals being correlated. The cross-correlation function presents following property:
rxy[l] = r∗yx[−l].

When performing the cross-correlation between both signals, a finite number of samples
from both is extracted. Assuming that their duration is N, we obtain following signals:

v[n] =

{
x[n], 0 ≤ n < N
0, otherwise

w[n] =

{
y[n], 0 ≤ n < N
0, otherwise

(2.55)

We assume in the following that the sampled duration-limited signals, v[n] and w[n]
have been normalized to have unitary power:

N−1

∑
k=0

∣∣v[k]
∣∣2 =

N−1

∑
k=0

∣∣w[k]
∣∣2 = 1 (2.56)

Considering the finite duration of the signals v[n] and w[n], the following estimator can
be considered:

r̃xy[l] =
1
N

rvw[l] =





1
N

N−l−1

∑
k=0

x∗[k] · y[k + l], 0 ≤ l < N

1
N

N−1

∑
k=−l

x∗[k] · y[k + l], −N < l < 0

0, |l| ≥ N

(2.57)

To determine the properties of r̂xy[l], we can calculate its mean, which can be written as:

E{r̃xy[l]} =





N −|l|
N

rxy[l] |l| < N

0, |l| ≥ N
(2.58)

The estimator presented in (2.57) presents a (lag-dependent) bias, which is small for
|l| � N, however should not be ignored. The unbiased estimator of the cross-correlation
function can be written as:

r̂xy[l] =
1

N −|l| rvw[l] =





1
N −|l|

N−l−1

∑
k=0

x∗[k] · y[k + l], 0 ≤ l < N

1
N −|l|

N−1

∑
k=−l

x∗[k] · y[k + l], −N < l < 0

0, |l| ≥ N

(2.59)
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FIGURE 2.21: Normalized overlapping between the signals x[n] and y[n] for a certain lag, l.

To summarize, two estimators of the cross-correlation function for finite-duration signals
have been presented: a biased (2.57) and an unbiased (2.59). The only difference between
both estimators lies on their normalization factor. The unbiased estimator considers the
actual overlapping between sequences, N −|l|, for each lag, l. The biased estimator does
not account for this, and normalizes by the total number of samples, N. Fig. 2.21 depicts
the effective overlapping between the signals x[n] and y[n] for each lag, l. The relationship
between both estimators is given by:

r̃xy[l] =
N −|l|

N
r̂xy[l], (2.60)

i.e., the biased estimator is the result of multiplying the unbiased estimator by a triangular
window.

The lag for which the modulo of the cross-correlation function attains its maximum value
corresponds to the shift between both signals. In order to obtain the position of the max-
imum of the correlation functions with sub-sample accuracy, the functions can be interpo-
lated by convolution with a sinc function. Depending on which cross-correlation estimator
is used, two lag estimates can be obtained:

l̂ = arg max
l
{
∣∣∣r̂xy[l]

∣∣∣} l̃ = arg max
l
{
∣∣∣r̃xy[l]

∣∣∣} (2.61)

It is important to note that both lag estimates provide, in general, different values (except
in case the true lag, l, is 0). This is due to the modulation effect originated by the triangular
window on the cross-correlation function, which introduces an asymmetry on the cross-
correlation peak, shifting effectively its maximum position. This effect is depicted in Fig.
2.22 with simulated data. The left part of the figure shows the unbiased cross-correlation
function (black curve). The effect of multiplying the latter by a linear function (green curve)
corresponds to the biased function (red curve), which presents an assymetry, as it can be ap-
preciated. The right part of the figure shows the detail around the maximum position. Aside
from biasing the correlation function, the maximum position suffers also a displacement.

For practical applications, the preferred estimator is the unbiased estimator, which can
be calculated in time-domain from (2.59). However more efficient implementations in the
frequency domain provide the biased version of the estimator. For this reason, (2.60) allows
easily to obtain the unbiased estimator. Next section provides the details for an efficient
computation.
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(b)

FIGURE 2.22: Effect of the triangular window modulation on the peak position of the cross-
correlation function. The horizontal axis corresponds to the lag, whereas the vertical axis corre-

sponds to the magnitude of the correlation function.

2.4.1.1 Efficient implementation in the frequency domain

It is interesting to note that the cross-correlation operation is very similar to a linear convo-
lution, being the latter given by:

x[n] ∗ y[n] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

y[k] · x[n− k], (2.62)

where ∗ denotes linear convolution. By inspecting (2.54) and (2.62), we can see that by
time-reversing and conjugating one of the signals, the cross-correlation can be calculated
through linear convolution. Therefore we can write:

rxy,C[m] = x∗[−m] ∗ y[m] (2.63)

The subscript C refers to the coherent correlation, i.e., the correlation of the
complex-valued data.

The convolution operation can be performed efficiently in the frequency domain using
the (circular) convolution theorem (Oppenheim and Schafer, 2007), which states that the
Fourier transform of a convolution of two signals is the pointwise product of their Fourier
transforms. Therefore, taking the duration-limited signals, v[n] and w[n], according to (2.55)
we obtain:

v[n]~ w[n] = F−1{F{v[n]} · F{w[n]}}, (2.64)

where F indicates Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and ~ circular convolution. A circular
convolution operation can be easily converted into a linear convolution by performing a
zero-padding operation to the time-domain signals:

vZP[n] =

{
v[n], 0 ≤ n < N
0, N ≤ n < 2N

wZP[n] =

{
w[n], 0 ≤ n < N
0, N ≤ n < 2N,

(2.65)

where the subscript ZP indicates that the time-domain signal has been zero-padded by a
factor of two, i.e. reaching a duration double than the original signal.
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When cross-correlating complex SAR signals, a compensation for systematic differen-
tial phase contributions is necessary, in order to align the complex vectors of both sig-
nals. The most relevant phase contribution is due to the flat Earth phase (2.41) and the
topography (2.42), and we might refer to the contribution of both as the geometric phase,
φgeo = ∆φflat Earth + ∆φtopography. Fig. 2.23 summarizes the operations to compute the coherent
cross-correlation. In the first place both signals are limited in time by multiplying them by
a rectangular signal. The geometric (differential) phase can be compensated by multiplying
one of the signals by e−jφgeo . Afterwards a zero-padding (by a factor 2) is applied in the time
domain to both signals, so that the convolution, implemented through FFTs, becomes linear.
The debiasing of the cross-correlation function can be afterwards performed.
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<latexit sha1_base64="MGyCzJ86/vX++owW1KpQYJr/eKg=">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</latexit>

vZP[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="U7rqhPnoHZ4Ydju1w1WzWm64Cjk=">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</latexit>

wZP[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="p8QBhpijCbSDWb+zfPZ+DlAAWdg=">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</latexit>

e�j�geo[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="0CreSthh34iojQZWbDhlCNmV+m8=">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</latexit>

r̃xy,C[l]
<latexit sha1_base64="Psm+wXUsOsY09iSQq3u450Db+aw=">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</latexit>

r̂xy,C[l]
<latexit sha1_base64="4thxBjiVtClYvEaGSoz7bpwCvTI=">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</latexit>

FIGURE 2.23: Block diagram of an efficient computation of the coherent cross-correlation function.

The biased estimator of the coherent cross-correlation, r̃xy, can therefore be calculated in
the frequency domain according to:

r̃xy,C[l] = v[n] ∗ w[n] = F−1{F{vZP[n]} · F{wZP[n] · e−jφgeo[n]}}, (2.66)

where the DFT can be efficiently performed through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The un-
biased estimator, r̂xy,C[l], can be obtained substituting (2.66) in (2.60).

The mutual shift, l̂, can be found as the position of the maximum of the modulo of the
cross-correlation function,

∣∣∣r̂xy,C[l]
∣∣∣ 6.

2.4.1.2 Incoherent cross-correlation

The incoherent version of the cross-correlation operation correlates the intensities or mag-
nitudes between signals, discarding the phase information. This operation is also known
as speckle tracking. Before the incoherent cross-correlation can be applied, the signals have
to be detected: each signal has to be oversampled by a factor 2 in order to accommodate
the resulting bandwidth after taking the absolute value. This operation can be efficiently
performed by zero padding the signal spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 2.25

The unbiased estimator of the incoherent cross-correlation can be written as:

r̂xy,I[l] =





1
2N −|l|

2N−l−1

∑
k=0

v′[k] · w′[k + l], 0 ≤ l < 2N

1
2N −|l|

2N−1

∑
k=−l

v′[k] · w′[k + l], −2N < l < 0

0, |l| ≥ N

(2.67)

6Note that the obtained shift has to be divided by two, due to the applied temporal zero padding for the
linear convolution computation.
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The subscript I refers to the incoherent correlation, i.e., correlation of the real-valued data
after a detection has been performed.

Fig. 2.24 shows the procedure to carry out an incoherent cross-correlation efficiently in
the frequency domain. In this case, since the phase information has been discarded at the
detection stage, no compensation of the phase, e.g., due to the topography, is needed, in
contrast to the coherent case.

FFT<latexit sha1_base64="Di0DgnIqj+LxOEuNsrUhUAMD4+E=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdSkIxWWFVgtNkMn0tg7OTMLMjVpCfsOtfoBf46649UOc1gjaemGGwzn3cA8nSgQ36Hljp7SwuLS8Ul6trK1vbG5Vt3euTZxqBh0Wi1h3I2pAcAUd5Cigm2igMhJwE91fTPSbB9CGx6qNowRCSYeKDzijaKkgkBTvtMyazXZ+W615dW867jzwC1AjxbRut51y0I9ZKkEhE9SYnu8lGGZUI2cC8kqQGkgou6dD6FmoqAQTZtPQuXtgmb47iLV9Ct0p+9uRUWnMSEZ2cxLSzGoT8j+tl+LgLMy4SlIExb4PDVLhYuxOGnD7XANDMbKAMs1tVpfdUU0Z2p4qgYJHFktJVT8LJD7lPT/MfmoKjDUkWPw4EpDV/DzPK7Y7f7apeXDdqPtH9cbVce38pGixTPbIPjkkPjkl5+SStEiHMJKQZ/JCXp03590ZOx/fqyWn8OySP+N8fgF3dafv</latexit>

FFT�1
<latexit sha1_base64="UuNJ6wBydS2MIUzfGr32rU1819s=">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</latexit> ÷

<latexit sha1_base64="KVc8siVb2TZFi3v+9Q3r+7xAcC8=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFsFVSVTQpSCCywq2Fpogk8ltOzgzCTM31RDyC271A/wad+JK8GOctln4ujDD4Zx7uPeeKBXcoOd9OHPzC4tLy7WV+ura+sbmVmO7a5JMM+iwRCS6F1EDgivoIEcBvVQDlZGAm+jufKLfjEEbnqhrzFMIJR0qPuCM4oQKYj6+3Wp6LW9a7l/gV6BJqmrfNpxaECcsk6CQCWpM3/dSDAuqkTMBZT3IDKSU3dEh9C1UVIIJi+mypbtvmdgdJNo+he6U/e4oqDQml5HtlBRH5rc2If/T+hkOTsOCqzRDUGw2aJAJFxN3crkbcw0MRW4BZZrbXV02opoytPnUAwX3LJGSqrgIJD6UfT+0wE7RsgiMNaRY/ZgLKJp+WZZ1m53/O6m/oHvY8o9ah1fHzbOLKsUa2SV75ID45ISckUvSJh3CyIg8kify7Lw4r86b8z5rnXMqzw75Uc7nF9UopJA=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="/xmHiltSXd+D6ccbg8wdmDN480U=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFZXboJFsFVSVTQpSCCywr2AU2QyfRWR2cmYeZGDSH/4FY/wK9xJy7c+C1O2yy0emGGw7n3cO49cSq4Qd//dGZm5+YXFmtL7vLK6tr6Rn2zY5JMM2izRCS6F1MDgitoI0cBvVQDlbGAbnx3Oup370EbnqhLzFOIJL1WfMgZRUt1QuQSzNVGw2/64/L+gqACDVJV66ru1MJBwjIJCpmgxvQDP8WooBo5E1C6YWYgpeyOXkPfQkWtS1SM1y29XcsMvGGi7VPojdmfioJKY3IZ20lJ8cZM90bkf71+hsPjqOAqzRAUmxgNM+Fh4o1u9wZcA0ORW0CZ5nZXj91QTRnahNxQwQNLpKRqUIQSH8t+EFlgXbQsQmMFKVY/5gKKRlCWpWuzC6aT+gs6+83goLl/cdg4OatSrJFtskP2SECOyAk5Jy3SJozckifyTF6cV+fNeXc+JqMzTqXZIr/K+foGpUClgw==</latexit>

FFT<latexit sha1_base64="Di0DgnIqj+LxOEuNsrUhUAMD4+E=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdSkIxWWFVgtNkMn0tg7OTMLMjVpCfsOtfoBf46649UOc1gjaemGGwzn3cA8nSgQ36Hljp7SwuLS8Ul6trK1vbG5Vt3euTZxqBh0Wi1h3I2pAcAUd5Cigm2igMhJwE91fTPSbB9CGx6qNowRCSYeKDzijaKkgkBTvtMyazXZ+W615dW867jzwC1AjxbRut51y0I9ZKkEhE9SYnu8lGGZUI2cC8kqQGkgou6dD6FmoqAQTZtPQuXtgmb47iLV9Ct0p+9uRUWnMSEZ2cxLSzGoT8j+tl+LgLMy4SlIExb4PDVLhYuxOGnD7XANDMbKAMs1tVpfdUU0Z2p4qgYJHFktJVT8LJD7lPT/MfmoKjDUkWPw4EpDV/DzPK7Y7f7apeXDdqPtH9cbVce38pGixTPbIPjkkPjkl5+SStEiHMJKQZ/JCXp03590ZOx/fqyWn8OySP+N8fgF3dafv</latexit>ZP<latexit sha1_base64="Shh9ae0+qYI9iSvlKBwJRrmoPh0=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJVFRl4IblxVsFZMgk+mtDs4jzNyoJeQz3OoH+DXu1K0/4rSN4OvCDIdz7uEeTpoJbjEI3ryJyanpmdnaXH1+YXFpubGy2rU6Nww6TAttzlNqQXAFHeQo4DwzQGUq4Cy9ORrqZ7dgLNfqFAcZJJJeKd7njKKjolhSvDayuGiXl41m0ApG4/8FYQWapJr25YpXi3ua5RIUMkGtjcIgw6SgBjkTUNbj3EJG2Q29gshBRSXYpBhlLv1Nx/T8vjbuKfRH7HdHQaW1A5m6zWFG+1sbkv9pUY79g6TgKssRFBsf6ufCR+0PC/B73ABDMXCAMsNdVp9dU0MZuprqsYI7pqWkqlfEEu/LKEyKr5Zi6wwZVj8OBBTNsCzLuusu/N3UX9DdboU7re2T3ebhXtVijayTDbJFQrJPDskxaZMOYUSTB/JInrxn78V79d7HqxNe5VkjP8b7+ATwt6ev</latexit>⇥<latexit sha1_base64="/xmHiltSXd+D6ccbg8wdmDN480U=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFZXboJFsFVSVTQpSCCywr2AU2QyfRWR2cmYeZGDSH/4FY/wK9xJy7c+C1O2yy0emGGw7n3cO49cSq4Qd//dGZm5+YXFmtL7vLK6tr6Rn2zY5JMM2izRCS6F1MDgitoI0cBvVQDlbGAbnx3Oup370EbnqhLzFOIJL1WfMgZRUt1QuQSzNVGw2/64/L+gqACDVJV66ru1MJBwjIJCpmgxvQDP8WooBo5E1C6YWYgpeyOXkPfQkWtS1SM1y29XcsMvGGi7VPojdmfioJKY3IZ20lJ8cZM90bkf71+hsPjqOAqzRAUmxgNM+Fh4o1u9wZcA0ORW0CZ5nZXj91QTRnahNxQwQNLpKRqUIQSH8t+EFlgXbQsQmMFKVY/5gKKRlCWpWuzC6aT+gs6+83goLl/cdg4OatSrJFtskP2SECOyAk5Jy3SJozckifyTF6cV+fNeXc+JqMzTqXZIr/K+foGpUClgw==</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="/xmHiltSXd+D6ccbg8wdmDN480U=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFZXboJFsFVSVTQpSCCywr2AU2QyfRWR2cmYeZGDSH/4FY/wK9xJy7c+C1O2yy0emGGw7n3cO49cSq4Qd//dGZm5+YXFmtL7vLK6tr6Rn2zY5JMM2izRCS6F1MDgitoI0cBvVQDlbGAbnx3Oup370EbnqhLzFOIJL1WfMgZRUt1QuQSzNVGw2/64/L+gqACDVJV66ru1MJBwjIJCpmgxvQDP8WooBo5E1C6YWYgpeyOXkPfQkWtS1SM1y29XcsMvGGi7VPojdmfioJKY3IZ20lJ8cZM90bkf71+hsPjqOAqzRAUmxgNM+Fh4o1u9wZcA0ORW0CZ5nZXj91QTRnahNxQwQNLpKRqUIQSH8t+EFlgXbQsQmMFKVY/5gKKRlCWpWuzC6aT+gs6+83goLl/cdg4OatSrJFtskP2SECOyAk5Jy3SJozckifyTF6cV+fNeXc+JqMzTqXZIr/K+foGpUClgw==</latexit>

y[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="yqBcB2P9dSthZfFgHSAqCGCVtnc=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tJNsAiuSqKCrqTgxmUFWwtJKJPprR2cmYSZGzWE/IJb/QC/xp24EvwYpzULXxdmOJxzD/feE6eCG/S8d2dufmFxabm2Ul9dW9/YbDS3+ibJNIMeS0SiBzE1ILiCHnIUMEg1UBkLuIpvzqb61S1owxN1iXkKkaTXio85ozil8kBFw0bLa3uzcv8CvwItUlV32HRq4ShhmQSFTFBjAt9LMSqoRs4ElPUwM5BSdkOvIbBQUQkmKmbLlu6eZUbuONH2KXRn7HdHQaUxuYxtp6Q4Mb+1KfmfFmQ4PokKrtIMQbGvQeNMuJi408vdEdfAUOQWUKa53dVlE6opQ5tPPVRwxxIpqRoVocT7MvAjC+wULYvQWEOK1Y+5gKLll2VZt9n5v5P6C/oHbf+wfXBx1OqcVinWyA7ZJfvEJ8ekQ85Jl/QIIxPyQB7Jk/PsvDivzttX65xTebbJj3I+PgHTV6SJ</latexit>

v[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="nCZ7Q6lpCx/OYHvYZZEiQZe9LsU=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQFPUnBi0cFawtJkM122i7ubsLupBpC/oJX/QH+Gm/iSfDHuK05aHVgl8d785iZF6eCG/S8D2dufmFxabm2Ul9dW9/YbGxt35gk0ww6LBGJ7sXUgOAKOshRQC/VQGUsoBvfnU/07hi04Ym6xjyFSNKh4gPOKE6ocaCi20bTa3nTcv8CvwJNUtXl7ZZTC/sJyyQoZIIaE/heilFBNXImoKyHmYGUsjs6hMBCRSWYqJguW7r7lum7g0Tbp9Cdsj8dBZXG5DK2nZLiyMxqE/I/LchwcBoVXKUZgmLfgwaZcDFxJ5e7fa6BocgtoExzu6vLRlRThjafeqjgniVSUtUvQokPZeBHFtgpWhahsYYUqx9zAUXTL8uybrPzZ5P6C24OW/5R6/DquNk+q1KskV2yRw6IT05Im1yQS9IhjIzII3kiz86L8+q8Oe/frXNO5dkhv8r5/ALOHaSG</latexit>

w[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="RVRwkjQiSEKQAjFhPxJeWH8y7Ew=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJamCrqTgxqWC1UISZDK9bYfOTMLMjTWE/IJb/QC/xp24EvwYpzULXxdmOJxzD/feE6eCG/S8d2dufmFxabm2Ul9dW9/YbGxtX5sk0wy6LBGJ7sXUgOAKushRQC/VQGUs4CYen031mzvQhifqCvMUIkmHig84ozilJoGKbhtNr+XNyv0L/Ao0SVUXt1tOLewnLJOgkAlqTOB7KUYF1ciZgLIeZgZSysZ0CIGFikowUTFbtnT3LdN3B4m2T6E7Y787CiqNyWVsOyXFkfmtTcn/tCDDwUlUcJVmCIp9DRpkwsXEnV7u9rkGhiK3gDLN7a4uG1FNGdp86qGCCUukpKpfhBLvy8CPLLBTtCxCYw0pVj/mAoqmX5Zl3Wbn/07qL7hut/zDVvvyqNk5rVKskV2yRw6IT45Jh5yTC9IljIzIA3kkT86z8+K8Om9frXNO5dkhP8r5+ATP26SH</latexit>

x[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="L8LsRQu3LyoYWlg7hkreulLTsPw=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJamCrqTgxqWC1UISZDK9bYfOTMLMjTaE/IJb/QC/xp24EvwYpzULXxdmOJxzD/feE6eCG/S8d2dufmFxabm2Ul9dW9/YbGxtX5sk0wy6LBGJ7sXUgOAKushRQC/VQGUs4CYen031mzvQhifqCvMUIkmHig84ozilJoGKbhtNr+XNyv0L/Ao0SVUXt1tOLewnLJOgkAlqTOB7KUYF1ciZgLIeZgZSysZ0CIGFikowUTFbtnT3LdN3B4m2T6E7Y787CiqNyWVsOyXFkfmtTcn/tCDDwUlUcJVmCIp9DRpkwsXEnV7u9rkGhiK3gDLN7a4uG1FNGdp86qGCe5ZISVW/CCVOysCPLLBTtCxCYw0pVj/mAoqmX5Zl3Wbn/07qL7hut/zDVvvyqNk5rVKskV2yRw6IT45Jh5yTC9IljIzIA3kkT86z8+K8Om9frXNO5dkhP8r5+ATRmaSI</latexit>

ZP<latexit sha1_base64="Shh9ae0+qYI9iSvlKBwJRrmoPh0=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJVFRl4IblxVsFZMgk+mtDs4jzNyoJeQz3OoH+DXu1K0/4rSN4OvCDIdz7uEeTpoJbjEI3ryJyanpmdnaXH1+YXFpubGy2rU6Nww6TAttzlNqQXAFHeQo4DwzQGUq4Cy9ORrqZ7dgLNfqFAcZJJJeKd7njKKjolhSvDayuGiXl41m0ApG4/8FYQWapJr25YpXi3ua5RIUMkGtjcIgw6SgBjkTUNbj3EJG2Q29gshBRSXYpBhlLv1Nx/T8vjbuKfRH7HdHQaW1A5m6zWFG+1sbkv9pUY79g6TgKssRFBsf6ufCR+0PC/B73ABDMXCAMsNdVp9dU0MZuprqsYI7pqWkqlfEEu/LKEyKr5Zi6wwZVj8OBBTNsCzLuusu/N3UX9DdboU7re2T3ebhXtVijayTDbJFQrJPDskxaZMOYUSTB/JInrxn78V79d7HqxNe5VkjP8b7+ATwt6ev</latexit>

detection
<latexit sha1_base64="jUtPJtRG/1XDmzZ7HoOwzJZuWxA=">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</latexit>

detection
<latexit sha1_base64="jUtPJtRG/1XDmzZ7HoOwzJZuWxA=">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</latexit>

incoherent cross � correlation
<latexit sha1_base64="laU9h6ujAybvO6L9WTR/+pmQCYI=">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</latexit>

v0[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="F6aV4+QIsfkcXleSELyWlkjU3KI=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV61vXboJFtFVSaqgKym4cVnB1kISZDK9rYMzkzBzUy0h3+BWP8CvcSduXPgvTtssfF2Y4XDOPdx7T5wKbtDzPpzK3PzC4lJ1ubayura+sbm13TVJphl0WCIS3YupAcEVdJCjgF6qgcpYwHV8dz7Rr0egDU/UFY5TiCQdKj7gjKKlOqODQEU3m3Wv4U3L/Qv8EtRJWe2bLaca9hOWSVDIBDUm8L0Uo5xq5ExAUQszAylld3QIgYWKSjBRPt22cPct03cHibZPoTtlvztyKo0Zy9h2Soq35rc2If/TggwHp1HOVZohKDYbNMiEi4k7Od3tcw0MxdgCyjS3u7rslmrK0AZUCxXcs0RKqvp5KPGhCPzIAjtFyzw01pBi+eNYQF73i6Ko2ez830n9Bd1mwz9qNC+P662zMsUq2SV75JD45IS0yAVpkw5hhJNH8kSenRfn1Xlz3metFaf07JAf5Xx+ATe1pLc=</latexit>

w0[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="A/Xl78URotkMtcNqVrSqXVJ8N3U=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK6KkkVdCUFNy4r2FpIgkymt3VwZhJmbtQS8g1u9QP8GnfixoX/4rTNwteFGQ7n3MO998Sp4AY978OpzM0vLC5Vl2srq2vrG/XNrZ5JMs2gyxKR6H5MDQiuoIscBfRTDVTGAq7i27OJfnUH2vBEXeI4hUjSkeJDzihaqnu/H6jout7wmt603L/AL0GDlNW53nSq4SBhmQSFTFBjAt9LMcqpRs4EFLUwM5BSdktHEFioqAQT5dNtC3fPMgN3mGj7FLpT9rsjp9KYsYxtp6R4Y35rE/I/LchweBLlXKUZgmKzQcNMuJi4k9PdAdfAUIwtoExzu6vLbqimDG1AtVDBPUukpGqQhxIfisCPLLBTtMxDYw0plj+OBeQNvyiKms3O/53UX9BrNf3DZuviqNE+LVOskh2ySw6IT45Jm5yTDukSRjh5JE/k2XlxXp03533WWnFKzzb5Uc7nFzl0pLg=</latexit>

w0
ZP[n]

<latexit sha1_base64="uAUUwgmMzsHQoA7MdD2suKhjvdE=">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</latexit>

v0ZP[n]
<latexit sha1_base64="ejTAphikJ0nmCL90yficTeTrzdY=">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</latexit>

r̃xy,I[l]
<latexit sha1_base64="tyZQ40uMm9AZvawmn3fpA0+NqCw=">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</latexit>

r̂xy,I[l]
<latexit sha1_base64="Zt1FrePbgjUICcAOLt7tfCBNZUE=">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</latexit>

FIGURE 2.24: Block diagram of an efficient computation of the incoherent cross-correlation function.

FFT<latexit sha1_base64="Di0DgnIqj+LxOEuNsrUhUAMD4+E=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdSkIxWWFVgtNkMn0tg7OTMLMjVpCfsOtfoBf46649UOc1gjaemGGwzn3cA8nSgQ36Hljp7SwuLS8Ul6trK1vbG5Vt3euTZxqBh0Wi1h3I2pAcAUd5Cigm2igMhJwE91fTPSbB9CGx6qNowRCSYeKDzijaKkgkBTvtMyazXZ+W615dW867jzwC1AjxbRut51y0I9ZKkEhE9SYnu8lGGZUI2cC8kqQGkgou6dD6FmoqAQTZtPQuXtgmb47iLV9Ct0p+9uRUWnMSEZ2cxLSzGoT8j+tl+LgLMy4SlIExb4PDVLhYuxOGnD7XANDMbKAMs1tVpfdUU0Z2p4qgYJHFktJVT8LJD7lPT/MfmoKjDUkWPw4EpDV/DzPK7Y7f7apeXDdqPtH9cbVce38pGixTPbIPjkkPjkl5+SStEiHMJKQZ/JCXp03590ZOx/fqyWn8OySP+N8fgF3dafv</latexit> ZP<latexit sha1_base64="Shh9ae0+qYI9iSvlKBwJRrmoPh0=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJVFRl4IblxVsFZMgk+mtDs4jzNyoJeQz3OoH+DXu1K0/4rSN4OvCDIdz7uEeTpoJbjEI3ryJyanpmdnaXH1+YXFpubGy2rU6Nww6TAttzlNqQXAFHeQo4DwzQGUq4Cy9ORrqZ7dgLNfqFAcZJJJeKd7njKKjolhSvDayuGiXl41m0ApG4/8FYQWapJr25YpXi3ua5RIUMkGtjcIgw6SgBjkTUNbj3EJG2Q29gshBRSXYpBhlLv1Nx/T8vjbuKfRH7HdHQaW1A5m6zWFG+1sbkv9pUY79g6TgKssRFBsf6ufCR+0PC/B73ABDMXCAMsNdVp9dU0MZuprqsYI7pqWkqlfEEu/LKEyKr5Zi6wwZVj8OBBTNsCzLuusu/N3UX9DdboU7re2T3ebhXtVijayTDbJFQrJPDskxaZMOYUSTB/JInrxn78V79d7HqxNe5VkjP8b7+ATwt6ev</latexit>

FFT�1
<latexit sha1_base64="UuNJ6wBydS2MIUzfGr32rU1819s=">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</latexit>

| · |
<latexit sha1_base64="P7cwIa9vUtdRymr57GUMneh8gSs=">AAACJXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tJNsAiuSqKCrkRw47KCtUITZDK51aHzCDM3aon5CLf6AX6NOxFc+StOaxa+LsxwOOce7r0nyQS3GATv3tT0zOzcfG2hvri0vLLaaK6dW50bBl2mhTYXCbUguIIuchRwkRmgMhHQS4bHY713A8Zyrc5wlEEs6ZXiA84oOqp3H7FU4/1loxW0g0n5f0FYgRapqnPZ9GpRqlkuQSET1Np+GGQYF9QgZwLKepRbyCgb0ivoO6ioBBsXk31Lf8sxqT/Qxj2F/oT97iiotHYkE9cpKV7b39qY/E/r5zg4iAuushxBsa9Bg1z4qP3x8X7KDTAUIwcoM9zt6rNraihDF1E9UnDLtJRUpUUk8a7sh7EDboqRRWSdIcPqx5GAohWWZVl32YW/k/oLznfa4W5753SvdXRYpVgjG2STbJOQ7JMjckI6pEsYGZIH8kievGfvxXv13r5ap7zKs05+lPfxCaiBpgY=</latexit>

detection
<latexit sha1_base64="NdeZQ/rZtE3NVQdDvXvbB+SHGwI=">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</latexit>

v0[n] 2 R
<latexit sha1_base64="is29zvmntwBFhElrfPrFMU8Q3Gk=">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</latexit>

v[n] 2 C
<latexit sha1_base64="pfJ+tO/bJZRF4nFdDc+Zy9GxkBs=">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</latexit>

FIGURE 2.25: Block diagram for the detection of a complex signal

The biased estimator of the incoherent cross-correlation, r̃xy, can therefore be calculated
in the frequency domain according to:

r̃xy,I[l] = v′[n] ∗ w′[n] = F−1{F{v′ZP[n]} · F{w′ZP[n]}}, (2.68)

where the DFT can be efficiently performed through FFT. The unbiased estimator, r̂xy,I [l],
can be obtained substituting (2.68) in (2.60).

The mutual shift, l̂, can be found as the position of the maximum of the modulo of the
cross-correlation function,

∣∣∣r̂xy,I[l]
∣∣∣ 7.

It is worth mentioning that correlating detected signals induces a bias of the cross-
correlation function, due to correlating positive real numbers. This results in a overestima-
tion of the correlation coefficient (maximum value of the correlation function). In the case of
homogeneous patches, where every resolution cell corresponds to distributed scatterers, the
correlation coefficient can be approximated, for high coherent values, by (Yague-Martinez
et al., 2010):

γ̃ ≈ 3
4
+
|γ|2

4
, (2.69)

where γ is the true value of the correlation coefficient and γ̃ is obtained from incoherent
cross correlation.

7Note that the obtained shift has to be divided by four, due to (i) the applied temporal zero padding for the
linear convolution computation and (ii) the spectral zero padding for the detection.
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2.4.1.3 Examples with TerraSAR-X data

Some experimental results with TerraSAR-X data are provided. Figure 2.26 shows two
128 pixel × 128 pixel master and slave patches corresponding to an homogeneous area (a)
and inhomogeneous area (b). After correlating both homogeneous patches, the modulo
of the coherent cross-correlation function is shown in (c). The modulo of the incoherent
cross-correlation function of the inhomogeneous patches is shown in (d). In order to obtain
sub-pixel accuracy, the correlation functions are oversampled in the region surrounding the
maximum, the modulo of the oversampled functions is shown in (e) and (f), for the coherent
and incoherent correlation, respectively.
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(a) Amplitude of master and slave patches over an
homogeneous area

(b) Amplitude of master and slave patches cover-
ing a feature invariant in azimuth direction

(c) Modulo of the coherent cross-correlation func-
tion

(d) Modulo of the incoherent cross-correlation
function. The function presents invariance in az-

imuth direction

(e) Modulo of the oversampled coherent cross-
correlation function in the surroundings of the

peak.

(f) Modulo of the oversampled incoherent cross-
correlation function in the surroundings of the

peak. Note the bias.

FIGURE 2.26: Coherent and incoherent cross-correlation examples with TerraSAR-X. Source: Yague-
Martinez et al., 2010
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2.4.1.4 Shift estimation accuracy

The optimum estimator (Maximum Likelihood Estimator) of the mutual shift between par-
tially correlated stationary circular Gaussian signals is the coherent cross-correlation (Bam-
ler, 2000). The incoherent cross-correlation, i.e., cross-correlating the signal intensities, ap-
pears as a sub-optimum, however practical for many implementations. In Bamler, 2000 and
De Zan, 2014, the derivation of the accuracy that can be achieved with both versions of the
cross-correlation estimation can be found, respectively. The procedure to obtain the uncer-
tainty of the lag that maximizes the modulo of the cross-correlation function depends on the

curvature of the correlation peak, i.e., the variance of
∣∣∣rxy(l)

∣∣∣
′

and on the average slope of
∣∣∣rxy(l)

∣∣∣
′

at the (true) position of the maximum, l0 (Bamler, 2000 and De Zan, 2014):

σ2
l̂ =

Var{
∣∣∣rxy(l0)

∣∣∣
′
}

E{
∣∣∣rxy(l̃)

∣∣∣
′′
}2

, (2.70)

where ′ and ′′ denote the first and second derivative, respectively. Eq. (2.70) can be under-

stood as the variance of the zero-crossing position of
∣∣∣rxy(l)

∣∣∣
′
.

Assuming a large number of samples of the correlation estimation window, N, the stan-
dard deviation of the coherent cross-correlation corresponds to the Cramér Rao bound and
is given by (Bamler and Eineder, 2005):

σl,C =

√
3

2N

√
1− γ2

πγ
, (2.71)

with γ being the interferometric coherence.
The standard deviation of the incoherent cross-correlation, also for large N, is given by

(De Zan, 2014):

σl,I =

√
3

10N

√
2 + 5γ2 − 7γ4

πγ2 . (2.72)

Eqs. (2.71) and (2.72) provide the accuracy of the mutual shift in units of resolution
elements. A multiplication by the resolution provides the estimate in metrical units. In
case of working with oversampled data, by a factor osf, the shift in units of samples can be
obtained by multiplying the standard deviations by osf and dividing the number of samples
in the estimation window by osf. Effectively, this results in multiplying eqs. (2.71) and (2.72)
by osf3/2.

Combining (2.36) and (2.47), we obtain that the achievable accuracy in the retrieval of
the range shift, ∆r, using interferometry is given by:

σInSAR
∆r =

λ

4π
σ∆φ =

λ

4π

1√
2N

√
1− γ2

γ
. (2.73)

Defining the relative variance between (coherent) cross-correlation in the line of sight
and interferometry as the quotient between the variance of the cross-correlation, σ2

∆r,CCC,
and the variance of the interferometric phase, σ2

∆r,InSAR, i.e.:

ρ = 10 · log10

{
σ2

∆r,CCC

σ2
∆r,InSAR

}
= 10 · log10

{
48 · ρ2

r
λ2

}
, (2.74)

we obtain that, in case of TerraSAR-X, with λ = 3.1cm, and a range resolution, ρr =1.2m,
the performance of the coherent cross-correlation is 48.5 dB worse than the one of interfer-
ometry.
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The use of cross-correlation is not just restricted to the line-of-sight direction but can be
also applied in the azimuth direction. Fig. 2.27 shows the normalized accuracies (σl

√
N) that

can be achieved in the line of sight (ρr =1.2 m) and azimuth (ρa =2.5 m) employing coherent
cross-correlation and incoherent cross-correlation with the TerraSAR-X system, including
the accuracy of the shift estimation with interferometry for reference purposes. Fig. 2.27
(bottom) shows the relative variance of the coherent and incoherent cross-correlation with
respect to InSAR.

FIGURE 2.27: (Top) normalized accuracy (σl
√

N) of the shift estimation using interferometry and
correlation techniques in range and azimuth directions. (Bottom) Relative variance of correlation

techniques with respect to interferometry.

The achievable accuracy through correlation has been provided in terms of resolution
elements units. Its accuracy in metrical units will depend on the system resolution. In prac-
tical cases, we can state that for ground deformation estimation, interferometry is preferred
over correlation in the range direction, due to its better accuracy (for the same product res-
olution). However cross-correlation in range is a very powerful tool that can complement
interferometry in the sense of providing absolute measurements, for, e.g., the determina-
tion of the absolute offset or deformation estimates which are not affected by wrapping,
therefore very adequate for the study of coseismic events, where large displacements are ex-
pected that might make useless the interferometric phase. Cross-correlation in the azimuth
direction provides an unique opportunity to estimate 2-D deformation, overcoming this way
the intrinsically "blindness" of radar to along-track motion. In case of using mid-resolution
acquisition modes, as e.g., ScanSAR or TOPS (Section 2.2.3.1) or TOPS (Section 2.2.3.2), the
azimuth sensitivity is expected to be degraded with respect to modes acquiring during the
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whole synthetic aperture (StripMap). Next section tackles the mutual shift estimation from
another perspective based on combining different separated parts of the spectrum.

2.4.2 Split-bandwidth interferometry (SBI) / Spectral diversity (SD) / Multiple
aperture interferometry (MAI)

A second approach for the measurement of mutual shifts between SAR acquisitions consists
in splitting the available bandwidth into sub-bands and calculating the differential interfer-
ogram between the interferograms of both. The phase of the later is proportional to the shift
between both acquisitions. This technique can be applied in range and/or azimuth. The
approach can be found in the literature as split-bandwidth interferometry (SBI), spectral di-
versity (SD) or multiple aperture interferometry (MAI) and is conceptually the same, where
the problem has been tackled from different points of view.

The technique of splitting the spectrum in sub-bands was originally introduced for the
purpose of retrieving the absolute phase offset of interferograms (Madsen and Zebker, 1992,
Madsen et al., 1993) and is briefly summarized in the following.

From the acquisition geometry in Fig. 2.18, due to the range difference, ∆r, between the
first and the second acquisition, we obtain an additional delay given by:

∆τ =
2∆r
c0

(2.75)

The signals received for each acquisition (omitting the pulse modulation) are given by:

s1(τ) = ej2π f0τ

s2(τ) = ej2π f0(τ−∆τ),
(2.76)

where f0 is the carrier frequency. At reception, the signals are down converted by the local
oscillator frequency, fLO, and the baseband signals become:

c1(τ) = ej2π f ′τ

c2(τ) = ej2π f ′(τ−∆τ)−j2π fL0∆τ,
(2.77)

where f ′ = f0 − fLO is the baseband frequency. If we assume that the envelopes of s1(τ)
and s2(τ) overlap, the interferogram can be directly formed by computing the conjugated
complex product between the base band signals:

w(τ) = c1(τ) · c∗2(τ)
= ej2π f ′∆τ+j2π fL0∆τ

(2.78)

Processing a symmetric bandwidth between ±B/2 delivers an interferometric phase
φ = 2π f0∆τ. Substituting (2.75), the interferometric phase becomes φ = 4π

λ ∆r.

B
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FIGURE 2.28: Split-bandwidth Interferometry: the available bandwidth, B, is splitted into two sub-
bands with bandwidth b. The spectral separation is given by ∆ f∆k.
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When processing two sub-bands at different center frequencies, f ′u and f ′l , with a certain
bandwidth b, the phases become:

φ+ = 2π f ′u∆τ + 2π fL0∆τ

φ− = 2π f ′l ∆τ + 2π fL0∆τ
(2.79)

The phase difference can be calculated as:

φ∆k = φu − φl

= 2π∆ f∆k∆τ
(2.80)

where ∆ f∆k = f ′u − f ′l . The terminology ∆k (Bamler and Eineder, 2005) refers to the fact that
two separated parts of the range spectrum are combined, being conceptually equivalent to
having two systems with two different wavenumber frequencies, k = 2π/λ.

The unknown differential delay between both signals, ∆τ, can be obtained from the
phase of the differential interferogram between both sub-bands:

∆τ =
φ∆k

2π∆ f∆k
(2.81)

An analysis of the impulse response functions, obtained by the matched filter approach
(Scheiber and Moreira, 2000), leads to the same conclusions and is applicable also in azimuth
direction by splitting the Doppler spectrum into sub-bands. This procedure, known as spec-
tral diversity, was originally proposed to accurately coregister burst-mode SAR acquisitions
in the azimuth direction.

The estimation can be enhanced by averaging N samples of the differential interfero-
gram. Assuming a large number of averaged samples and circular complex Gaussian sig-
nals, the standard deviation of the split bandwidth method in the retrieval of the mutual
shift l, in resolution elements units, is given by (Bamler and Eineder, 2005):

σl,SBI =
1
2

B
B− b

√
B
b

1√
N

√
1− γ2

πγ
(2.82)

Note that the spectral separation, ∆ f∆k = B− b, as it can be observed in Fig. 2.28. The ac-
curacy of the split bandwidth method reaches the accuracy of the coherent cross-correlation
(Cramér Rao bound) for b = B/3 (Eq. 2.71) (Bamler and Eineder, 2005). Some considera-
tion on the multilooking of the sub-bands interferograms and the differential interferogram
has to be taken into account in order to reach the Cramér Rao bound (De Zan et al., 2015),
specifically the need for an early and late multilooking, respectively. If only multilooking
of the differential interferogram is performed, the accuracy tends to the incoherent cross-
correlation.

Unlike the correlation estimate, the split bandwidth estimate is ambiguous by
∆τamb =

1
∆ f∆k

. In terms of distance, the shift is ambiguous by ∆ramb =
c0

2∆ f∆k
. Assuming chirp

signals with 100 MHz bandwidth, the shift can be obtained with an ambiguity of 2.2 m (as-
suming b = B/3, ∆ f∆k = 2/3B), which is much greater than the ambiguity band of the
interferometric phase (λ/2). The ambiguity band can be easily increased by taking addi-
tional sub-bands with smaller spectral separation.

It is important to mention that the split bandwidth techniques can not only be applied
for accurate coregistration purposes, but also for the retrieval of geophysical displacements.
The multiple aperture interferometry (MAI) technique (Bechor and Zebker, 2006) demon-
strated its potential for the derivation of along-track shift of the 1999 Hector Mine earth-
quake. The rationale of MAI follows a geometrical point of view, in which the synthetic
aperture is splitted into two sub-apertures, resulting in the ability to measure displacement
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with two slightly different lines of sight. This results in a sensitivity to azimuth displace-
ment.

In this section it has been assumed that the available bandwidth is splitted into sub-
bands. This limitation can, however, be removed assuming that the design of an acquisition
mode that records slices of the spectrum with larger frequency separation is possible. Thus
the apparent restriction that the azimuth sensitivity is limited by the system resolution can
be also eliminated. This opens the door to the design of mid-resolution modes with high
azimuth sensitivity, as the proposed 2-look TOPS mode in Chapter 6 and its associated paper
in Appendix D.
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Chapter 3
2-D ground deformation estimation
through correlation techniques

In this chapter, correlation techniques are employed in order to derive 2-D ground defor-
mation maps from TerraSAR-X StripMap images. Geophysical corrections due to the turbu-
lent troposphere, using numerical weather model data, and solid Earth tides are performed
in order to validate the measurements against GPS data.

The study case corresponds to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake, Japan. A total of nine
co-seismic interferometric acquisitions in StripMap mode (covering 30 km x 50 km) have
been used. The extension of these images is too small to study wide area deformation phe-
nomena. Therefore post-seismic acquisitions have been acquired sparsely spread over the
Japan archipelago, according to pre-seismic available data. The temporal baseline of the
InSAR pairs for this dataset is typically 100-140 days and many acquisitions correspond to
vegetated areas, therefore with strongly degraded coherence due to temporal decorrelation
effects at X-band. The validation against GPS data provides a standard deviation of about
15 cm in slant-range and azimuth directions.

The associated paper provides the methodology to apply correlation techniques, com-
pensate the turbulent troposphere from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) Interim data and to compensate for solid Earth tidal effects.

3.1 Motivation

The use of interferometric techniques with SAR systems allows to derive the ground dis-
placement in the radar line of sight (1-D measurement). This contribution shows the poten-
tial of correlation techniques to estimate 2-D ground deformation fields – in the radar line of
sight and in the azimuth direction. Moreover the unambiguous nature of cross-correlation
allows to obtain absolute measurements, with no need for phase unwrapping. Correlation
techniques present, under the same circumstances, poorer performance than interferome-
try, thus the intention is not to substitute interferometry but to complement it. Correlation
techniques are of great interest for geophysical applications, as the study of active tectonics,

This chapter presents an overview of the paper in Appendix A (Yague-Martinez et al., 2012):
N. Yague-Martinez, M. Eineder, X. Y. Cong, and C. Minet (2012). “Ground Displacement Measurement by
TerraSAR-X Image Correlation: The 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake”. In: IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Letters 9.4, pp. 539–543. ISSN: 1545-598X. DOI: 10.1109/LGRS.2012.2196020

https://doi.org/10.1109/LGRS.2012.2196020
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Earthquakes or landslides, where the deformation is not only in the vertical direction (as it
is the case for urban scenarios), but also in the horizontal direction. Moreover, in the case
of strong seismic events, the interferometric phase can be difficult to use if phase wrapping
has occurred. The use of correlation is also widely applied for glacier tracking to derive 2-D
displacement fields.

3.2 Expected performance

The large temporal baseline between pre- and post-seismic acquisitions (more than hun-
dred days) results in a low coherence. Therefore correlating intensities is more suitable than
correlating complex signals, since the former is more robust. The unbiased estimator for
the incoherent cross-correlation has been provided in Section 2.4.1.2 for 1-D signals, being
its extension to 2-D signals immediate. Details about the expected performance have been
provided in Section 2.4.1.4.

Incoherent cross correlation is applied over a grid of patches distributed regularly over
the images. Patches of 128 pixel × 128 pixel (∼ 190 m × 250 m) whose centers are separated
by 64 pixels (∼ 100 m) have been used. Fig. 3.1 shows the achievable accuracy in range and
azimuth together with the accuracy of the interferometric phase. A multilooking of 11× 11
pixels (∼ 13 m × 27 m) has been assumed for the phase.

FIGURE 3.1: Performance of the interferometric phase and incoherent cross-correlation. Patches of
128 × 128 pixels (∼ 190 m × 250 m) are assumed for cross-correlation. A multilooking of 11× 11

pixels has been applied to the phase.

3.3 Interferometry vs Correlation

A comparison between the line-of-sight displacement employing interferometric techniques
and cross-correlation is provided. The interferometric pair corresponds to an acquisition
on 12.03.2011, one day after the major event, and an acquisition 55 days earlier. Fig. 3.2
shows the interferometric phase, once the topographic phase from a digital elevation model
has been subtracted (left) and the shifts from cross-correlation after compensating for the
parallax effect (right). Each fringe cycle corresponds to λ/2 = 1.55 cm.
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FIGURE 3.2: Results over Tokyo site. Differential interferometric phase (left). Range shifts from
cross-correlation (right)

Fig. 3.3 shows an averaged profile over azimuth dimension for the shifts from the dif-
ferential phase (black) and incoherent cross-correlation (red stars). Observe that the shifts
from interferometry are wrapped between ±λ/4. The 1-D unwrapped differential phase is
also displayed (blue), where the absolute shift has been determined from cross-correlation.
It can be observed that the cross-correlation shifts are comprised in the range of 5 cm around
the shifts obtained from the unwrapped differential phase. (A more recent computation has
provided a 3σ of the differences of 2.75 cm). The potential to retrieve the absolute shift from
cross-correlation and its support to phase unwrapping is evident.
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FIGURE 3.3: Profiles of the displacement in the line of sight. A total of 150 multilooked pixels over
range have been averaged for the displacement from the differential phase. The phase has been
multilooked with a 11 × 11 boxcar window. In the case of the range shifts from cross-correlation,
a total of 18 estimates are averaged over range. Each estimate has been computed by correlating

patches of 128 pixel × 128 pixel separated by 64 pixels.

Fig. 3.4 shows the scatter plot of the profiles of the displacement in the line of sight from
both estimates, being the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)1 equal to 0.98.

FIGURE 3.4: Scatter plot of the line of sight displacement profiles. The red line corresponds to the
linear fit.

1 The Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables. It is defined
as:

PCC =
cov(∆rDInSAR, ∆rxcorr)

σDInSARσxcorr
, (3.1)

where cov and σ denote covariance and standard deviation, respectively. ∆rDInSAR and ∆rxcorr are the line of sight
displacements computed from interferometry and cross-correlation techniques, respectively.
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3.4 2-D displacement fields

Fig. 3.5 shows an overlay of the slant range/azimuth displacement vector field over the SAR
amplitude for Sendai (left) and Tokyo sites (right). Every arrow averages 16× 16 correlation
estimates. This supposes at most 256 averaged values since an outlier rejection procedure
has been carried out.

FIGURE 3.5: 2-D vector displacement maps (slant range / azimuth) over SAR amplitude for Sendai
site (left) and Tokyo site (right). The color of each arrow of the vector field indicates the magnitude

of the absolute displacement. Range is horizontal and azimuth is vertical.

3.5 Geophysical corrections

In order to obtain an accurate absolute deformation measurement in the centimeter range,
the atmospheric delay effect needs to be considered. In our work, global weather model
data are used to estimate the atmospheric path delay. The numerical weather model data
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim have
been chosen. The weather data are available four times per day (at 0, 6, 12, and 18 h) with a
grid resolution of about 80 km and stratified in 60 levels.

An additional effect to consider are the solid Earth tides, which are due to the response of
the Earth to lunisolar gravitational attraction. The deformation of the Earth’s crust can reach
up to 40 cm for the radial component and several centimeters for the horizontal components.

3.6 Summary of results

A total of nine InSAR pairs have been acquired over the Japanese archipelago, covering the
Mw9.0 megathrust Earthquake on March 11, 2011. For each of them, cross-correlation has
been applied to calculate the 2-D ground displacements, the mentioned geophysical correc-
tions applied and a 2-D vector obtained. Table 3.1 summarizes the obtained results. The
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dataset presents mainly large temporal baselines, corresponding the majority of the acqui-
sitions to rural vegetated areas (indicated by R), providing therefore a low coherence at X
band. Three acquisitions correspond to two sites over urban areas (indicated by U), present-
ing a higher coherence. A validation has been performed with GPS data, and the differences
are provided in the last column. Regarding the range differences, errors below approxi-
mately 15 cm, except for site 4, have been achieved. Reasons for large differences can be due
to fast changes in the turbulent troposphere between the availability of the weather data
(each 6 h) and the acquisition time. Note that the acquisitions present a (worst case) acqui-
sition time, since there are approximately 3 h time difference. In addition, one should take
into account that TerraSAR-X orbits present a 3-D accuracy of 4.2 cm for the so-called science
orbit products (Yoon et al., 2009). This implies an accuracy in the geometric shift prediction
in the line of sight of about 8.5 cm, according to simulations. Regarding the azimuth shifts,
differences of a few centimeters are achieved for the majority of cases, except for sites 2, 5
and 9, which very likely correspond to outliers. Discarding site 2, the computation of the
standard deviations provide 14 cm and 13 cm for range and azimuth respectively. These
values are worse than obtained for corner reflectors or incoherent cross-correlation over ur-
ban areas with one cycle temporal baseline (Eineder et al., 2011) applying a correction of the
atmospheric delay effect using the GPS zenith-path delay (with zero time delay with respect
to the acquisition time), which represents a more ideal scenario.

TABLE 3.1: Cross-correlation results from TerraSAR-X dataset

Site
Coordinates

(lat, lon)
UTC Acquisition time

postseismic acq.
Temporal

baseline [days]
Error wrt GPS

(rg,az) [cm]

1(U) 38.27◦, 141.06◦ 12.03.2011; 20:43:07 143 2 ; 0
2(U) 38.24◦, 140.86◦ 17.03.2011; 20:51:41 143 2 ; -71
3(U) 35.53◦, 139.66◦ 12.03.2011; 20:43:52 55 -14; 2
4(R) 44.16◦, 145.81◦ 24.03.2011; 20:24:20 121 30; -6
5(R) 43.27◦, 145.60◦ 24.03.2011; 20:24:35 121 11;-27
6(R) 43.82◦, 144.18◦ 18.03.2011; 20:33:03 132 5 ; 5
7(R) 35.05◦, 136.86◦ 02.04.2011; 21:01:12 121 -11; -4
8(R) 31.95◦, 130.85◦ 01.04.2011; 21:19:18 110 -17; 6
9(R) 28.28◦, 129.45◦ 28.03.2011; 09:17:45 121 7 ; 20

Standard deviation 14; 13

3.7 Conclusions

Cross-correlation techniques allow to derive 2-D ground displacement maps with accura-
cies in the range of a few centimeter, that are adequate for geophysical applications, e.g.,
study of strong Earthquakes. The use of cross-correlation overcomes some limitations of
DInSAR, as e.g., the insensitivity of the latter to the azimuth direction or the estimation of
unambiguous and absolute estimates, being a phase unwrapping procedure not necessary.
The use of multiple scenes of TerraSAR-X allows the generation of a wide area displacement
map through the use of correlation techniques and geophysical corrections. A comparison
between dInSAR and correlation in the line-of-sight direction shows good agreement. The
results compare in general well with GPS measurements with a standard deviation of the
differences about 15 centimeters. For datasets with lower temporal baseline and higher co-
herence better results are expected. The reduced coverage provided by the StripMap mode
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and the heterogeneity of the acquisition surveys dates justify further investigation of ac-
quisition modes for large-scale mapping, able moreover to reduce the temporal sampling
between acquisitions.
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Chapter 4
Sentinel-1 TOPS InSAR processing

The terrain observation by progressive scans (TOPS) acquisition mode was introduced
in the literature in 2006 (De Zan and Monti Guarnieri, 2006). The TOPS mode achieves wide
coverage by switching the elevation beam in order to acquire several subswaths, following
a similar procedure as ScanSAR (Tomiyasu, 1981). TOPS performs additionally a steering of
the antenna beam in azimuth in order to illuminate each target with the complete antenna
pattern, overcoming this way the limitations of ScanSAR, namely azimuth-variant SNR and
azimuth ambiguities due to the scalloping effect. TOPS represents an evolved ScanSAR
mode, which is able to obtain wide coverage at the expense of azimuth resolution (typically
in the order of 20 m).

The Sentinel-1 mission (Torres et al., 2012) employs a constellation of two identical satel-
lites (launched in April 2014 and April 2016), whose acquisition baseline over land consists
in the use of the Interferometric Wideswath (IW) mode, which is a TOPS mode with three
subswaths. The IW mode provides a range coverage of 250 km at 20 m azimuth resolution.
The coverage capacity of Sentinel-1 allows to map systematically the entire Earth in 12 days,
employing one satellite, orbiting at a height of approximately 690 km. The use of both Sen-
tinel units allows to reduce the repetition cycle to just 6 days, since both units are orbiting
in the same orbit but with a mean anomaly delta of 180 degree (ESA, 2018). The reduced
repetition cycle of Sentinel-1 together with the free, full and open data policy, turn it into
the main instrument for measuring small-scale crustal deformation over large areas exploit-
ing interferometric techniques (Elliott et al., 2016). This is a significant advancement since
short-period interferograms keep a higher coherence and can map time-dependent defor-
mation, as well as provide a greater number of sampling observations for the exploitation
of time-series (Ferretti et al., 2001 Hooper et al., 2004, Berardino et al., 2002).

Similarly as ScanSAR, the TOPS acquisition takes place by acquiring bursts of echoes,
i.e., each target is illuminated during a time interval smaller than the StripMap one. This
results in azimuth-variant spectral characteristics of the SAR signal, which needs to be ac-
counted for during the interferometric processing. Several aspects related to the interfero-
metric processing of ScanSAR data, as azimuth scanning pattern synchronization, spectral

This chapter presents an overview of the paper in Appendix B (Yague-Martinez et al., 2016b):
N. Yague-Martinez, P. Prats-Iraola, F. Rodriguez Gonzalez, R. Brcic, R. Shau, D. Geudtner, M. Eineder, and R.
Bamler (2016b). “Interferometric Processing of Sentinel-1 TOPS Data”. In: IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing 54.4, pp. 2220–2234. ISSN: 0196-2892. DOI: 10.1109/TGRS.2015.2497902

https://doi.org/10.1109/TGRS.2015.2497902
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shift filtering in the presence of high squint, Doppler centroid estimation, interferogram for-
mation, etc. have been provided in Holzner and Bamler, 2002.

The associated paper provides the methodology for the interferometric processing of
Sentinel-1 TOPS data. Specifically, the spectral characteristics, taking into account the az-
imuth antenna steering, the use of deramping functions, burst synchronization require-
ments, coregistration aspects, spectral shift filtering, interferogram formation and first in-
terferometric results. This chapter focuses on the stringent azimuth coregistration aspects
and the methodology to be applied to Sentinel-1 data.

4.1 Spectral properties of TOPS data

The non-stationarity of the squint angle during the TOPS acquisition produces a linear vari-
ation of the Doppler centroid frequency in the SAR data. Fig. 4.1 shows the (unfolded)
time-frequency diagram of two raw bursts (of the same subswath) of duration TB. Observe
that the azimuth resolution is controlled by the dwell time, Tdwell, (integration time for a point
target), resulting in a target bandwidth BT = |ka| · Tdwell, with ka being the Doppler rate. The
Doppler rate introduced by the antenna steering is given by:

krot ≈
2vs

λ
ωr, (4.1)

being vs the satellite velocity, λ the radar wavelength and ωr the antenna steering rate in
radians per second.
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FIGURE 4.1: Time-frequency diagram of a TOPS system, which shows two bursts of the same sub-
swath at a certain range. Each target presents a Doppler rate, ka. The antenna is rotated in the
azimuth direction originating a linear frequency variation of the burst, of duration TB, at a rate krot.
The SAR processing at zero-Doppler geometry causes that the focused burst, of duration Tfocused,
presents also a linear frequency variation, with rate kt. The dwell time, TD, is the time interval in
which a target on ground is illuminated with the main lobe, and results on a bandwidth BT. The
cycle time or interburst time, TR, is the elapsed time between bursts of the same subswath. The
resulting overlap in time between consecutive bursts (yellow area) results in a spectral separation

given by ∆ fovl.
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After the burst raw data have been focused to SLC bursts in zero-Doppler geometry, a
linear Doppler centroid frequency variation is present in the azimuth direction. The range-
dependent Doppler rate at image level kt(r) can be calculated as:

kt(r) =
ka(r) · krot

ka(r)− krot
, (4.2)

being ka(r) the range-dependent target Doppler rate. Assuming that the Doppler frequency
is fc

1 at the burst center, tc, the Doppler frequency variation over azimuth can be written,
neglecting the range dependence, as:

f (t) = fc + kt · (t− tc) (4.3)

The impulse response function (IRF) in azimuth for a target located at the zero Doppler
time, t0, and observed under a certain squint, is given by (Bara et al., 2000, Fornaro et al.,
2002):

s(t) = C · sa(t)·e−j 4π
λ r0

·ej2π· f (t)·(t−t0),
(4.4)

being C a complex constant, sa(t) the azimuth envelope of the compressed target and r0 its
range of closest approach.

When computing the interferogram between a pair of acquisitions, we obtain that the
phase is given by:

φint(t) =−
4π

λ
· ∆r

+ 2π · fc · ∆t
+ 2π · kt · t · ∆t,

(4.5)

where the same mean Doppler centroid and same steering rates have been assumed for
both acquisitions; ∆r is the differential range to the target between both acquisitions and ∆t
is the the time difference between the common target observed for both acquisitions, i.e.,
the azimuth misregistration. The first term of the equation (4.5) corresponds to the desired
interferometric phase. The second term is a constant offset and therefore negligible. The
third term, however, results in a linear phase over the burst in azimuth, whose slope is
proportional to the azimuth misregistration. A constant azimuth misregistration introduces
therefore phase ramps in the interferograms as already discussed in Prats-Iraola et al., 2012.

4.2 Burst synchronization considerations

In order to be able to form an interferogram between a pair of acquisitions, it is necessary
that the bursts are synchronized. This way common targets are observed with similar squint
angles, or equivalently Doppler frequencies. A lack of spectral Doppler overlap leads to
decorrelation. There are two contributions to the burst synchronization:

1. Timing mis-synchronization: related to the starting times of the acquisitions, or actu-
ally the along-track satellite positions. The acquisition has to be started at the same

1Spaceborne SAR systems employ usually a total zero Doppler steering (TZDS) law, therefore the Doppler
centroid frequency due to the platform attitude is just a few Hz and can be neglected.
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along-track positions for both passes. However, not only the accuracy of the synchro-
nization at the beginning of the datatakes is relevant, the size of the orbital tube in the
radial dimension affects synchronization during the datatake, i.e. ∆tacq varies during
the acquisition (Prats-Iraola et al., 2015).

The Doppler shift due to a mismatch of the acquisitions starting times is given by:

∆ f TOPS
timing(r) = kt(r) · ∆tacq =

ka(r) · krot

ka(r)− krot
∆tacq, (4.6)

where ∆tacq is the timing difference between both acquisitions (raw data).

 

 

FIGURE 4.2: Time-frequency diagram of an interferometric pair of raw bursts to depict the burst
mis-synchronization due to a timing error, ∆tacq. The plot depicts the case where the master (gray)

burst observes the target before the slave (blue).

As it has been observed by Geudtner et al., 2015, TOPS is more robust than ScanSAR
to timing synchronization errors, being the Doppler shift for the latter equal to
ka(r) · ∆tacq.

2. Antenna mis-pointing: related to the difference of Doppler frequencies between both
acquisition due to pointing errors. The Doppler shift due to antenna mis-pointing is
given by (Geudtner et al., 2015):

∆ f TOPS
pointing(r) =

∆ fdc

ka(r)− krot
, (4.7)

where ∆ fdc is the Doppler mismatch between both acquisitions. An antenna mis-
pointing in TOPS mode supposes a smaller shift than in the equivalent ScanSAR mode.

The coherence loss can be calculated by substituting the total Doppler shift from equa-
tions (4.6) and (4.7) in (2.3.2.2 (ii)). The coherence loss can, however, be avoided if proper
azimuth spectral shift filtering is performed, at the cost of a reduced azimuth resolution.
More details can be found in the associated paper.

4.3 Coregistration approach for the Sentinel-1 IW mode

The steering angles of the Sentinel-1 IW mode are comprised between ±0.6◦. This corre-
sponds to a maximum Doppler frequency of about 5.2 kHz. In order to limit the phase ramp
to e.g. 1/100 cycle (= 3.6◦), a coregistration accuracy of approximately 0.0009 pixels at a
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typical azimuth sampling frequency, faz = 486 Hz would be required, which is equivalent to
approximately 1.3 cm.

An adequate approach for the coregistration of TOPS data consists of a two stages proce-
dure. In first place a geometrical coregistration, employing precise orbital information and
an external DEM, is performed (Sansosti et al., 2006). This allows obtaining a coregistration
accuracy whose error is mainly due to timing/orbital reasons, for scenes not affected by
ground displacement.

Regarding the azimuth shifts, a refinement is needed to correct for a rigid shift. The
overlap areas between bursts can be employed exploiting the enhanced spectral diversity
(ESD) technique (Prats-Iraola et al., 2012).

ESD is based on the spectral diversity technique (Scheiber and Moreira, 2000), which per-
forms the differential interferogram between sublooks interferograms. ESD takes advantage
of the large spectral separation at the overlap areas between bursts. The phase of the differ-
ential interferogram is proportional to the misregistration, ∆t, and the spectral separation,
according to:

φESD = 2π∆ fovl∆t, (4.8)

where ∆ fovl is the spectral separation at the overlapping area between focused bursts (see
Fig. 4.1).

The ESD phase can be calculated for every pixel of each overlap area as follows:

φESD = arg{(mi · s∗i ) · (mi+1 · s∗i+1)
∗}, (4.9)

where mi, and si refer to the ith master and slave complex bursts, and mi+1, and si+1 refer to
the (i + 1)th master and slave bursts. In the associated paper (Yague-Martinez et al., 2016b)
an estimator for the calculation of the fine azimuth shift is proposed.

The standard deviation of the azimuth shift, ∆x, expressed in meter units, can be ob-
tained from (2.47) and (4.8) and is given by (Prats-Iraola et al., 2012):

σ∆x =
1

2π∆ fovl

1√
N

√
1− γ2

γ
vg, (4.10)

where N is the number of averaged samples, vg is the beam ground velocity and γ is the
interferometric coherence.

FIGURE 4.3: Sentinel-1 IW mode flattened phase over Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia. (Left) An accurate
azimuth coregistration employing ESD has been applied, no significant phase discontinuities are
present between bursts. (Right) An artificial azimuth misregistration of 0.05 samples (approx. 65
cm) has been introduced. This originates phase jumps at burst edges of approximately 190◦. Range

is horizontal and azimuth is vertical.
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4.4 Conclusions

The wide-swath characteristics of the TOPS mode provides the Sentinel-1 mission the abil-
ity to map globally the Earth surface with an unprecedented temporal sampling of just 12
days with a single satellite and reduced to 6 days with two satellites. This is an unique op-
portunity for the measurement of small-scale crustal deformation over large areas. TOPS
supposes an evolution with respect to the ScanSAR mode in the sense of overcoming the
limitations of the latter, namely azimuth-variant SNR and azimuth ambiguities due to the
scalloping effect.

The methodology to perform interferometry with Sentinel-1 TOPS data is provided in
the associated paper. In this chapter the focus has been the analysis of the required az-
imuth coregistration for InSAR pairs and its methodology by means of the ESD technique.
However, its performance dependence on the interferometric coherence, according to 4.10,
makes necessary its extension for long time series, in order to obtain enough accuracy for
stacks with very large temporal baselines. A joint approach exploiting all acquisitions of the
stack is the focus of Chapter 5.

TOPS achieves a reduced temporal revisit thanks to its wide swath capability. However,
its low azimuth resolution results in a poor performance for the application of correlation
techniques to derive azimuth displacements, as demonstrated feasible with StripMap data
in Chapter 3. For this reason further investigation of acquisition modes to enhance the ac-
curacy of the azimuth estimates are necessary and will be covered in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Joint-coregistration of stacks of
Sentinel-1 TOPS acquisitions

Chapter 4 presented the methodology for the coregistration of interferometric pairs,
based on the ESD technique. The accuracy of this procedure depends on the interferometric
coherence (eq. 4.10). Thus the performance in the retrieval of the azimuth shift worsens for
low coherence values. In a real scenario, this occurs typically when the temporal baseline
between acquisitions increases, being relevant when working with long time series.

5.1 Motivation

In order to illustrate the temporal decorrelation effect, a time-series of interferometric coher-
ences of a set of Sentinel-1 (S1) Interferometric Wide (IW) acquisitions over Mexico is shown
in Fig. 5.1. The coherences are chronologically arranged, being the master acquisition chosen
at the beginning of the stack. The stack starts in November 2014 and spans approximately
18 months. The temporal baseline increases cumulatively by 12 days. The City of Mexico
is located on the right side of the scenes and presents relatively high coherence through the
time series due to the stability of the interferometric phase over urban areas. The rest of the
scene corresponds mainly to rural areas, characterized by distributed scatterers. Note that
the coherence decays rapidly over these regions.

The scatterer temporal decorrelation law can be modeled, as proposed by Rocca, 2007,
according to a decreasing exponential law, including a long-term coherence term (Parizzi
et al., 2009):

γ(t) = (γ0 − γ∞) · e
−t
τ + γ∞ (5.1)

being τ the time constant, γ0 the short-term coherence (0-day lag) and γ∞ the long-term
coherence.

This chapter presents an overview of the paper in Appendix C (Yague-Martinez et al., 2017):
N. Yague-Martinez, F. De Zan, and P. Prats-Iraola (2017). “Coregistration of Interferometric Stacks of Sentinel-1
TOPS Data”. In: IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters 14.7, pp. 1002–1006. ISSN: 1545-598X. DOI: 10.1109/
LGRS.2017.2691398

https://doi.org/10.1109/LGRS.2017.2691398
https://doi.org/10.1109/LGRS.2017.2691398
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FIGURE 5.1: Time series of the coherence maps of a Sentinel-1 IW stack of images over Mexico City,
covering 18 months, and acquired in ascending geometry. The master image has been selected at

the beginning of the stack. The temporal baseline increases from top left towards bottom right.

Fig. 5.2 shows exemplary covariance matrices and the coherence time series for two
patches with different decorrelation properties over the Mexico area. An exponential fit-
ting according to (5.1) is also plotted, providing three parameters: initial coherence, i.e.,
coherence for 0-day lag, time constant, and long-term coherence. The top part of the figure
corresponds to a patch over a rural area. The covariance matrix indicates some periodical
effects/events. The exponential fitting presents a long-term coherence of 0.22 and a time
constant of 35 days. On the contrary, the bottom part corresponds to a patch over an urban
area, characterized by a long-term coherence of approx. 0.64.
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FIGURE 5.2: Covariance matrix (left) and time-series coherence (right). The top part corresponds to
a patch located over land, whereas the bottom part to a patch located in an urban area.

From the previous results, it is clear that the achievement of accurate rigid azimuth
coregistration can be an issue for scenes covering rural areas, if just the conventional ESD
procedure is used.

The necessity of exploiting the burst overlap areas to retrieve the fine rigid azimuth shift
has been discussed recently in international conferences with a group of scientist claiming
to obtain accurate results with just a geometrical coregistration. Their argument is that the
orbital accuracy is good enough. For instance, a phase error of 15◦ between bursts translates
into a deformation error of just 1 mm. Moreover it has been suggested that in case some
errors are present, a PSI processing could absorb them in the atmospheric phase screen (APS)
estimation stage. The APS estimation presumes that the turbulent troposphere disturbance
is uncorrelated in time and correlated in space. This is in general not true for the residual
azimuth coregistration error if ESD is not applied. The left part of Fig. 5.3 depicts the phase
error over azimuth for two bursts due to an azimuth misregistration (black curve). The
phase bias ranges from -10◦ to 10◦ originating a discontinuity of 20◦ at the burst interface.
The red curve is the result of a spatial filtering. The right part of the figure shows the residual
phase after APS compensation, as it can be seen the spatial correlation requirement does not
hold.
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FIGURE 5.3: The left hand graph shows the phase bias over azimuth for two bursts due to an az-
imuth misregistration (black curve). The phase bias ranges from -10◦ to 10◦ originating a discon-
tinuity of 20◦ at the burst interface. The red curve is the result of a spatial filtering. The residual

phase after APS compensation is plotted on the right hand graph.

5.2 Joint approach

The coregistration problem consists in retrieving the azimuth shift of each image with re-
spect to a common master image. The conventional single-master approach applies ESD
between each image and the master image. The joint coregistration approach has been al-
ready addressed in the literature for the case of coherently correlating speckle signals (De
Zan, 2011). The same principle can be applied when employing the ESD technique for az-
imuth coregistration of TOPS images. Another interesting option is to employ only point
scatterers for the ESD estimation, which keep a high coherence over time. The performance
of the estimation would, however, depend on the density of scatterers that are imaged in
the overlap areas. Moreover, since the Sentinel-1 mission was devised to map wide areas,
where for some cases no urban regions are present, a more general solution is required. The
justification of the application of a joint coregistration approach might depend on the site:
whether the overlap regions cover urban areas or long-term coherent scatterers. However,
a joint approach will always provide better results since it represents the optimal solution.

FIGURE 5.4: In the joint-coregistration procedure, the mutual shifts among all available pairs are
calculated. This way the temporal decorrelation effect can be mitigated. In the standard single-
master approach uniquely the shifts between each slave and a selected master, usually chosen in
the middle of the stack, is performed. The joint approach supposes moreover additional flexibilities
regarding the selection of the master image. The slave images are represented by a black circle

whereas the master acquisition by a red circle.

In the first place, all images are coarsely coregistered to a common master using geo-
metric information, as discussed in Section 4.3. Afterwards mutual ESD estimation can be
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applied among all possible pairs, as shown in Figure 5.4. All samples of the overlapping ar-
eas are used in the ESD step, providing a robust estimation against phase wrapping effects
(in the case of phase noise due to low coherence). Note that an outlier rejection procedure,
e.g., based on the coherence, can be applied to avoid averaging pure noise samples.

The azimuth shifts, mL2 , of each image with respect to the master image can be calculated
using:

mL2 = (GTWG)−1GTWd (5.2)

where G is the system matrix defining the relations between the different measurements, d
the data vector (pairwise ESD measurements). W is a diagonal matrix including the weights
(inverse of the shift variance of the pairwise measurements, that can be computed from the
estimated coherences). In Yague-Martinez et al., 2016a a detailed description of the system
of equations can be found for the case where the master image is the first of the stack. A pos-
sibility to limit the computational burden when working with long time series is to exploit
subsets of images of the stack, e.g., by setting a maximum time span (Fattahi et al., 2017).
However, this strategy would not profit from distant high coherent images in the presence
of seasonal effects or long-term coherence, and represents a sub-optimal solution in terms
of performance.

5.3 Results with Sentinel-1

The data set consists of a total of 43 Sentinel-1A IW acquisitions over Mexico for the evalua-
tion of the procedure. The city of Mexico is covered by one of the subswaths, whereas one of
the remaining subswaths corresponds mainly to non-urban areas. This makes the scenario
suitable to perform a validation of the method since long-term coherent as well as rapidly
decorrelating scatterers can be found. The images were acquired between November 2014
and August 2016 in ascending geometry (track 78). The master image, acquired on Novem-
ber 4, 2014, has been chosen at the beginning of the stack in order to maximize temporal
decorrelation effects.

A quantitative comparison between the shifts obtained with joint and single-master ap-
proaches is shown in first place. From Fig. 5.2, it can be seen that the targets over urban
areas present long-term coherence whereas distributed scatterers have a faster decay of the
coherence with time. Taking advantage of this fact, a mask for the urban areas can be gen-
erated by establishing a threshold to the coherence between the master image and the slave
image with the largest temporal span. The estimation of the shifts applied to these areas
can be performed using the joint and single-master approach. Fig. 5.5 shows the difference
between direct ESD and the joint retrieved shifts for the urban areas. The deviation of the di-
rect ESD shifts with respect to the joint solution is very small. This is an expected result since
urban areas present long-term coherence properties and the single-master estimate already
provides good results.

If the urban areas are masked out and only the areas with distributed scatterers are con-
sidered, the plot of Fig. 5.6 is obtained. Much larger differences between direct ESD and
the joint retrieved shifts over the land areas can be observed. It is assumed that the joint
estimates are the reference since they correspond to the optimal estimation. The required
0.0009 samples values have been depicted with blue dashed lines and it can be observed
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that these limits are exceeded for some of the acquisitions, especially large when the tempo-
ral baseline increases. It should be expected to have interferometric phase errors of about
10◦ at the burst edges for some acquisitions, e.g., on 10/03/2016 or 02/06/20161.

FIGURE 5.5: Comparison between the azimuth shifts retrieved with the joint coregistration ap-
proach and the single master approach over urban areas. The blue dashed lines correspond to the

required 0.0009 samples accuracy.

FIGURE 5.6: Comparison between the azimuth shifts retrieved with the joint coregistration ap-
proach and the single master approach over distributed targets (non-urban areas). The blue dashed

lines correspond to the required 0.0009 samples accuracy.

From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the acquisitions on 10/03/2016 and 02/06/2016 present
large deviations between both estimates. The residual ESD phase - measured in a direct way
- over the urban area is evaluated. This area presents long-term coherence, being the direct
estimation reliable. This measurement is performed for three different coregistered versions
of the images: (i) only geometric coregistration, (ii) single-master approach and (iii) joint
approach. For (ii) and (iii), the non-urban area was used to retrieve the azimuth shifts with

1According to φerror ≈ 2π∆ fDC∆t, being ∆ fDC the Doppler frequency span for each burst. The first subswath
(IW1) has been assumed, with ∆ fDC=5.2 kHz. Note that ∆t = ∆y/ faz, being ∆y the azimuth shift and faz=486.49
Hz the azimuth sampling frequency (see Table I from Yague-Martinez et al., 2016b)
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FIGURE 5.7: Histograms of the measured residual ESD phases for the three coregistration possi-
bilities. The histogram of the residual ESD phase in case that only a geometric coregistration is
performed is shown in black, presenting a mean value of 15.73◦. The histogram in case that the
azimuth shifts are calculated employing the single-master approach is shown in red, providing a
residual ESD phase equal to -21.77◦. The histogram of the residual ESD phase for the images coreg-
istered jointly is shown in green. In this case the mean error is only -4.16◦ which is much closer to

our established boundaries

respect to the master image. The results are summarised in Fig 5.7. The figure shows the his-
tograms of the measured ESD phases for all three cases. The mean value of the ESD phase in
case that only a geometric coregistration is performed is 15.73◦, larger than the targeted 3.6◦.
This phase error is due to timing/orbital errors of both acquisitions. In case that the azimuth
shifts are calculated employing the single-master approach an "overcorrection" takes place,
delivering a residual ESD phase equal to -21.77◦, which is even a larger error than the one
corresponding to the orbital error. The joint estimate delivers a residual ESD phase of only
-4.16◦ which is much closer to our established requirement.

5.4 Conclusions

The azimuth coregistration problem of interferometric stacks of TOPS images using S1 IW
data has been adressed. The high coregistration requirements for TOPS data have been
stressed, highlighting the necessity of sophisticated methods when coregistering long stacks
of images. The joint coregistration idea has been applied to the retrieval of the (rigid) az-
imuth shifts applying a least squares estimate.

The better performance of the joint estimation has been demonstrated with a stack of
43 S1 images over Mexico. The best results are achieved when mapping land areas, where
temporal decorrelation effects are important. A comparison of the joint estimation with
the single-master approach has been done indicating that deviations of more than 0.0009
samples can occur if a joint approach is not used. These errors introduce biases in the inter-
ferometric phases, as shown for the analyzed stack, increasing the noise of the line-of-sight
deformation measurements over time. The higher the density of persistent scatterers at the
overlap areas is, the lower is the gain of the join estimator. However applying a joint esti-
mation procedure provides, in general, a better estimation of the shifts.

In the case that local ground displacement in the along-track direction takes place, a
phase linking (PL) (Monti Guarnieri and Tebaldini, 2008) procedure can be applied to the
ESD phases at the overlapping areas in order to retrieve the maximum likelihood estimate
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of the phases. PL with a small multilook window is used in order to be adaptive to local
displacements, since the WLS approach averages all valid samples of all overlap areas. For
each multilooked pixel, the ESD phases would contain two contributions: one due to the
orbital error and one due to the ground displacement. The periodogram can be applied to
obtain the mean azimuth deformation rate. Once the slope is retrieved, the values can be
"de-trended" in order to isolate the orbital errors. An average of the "de-trended" values
employing all multilooked samples for each pair would provide the corresponding azimuth
shift due to an orbital error. Note that the result also corresponds to a joint estimate, since
PL is applied to the ESD phases.
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Chapter 6
A novel acquisition mode: the 2-look
TOPS

Chapter 4 presented the interferometric processing techniques for the generation of
wide-swath TOPS interferograms. The high azimuth coregistration requirements, due to
the azimuth beam steering of TOPS, was highlighted, proposing the exploitation of spec-
tral diversity (Section 2.4.2) at the overlapping areas between bursts to obtain fine azimuth
accuracy (ESD technique, see Section 4.3). Chapter 5 presented an extension of the ESD
method for coregistering stacks of TOPS acquisitions through a joint estimation approach.
This way decorrelation effects for long time series can be mitigated. In this chapter the
2-look TOPS acquisition mode is proposed. Its high azimuth sensitivity (even better than
StripMap) allows to retrieve ground deformation in the azimuth direction, making it possi-
ble to generate 2-D deformation maps, as done in chapter 3 through correlation techniques.
The price to pay is a degradation of the resolution of the single-look complex (SLC) image
by a factor of approximately two, a minor effect for interferometry, since after multilooking
the phase the number of looks is the same as its equivalent (1-look) TOPS mode. The associ-
ated paper provides full details on the design of the mode, which proposes two modalities:
TOPS2, a 2-look TOPS mode whose design is driven by the azimuth resolution and TOPS2+,
a 2-look TOPS, whose design is based on the azimuth motion sensitivity by increasing the
beam steering angles range. The expected performances are provided considering the effect
of the turbulent troposphere. Moreover a demonstration with experimental TerraSAR-X ac-
quisitions for pairs over Petermann glacier, Greenland, and two years of time series over
Hoshab fault, Pakistan, demonstrate its capabilities. This chapter provides just a summary
of the associated paper.

6.1 Motivation

Since radar systems measure distances in the line-of-sight direction, spaceborne SAR instru-
ments in near-polar orbits are very sensitive to ground displacements in the East-West (E-W)
and vertical directions. By combining different geometries, a 3-D deformation field can be

This chapter presents an overview of the paper in Appendix D (Yague-Martinez et al., 2019b):
N. Yague-Martinez, P. Prats-Iraola, S. Wollstadt, and A. Moreira (2019b). “The 2-Look TOPS Mode: Design and
Demonstration With TerraSAR-X”. in: IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 57.10, pp. 7682–7703.
ISSN: 0196-2892. DOI: 10.1109/TGRS.2019.2915797

https://doi.org/10.1109/TGRS.2019.2915797
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obtained (Rocca, 2003, Wright et al., 2004). However, the sensitivity to displacements in the
North-South (N-S) direction remains low. A common procedure to enhance the sensitivity in
along-track direction, and therefore to the N-S direction, is to apply correlation techniques.

The interest on SAR systems with short repetition cycle from the scientific community
has fostered the use of wide-swath acquisition modes. The TOPS mode (De Zan and Monti
Guarnieri, 2006) has been implemented as the baseline mode for acquisitions over land,
offering a swath of 250 km at 20 m azimuth resolution. The degraded azimuth resolution
impairs the accuracy of correlation techniques in this direction, since the sensitivity depends
on the resolution cell size (Bamler and Eineder, 2005). This limitation can be overcome em-
ploying the ESD technique at the overlapping area between bursts, which provide measure-
ments of the ground displacement (Hooper and Spaans, 2017, Yague-Martinez et al., 2019a).
The latter approach provides unfortunately discontinuous measurements due to the lim-
ited coverage of the overlapping areas (10% in azimuth), and calls for a mode that provide
continuous ground displacement.

The focus of this chapter lies on the design of two-look acquisition modes based on TOPS
and its demonstration with TerraSAR-X. The achieved coverage is the same as the one pro-
vided by single look modes at the expense of a degradation of the azimuth resolution by
a factor of two, maintaining however the number of looks for a given product resolution.
The benefit of this strategy lies on the possibility to exploit spectral diversity techniques
(Scheiber and Moreira, 2000, Bamler and Eineder, 2005), improving significantly the sensi-
tivity to azimuth surface displacements. The mid-azimuth resolution of the proposed mode
does not suppose a limitation for geophysical applications as, e.g., strain estimation.

6.2 The 2-look TOPS mode: concept and design

Fig. 6.1 illustrates the operation mode of a 2-look TOPS system compared to a 1-look TOPS
system, henceforth referred as TOPS. The left part of the figure refers to a 1-look system,
which depicts the acquisition of two bursts of the same subswath. Employing one look,
each target on ground is observed with just one line of sight (except at the overlapping area
between bursts). The right part of the figure corresponds to a 2-look system, in which the
scanning timeline allows to illuminate each target with two different lines of sight.

𝑘𝜗 𝑘𝜗 𝑘𝜗 

𝑇𝐵 𝑇𝐵 𝑇𝐵 

𝑘𝜗 𝑘𝜗 

𝑇𝐵 𝑇𝐵 

𝑘′𝜗 𝑘′𝜗 𝑘′𝜗 

𝑇′𝐵 𝑇′𝐵 𝑇′𝐵 

a  1-look system 

b  2-look system 

𝑘𝜗 𝑘𝜗 𝑘𝜗 

𝑇𝐵 𝑇𝐵 𝑇𝐵 
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𝑇′𝐵 𝑇′𝐵 𝑇′𝐵 

a  1-look system 

b  2-look system 

FIGURE 6.1: (a) Schematic operation of a TOPS system (1 look) and a (b) 2-look TOPS system. The
antenna is steered in azimuth from backward to forward at a rate kϑ and k′ϑ for TOPS and 2-look
TOPS, respectively. In a 1-look system each target is observed only once (except eventually at the
burst overlapping areas), a 2-look system allows illuminating each target with two different squint

angles.

The 2-look TOPS mode obtains two time-varying lines of sight, however, the spatial diver-
sity between both remains constant over the acquisition. This can be better understood by
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comparing the time-frequency diagrams for TOPS and 2-look TOPS depicted in Fig. 6.2. The
top part of the figure corresponds to the conventional 1-look system, which illustrates the
acquisition of two consecutive bursts of the same subswath for a certain range, presenting
each target a Doppler rate, ka. The antenna is rotated in the azimuth direction originating
a linear frequency variation of the burst, of duration TB, at a rate krot. The SAR processing
at zero-Doppler geometry causes that the focused burst, of duration Tfocused, exhibits a lin-
ear frequency variation with a rate kt. The cycle time or interburst time, TR, is the elapsed
time between bursts of the same subswath. Two targets, P1 and P2, are displayed at their
zero-Doppler position indicating the portion of the (once) covered raw and focused data
Doppler spectra. The bottom part of the figure refers to a 2-look system, where three bursts
are depicted. The cycle time, T′R, allows to map each target with two portions of the spectra,
as can be seen for both depicted targets, P1 and P2.
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FIGURE 6.2: (a) Time-frequency diagram of a TOPS system, which shows two bursts of the same
subswath at a certain range. Two targets, P1 and P2, are displayed at their zero-Doppler position in-
dicating the portion of the (once) covered raw and focused data Doppler spectra. (b) Time-frequency
diagram of a 2-look TOPS system. In this case the cycle time, T′R, allows to map each target with two

portions of the spectrum as can be seen for targets.

The spectral separation for a target on ground between two consecutive bursts (looks)
can be exploited to retrieve an accurate estimation of the azimuthal motion according to:

φESD(r, x) = 2π · ∆ fd(r) · ∆t(r, x), (6.1)
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which is the same as (4.8), where the dependency of the local azimuth shift (in temporal
units) with range, r, and azimuth, x, has been highlighted. ∆ fd(r) is the spectral separation
between looks, independent of the target’s azimuth position.

The spectral separation, ∆ fd(r), can be calculated according to (Prats-Iraola et al., 2012):

∆ fd(r) =

∣∣∣∣∣
krot · ka(r)

krot − ka(r)

∣∣∣∣∣ TR, (6.2)

where krot ≈ 2·vs
λ kϑ is the antenna Doppler rate due to the antenna rotation at a rate kϑ, vs is

the satellite velocity, ka is the target Doppler rate, and TR is the the cycle time or interburst
time.

We will call, in general, 2-look TOPS a TOPS system that maps each target on ground
with two separated Doppler sub-bands. Henceforth we employ the nomenclature TOPS2
for a 2-look system with a timeline design driven by the azimuth resolution. The timeline
equations of the TOPS2 mode are provided in section 6.2.1. An optimization of the scanning
timeline in terms of achieving a higher sensitivity to the azimuthal motion is moreover pro-
posed; we refer in this case to a 2-look TOPS system with such a scanning timeline which
selects the spectral separation between looks (usually larger than the one achievable by es-
tablishing the resolution) as TOPS2+. The design equations of TOPS2+ are presented in
section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Scanning timeline equations: TOPS2

Following the classical approach for the design of a SAR mode driven by the desired reso-
lution, ρaz, the steering parameters for each subswath, n, can be obtained using:

k(n)ϑ =


2ρaϑ

(n)
0

λ

(v(n)eff )
2

(v(n)g )2
− 1


 v(n)g

r(n)0

, (6.3)

where ρa is the desired azimuth resolution, ϑ0 is the antenna azimuth bandwidth at -3 dB, vg

is the beam ground velocity, veff is the effective velocity, r0 is the range of closest approach
and λ is the radar wavelength.

Once the steering rate has been obtained, the global 2-look TOPS scanning timeline can
be obtained setting a cycle time, TR, that allows that the total bandwidth spanned in the burst
duration is at least two times larger than the one spanned by a target in the interburst inter-
val. This leads to the equations provided in De Zan and Monti Guarnieri, 2006 including a
factor 2 multiplying the cycle time:

(
k(n)ϑ T(n)

B − ϑ
(n)
0

)
r(n)0 + v(n)g T(n)

B ≥ 2 · v(n)g TR. (6.4)

As stated in De Zan and Monti Guarnieri, 2006 there is a bound on the azimuth resolu-
tion, ρa, for any subswath:

ρa > 2 ·
Nss−1

∑
n=0

ρSM (n)
a , (6.5)

being ρSM (n)
az the resolution of an equivalent StripMap acquisition for each subswath, n, and

Nss the number of subswaths. The factor 2 is again due to the mapping of two looks.
A 2-look system has a degraded resolution by a factor of two with respect to its equiva-

lent 1-look system. Since our interest is to combine the looks at the interferometric processing
stage, in order to apply spectral diversity techniques, the strategy is to focus each burst
(look) separately.
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A second consequence of degrading the resolution by a factor of two is that, according
to (6.3), the steering rate is increased by a factor slightly larger than two. Provided that (6.5)
is fulfilled, choosing a finer resolution results in a lower steering rate. This implies that the
bursts become longer, spanning the antenna beam larger maximum steering angles. This
fact can be exploited to maximize the spectral separation, as discussed in the next section.

6.2.2 Alternative scanning timeline equations for azimuth sensitivity enhance-
ment: TOPS2+

From (6.2), it can be observed that the spectral separation is proportional to the cycle time,
TR. Longer cycle times can be obtained either by enhancing the resolution or by imposing
a larger maximum steering angle, equivalently. The design of the timeline based on the
maximum steering angle is appropriate for systems employing phased-array antennas, since
it allows to control the maximum level of the grating lobe and therefore the level of the
azimuth ambiguities.

Once the desired maximum steering angle, βmax, has been set, the following relation can
be written:

k(n)ϑ =
∆β

T(n)
B

, (6.6)

where ∆β = 2 · βmax. Substituting (6.6) in (6.4) we obtain the TOPS2+ set of equations:
(

∆β− ϑ
(n)
0

)
r(n)0 + v(n)g T(n)

B ≥ 2 · v(n)g TR. (6.7)

By solving this system of equations, the burst durations, T(n)
B , are obtained, which es-

tablish the steering rates for each subswath, k(n)ϑ according to (6.6). The resulting azimuth
resolution is given by:

ρ(n)a =
v(n)g

B(n)
T

, (6.8)

being B(n)
T = k(n)a · T(n)

D the target bandwidth for the (n)th subswath. T(n)
D is its corresponding

dwell time, given by:

T(n)
D ≈ r(n)0 · ϑ

(n)
0

α(n) · v(n)g

. (6.9)

The maximum steering angle cannot be set arbitrarily, since the azimuth ambiguity level
increases with it. The associated paper provides a detailed performance analysis (see Ap-
pendix D.III).
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FIGURE 6.3: Flow diagram for the design of the TOPS2 and TOPS2+ modes.

Fig. 6.3 provides the flow diagram for the design of TOPS2 and TOPS2+. Note that
the obtained PRF might be modified according to the timing constraints imposed for the
transmission of pulses and reception of echoes, and nadir returns, provided in Section 2.2.2.

A coverage of approximately 100 km can be achieved with the TerraSAR-X system em-
ploying two wide beams (Steinbrecher et al., 2014). Establishing a single look complex (SLC)
azimuth resolution equal to 16.6 m for TOPS2 and applying (6.3) and (6.4) the scanning time-
line parameters detailed in Table 6.1 are obtained, where a maximum steering angle, βmax, of
approximately 0.55◦ is obtained. The maximum steering angle for TOPS2+ is established, as
a matter of example, to approximately twice that of the TOPS2 mode, i.e., 1.1◦. The TOPS2+
timeline parameters are obtained by applying (6.6) and (6.7). The parameters for TOPS, as-
suming 8.3 m resolution, and StripMap are also included for reference. For the latter modes,
the spectral diversity technique, i.e., the split of the Doppler bandwidth into two sub-looks
can be applied in order to obtain the azimuth shifts. The optimal sub-look bandwidths cor-
respond to bSD = BT/3 (Bamler and Eineder, 2005), which deliver a spectral separation of
∆ fd = 2/3BT.
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TABLE 6.1: Scanning timeline parameters for the TOPS, TOPS2 and TOPS2+ modes, using two sub-
swaths. The mid-range position of the subswaths have been assumed. The values in bold indicate
the design criteria to determine the acquisition timeline parameters. An additional overlap between
odd/even bursts of 10% has been considered for the design. The achievable values for StripMap are
included for reference. The parameter bSD indicates the bandwidth that can be obtained by splitting
the Doppler spectrum into two sub-looks for StripMap and TOPS in order to apply the spectral di-
versity technique to measure the azimuth shift. For TOPS2 and TOPS2+ there is no need to split the

spectrum. The TerraSAR-X system parameters have been used.

SM TOPS TOPS2 TOPS2+

ρaz [m] 3.3 8.3 16.6 13.38/15.11
βmax [deg] - 0.501/0.487 0.547/0.532 1.1
TB [s] - 0.834/0.840 0.355/0.358 0.936/0.832
TR [s] - 1.675 0.71 1.77
kϑ [rad/s] - 0.021/0.020 0.054/0.052 0.041/0.046
∆ fd [Hz] 1843 664 3420/3297 8028/7994
BT [Hz] 2765 996 498 618/547
bSD [Hz] 921.67 332 - -
Amb. band [m] ≈ ±2 ≈ ±5 ≈ ±1 ≈ ±0.5

The estimation error of the azimuth shift, ∆x, (in meter units) can be written combining
(4.8) and the standard deviation of the differential phase between the interferograms of both
looks, σφESD , which can be assumed to be

√
2 times the standard deviation of the interfer-

ometric phase, given by (2.47). assuming that the number of independent samples, N, is
large, obtaining:

σ∆x =
σφESD

2π∆ fd
vg =

1
2π∆ fd

√
N

√
1− γ2

γ
vg, (6.10)

where γ is the interferometric coherence.
The plot of the accuracies in the retrieval of the azimuth mutual shift between two im-

ages, for TOPS, TOPS2 and TOPS2+ with a maximum steering angle of 1.1◦, is shown in
Fig. 6.4, as a function of the coherence. The curves have been generated taking into account
the spectral separation between looks, bandwidths, and establishing an output product res-
olution of 100 m × 100 m.
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FIGURE 6.4: Azimuth shift standard deviation for a StripMap, TOPS, TOPS2 and TOPS2+ system as
a function of the coherence. The output product resolution has been set to 100 m × 100 m

The standard deviation of a TOPS mode is 4.6 times worse than for Stripmap. Regarding
TOPS2 and TOPS2+, the standard deviations are 0.73 and 0.28 times the StripMap one, re-
spectively. The standard deviation of the TOPS2+ mode with respect to conventional TOPS
is 16.5 times smaller.

The interferometric coherence diverges among the modes, since each mode is unequally
affected by ambiguities and SNR losses. In the associated paper additional plots of the
accuracy are provided as a function of the backscattering coefficient.

The 2-D performances for TOPS2 and TOPS2+ are provided in the associated paper,
which has made use of the Hybrid Cramér-Rao Bound (HCRB) for the crustal displacement
field estimator provided (Monti Guarnieri and Tebaldini, 2007) and has modeled the tur-
bulent troposphere according to Prats-Iraola et al., 2017. The 3-D achievable performances
combining ascending and descending geometries are as well provided.

6.3 Consideration of ionospheric effects

The interferometric compensation of ionospheric disturbances for burst-mode acquisitions
has been tackled in Gomba et al., 2017, where a modification of the (range) split-spectrum
method is proposed and applied to ScanSAR and TOPS data. For TOPS systems, gaps of the
ionospheric phase screen appear in the azimuth direction due to the burst-mode acquisition
nature and the high altitude of the ionosphere. In the following the continuity of the phase
screen for 2-look TOPS systems is analyzed.
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FIGURE 6.5: Scheme depicting the extension of the imaged ionosphere, Tiono, for an assumed certain
height, Hi, when focusing the data at zero-Doppler geometry. The height of the sensor is H, TB is

the burst duration, TR the cycle time and Tfocused the duration of the focused burst.

Once the ionospheric piercing-point, i.e., the intersection between the radar line of sight
and the (modeled as single-layer shell) ionosphere, is established at an assumed height, Hi,
the covered duration of the burst at the ionospheric height, Tiono, is given by:

Tiono = TB +
Hi

H
· TBkrot − Ba

|ka|
, (6.11)

where H is the satellite height. Fig. 6.5 depicts the involved timing parameters according to
the corresponding heights.

Taking the TOPS timelines parameters summarized in Table 6.1, we obtain the indicated
overlaps in Table 6.2 at different ionospheric heights for TOPS, TOPS2 and TOPS2+ modes.
The typical ionosphere height, Hi, is about 300 km (Davies, 1990).

TABLE 6.2: Overlap between bursts for different ionospheric heights, Hi. The values indicate the
overlap, Tionoovl

, between consecutive bursts of the first subswath at the assumed ionospheric height,
Hi. The overlap percentage (Tionoovl

/Tiono) is indicated between brackets. Negative values indicate
gaps between bursts and positive values overlap. The timeline from table 6.1 has been assumed.

Hi TOPS TOPS2 TOPS2+

200 km -0.22 s (-15%) 0.34 s (32%) 0.86 s (33%)
250 km -0.32 s (-24%) 0.23 s (24%) 0.59 s (25%)
300 km -0.42 s (-34%) 0.12 s (14%) 0.32 s (15%)
350 km -0.52 s (-45%) 0.01 s (1%) 0.05 s (3%)
400 km -0.62 s (-58%) -0.10 s (-17%) -0.21 s (-14%)

It can be observed that a 1-look system with two subswaths presents gaps (negative val-
ues) between bursts for the given ionosphere heights, Hi, whereas the 2-look modes achieve
overlap between bursts up to a ionosphere height of about 350 km. A higher ionosphere
presents marginal gaps, when compared to TOPS. A gap-free mapping of the ionosphere al-
lows a better smoothing of the phase screen, since edge effects are avoided, and is specially
relevant in the case where high frequency variations are present.

The split-spectrum technique is able to recover the ionospheric phase screen. However,
the estimation noise imposes limitations to the achievable spatial resolution, allowing only
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to retrieve large-scale ionospheric variations. A powerful technique, which allows to esti-
mate the gradient of the ionospheric differential delay along azimuth, consists in calculating
the mutual azimuth shifts between the interferometric images, as suggested in Meyer et al.,
2006. Since the 2-look TOPS modes provide an enhanced sensitivity to the azimuth shift,
small-scale variations along azimuth can be retrieved.

It can be concluded that the use of 2-look TOPS modes allows applying joint estimations
from split-spectrum and azimuth shifts, without any limitation (in terms of data gaps or
degraded sensitivity), as proposed by Gomba and De Zan, 2017 and applied to StripMap
acquisitions. This represents an additional advantage with respect to the conventional TOPS
mode.

6.4 Demonstration with TerraSAR-X

Experimental TOPS2 acquisitions have been performed over different sites to demonstrate
the applicability of the mode for the retrieval of large azimuth displacements employing
pairs of images, and of mean deformation velocities by exploiting time series. The first
example, with pairs of images, corresponds to the retrieval of the local azimuth shifts on
the Petermann glacier which allows to remove phase discontinuities due to azimuth dis-
placement. The second example, employing time-series, corresponds to the estimation of
post-seismic ground deformation after the 2013 Balochistan earthquake in Pakistan.

6.4.1 InSAR pairs

A pair of TerraSAR-X TOPS2 images have been acquired on 16/10/2015 and 27/10/2015
over the Petermann glacier. The data takes are composed by four subswaths and 122 bursts
(with a length of approx. 10 km each). The range coverage is 100 km, with a total scene
length of 500 km, being the azimuth resolution 40 m. Fig. 6.6 shows an overview of the ob-
tained results, the horizontal direction corresponds to along-track. From the reflectivity (a),
it can be seen that the ice flows from left to right, where the ice tongue can be distinguished.
After a geometric coregistration has been performed, the coherence (b), and InSAR phase (c)
can be obtained. It can be observed that due to the high glacier velocity, the coherence is low
on the ice tongue, as in this case the shifts are larger than the resolution cell and no adap-
tive coregistration was applied. Our focus is outside these areas, since even if there were
enough coherence, there is no justification to apply interferometry due to very high fringe
frequency. For such areas, amplitude-based techniques, e.g. cross-correlation, immune to
wrapping effects are more adequate. The parts of the glacier with a slower displacement
rate present an acceptable coherence and moderate velocities. A Greenland DEM (Howat
et al., 2014) has been employed to subtract topographic fringes. On the left part of the InSAR
phase (c), phase discontinuities due to glacier displacement can be observed. The aim is to
remove the phase discontinuities by applying an accurate local azimuth coregistration by
exploiting both looks, as expounded in the associated paper (section V.A). The combination
of the InSAR phases from both looks allows the computation of the ESD phase. The spectral
separation between looks is approximately 3000 Hz, corresponding the ambiguity band of
the shift estimate to be around 1 m. Since larger movements in the azimuth direction are
expected, the ESD phase (d) has to be unwrapped. A smoother ESD phase would be ex-
pected, however, phase discontinuities are to be found at the burst interfaces indicating that
there are ionospheric perturbations due to the high solar activity occurred in 2015, strong
enough to be sensed at X band. An estimation of the ionospheric contribution employing,
e.g., split bandwidth techniques (Gomba et al., 2017) in order to separate displacement from
ionospheric disturbances is, however, out of the scope of this contribution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
FIGURE 6.6: Interferometric TOPS2 results over Petermann site corresponding to the pair
16/10/2015-27/10/2015. The acquisition covers an area of 100 km × 500 km and employs four
subswaths with an azimuth resolution of 40 m. (a) Reflectivity, (b) coherence, (c) interferometric
phase after removing the topography, (d) ESD phase proportional to the along-track motion, and (e)
interferometric phase obtained after removing the along-track component of the motion by exploit-
ing the 2 looks. The Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) DEM (Howat et al., 2014) has been used
to remove the topography contribution to the phase. The phases are scaled between ±180◦. Range

is vertical and azimuth is horizontal.
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6.4.2 Time series. Post-seismic deformation over the Hoshab Fault

The Chaman fault system, between Pakistan and Afghanistan, demarks the western bound-
ary of the Indian plate, which is the locus of many catastrophic earthquakes (Riaz et al.,
2019). The 2013 earthquake (Jolivet et al., 2014, Avouac et al., 2014, Barnhart et al., 2014) with
magnitude Mw7.7 occurred on the Hoshab Fault. The tectonics of southern and central Pak-
istan reflect a complex plate boundary where the India plate slides northward relative to the
Eurasia plate in the east, and the Arabia plate subducts northward beneath the Eurasia plate
in the Makran. These motions typically result in N-S to Northeast-Southwest strike-slip mo-
tion. After the 2013 shocks, post-seismic deformation close to the 2013 epicenter location is
expected, with displacements in N-S to North East-South West.

Two stacks of experimental TerraSAR-X TOPS2 acquisitions, in ascending and descend-
ing geometry, have been acquired from April 2016 until April 2018. The acquisitions have
two subswaths and cover an extension of 85 km × 265 km with 17 m azimuth resolution.
The spectral separations for each subswaths are 3334 Hz and 3218 Hz, which correspond to
ambiguity bands of ±1.06 m and ±1.1 m, respectively.

The mean azimuth velocity can be estimated applying the periodogram operator, as de-
scribed in the associated paper (Section V.B), to the multilooked ESD phases of the stack.
An output resolution for the mean azimuth velocity of 100 m × 100 m results roughly in an
equivalent number of looks of 1000.

The middle part of Fig. 6.7 shows the estimated mean azimuth velocity and temporal
coherence for the ascending (a) and descending (b) geometries. Two rectangles over homo-
geneous areas have been selected to compute the histograms and the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the estimated mean deformation velocity. The bottom part of the same
figure shows the resulting histograms and Gaussian fitting for each rectangle. Points with
a temporal coherence greater than 0.5 have been considered. In the ascending geometry we
obtain standard deviations of about 2.9 to 3.5 mm/month, whereas the expected standard
deviation for 53 images is approximately 2.2 mm/month according to the TOPS2 theoret-
ical curves provided in the associated paper. For the descending geometry the obtained
standard deviation is below 2.5 mm/month, whereas 1.7 mm/month is expected in case of
having 67 images, according to the theoretical curves. The differences between expected
and measured standard deviations are very likely due to a mismatch of the decorrelation
model used for the calculation of the expected performance, as well as due to the inherent
assumptions of the HCRB not occurring in a real scenario.
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Ascending Descending

FIGURE 6.7: Time-series TOPS2 results over Balochistan site corresponding to the time frame April
2016 to April 2018. The left part corresponds to the ascending geometry, with a total of 53 images,
whereas the right part to the descending geometry, having a total of 67 images. The top part shows
the distribution of the perpendicular and temporal baselines for both geometries. The middle part
of the figure shows the retrieved mean azimuth velocity map and the temporal coherence, indicat-
ing the areas covered by two rectangles for statistics analysis. Range is horizontal and azimuth is
vertical. The bottom part shows the histograms of the mean velocity, where a Gaussian fitting (red
line) has been performed. The average mean velocity and the standard deviation are provided, as

well as the standard deviation result from the Gaussian fit.
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6.5 Conclusions

Burst-mode acquisitions have been traditionally employed to map large areas by employing
different range subswaths. There have been multiple radar missions which have operated in
ScanSAR mode. The design of the modes has been done usually employing multiple looks
due to SNR reasons. This way the dependence of the azimuth target position observed by
the antenna pattern could be moderately mitigated. The TOPS mode solved the scalloping
and associated effects, making the use of multiple looks not necessary. However, if we com-
pare modes recording bursts of echoes to full aperture modes (StripMap), the sensitivity to
the along-track direction is degraded in the former case due to its lower azimuth resolu-
tion. The 2-look TOPS concept overcomes this limitation. It achieves the same coverage as a
single-look TOPS mode at the expense of a degradation of the azimuth resolution by a factor
of two, maintaining however the number of looks for a given product resolution.

Two different design principles have been presented, the first one, TOPS2, follows a
design based on resolution and achieves very similar azimuth sensitivity to StripMap. The
second one, TOPS2+, consists in an optimization of the 2-look TOPS mode, which achieves
an enhanced azimuth sensitivity. The design is based on selecting larger antenna beam
steering angles and is mainly limited by azimuth ambiguities.

The looks can be combined at the interferometric processing stage reducing this way
the residual scalloping. In the case of TOPS2, the resulting residual scalloping is 0.07 dB,
whereas for TOPS2+ it amounts 0.4 dB (similar to TOPS, i.e., 0.36 dB). An additional benefit
is that ionospheric perturbations can be estimated with continuous coverage (in contrast to
TOPS).

Experimental TerraSAR-X data have been acquired over two different scenarios: fast de-
formation (glacier flow) and slow deformation (post-seismic ground displacement). In the
first case, the high potential of the exploitation of 2-look modes to perform a local coreg-
istration has been shown, which allows to remove phase discontinuities due to azimuth
displacement. The second case demonstrates the retrieval of a post-seismic signal in along-
track direction employing time series, with a 2-year stack, delivering accuracies in the mean
along-track velocity of a few mm/month.

The 2-look concept employing burst modes is not only restricted to TOPS operation but
can also be employed with ScanSAR (Prats-Iraola et al., 2016). In this case a design based
on the azimuth sensitivity, as done for TOPS2+, is not possible, since the maximum Doppler
span is linked solely to the antenna beamwidth. However, in spite of achieving a lower
sensitivity than its equivalent TOPS mode, spectral diversity techniques can be also applied.

The benefits and high potential of the 2-look TOPS concept have been demonstrated,
specially of interest for geophysical applications, where high azimuth resolution is not re-
quired.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook

The monitoring of geophysical dynamic processes of the Earth with interferometric SAR
techniques demands short satellite repetition cycles in order to be able to capture single
events, as, e.g., earthquakes or volcano eruptions, and to have enough acquisitions over
a certain time period in order to perform multi-temporal analyses with data stacks. The
satellite repetition cycle can be reduced by adjusting the orbital design and/or employing
multiple platforms orbiting in such a configuration that the repetition cycle is reduced. In
addition, it would be required to have global coverage over land within the repetition cycle.
For this sake, a wide-swath SAR acquisition mode becomes necessary. The mid-resolution
TOPS acquisition mode appears as a suitable solution to cope with this problem and a sig-
nificant part of this dissertation is related to its processing and the proposal of a novel ac-
quisition mode that enhances its capabilities in terms of deformation monitoring.

In the first place, it has been demonstrated with TerraSAR-X data that it is possible to
obtain accurate 2-D ground deformation estimates using correlation techniques. Cross-
correlation overcomes some limitations of DInSAR, as, e.g., its insensitivity to the azimuth
direction, and it provides an absolute measurement in the line of sight direction, i.e., no
reference point and phase unwrapping are needed. The correction of geophysical effects,
namely, the induced delay by the signal propagation through the turbulent troposphere,
with numerical weather data, and the solid Earth tides provide results that compare well
with GPS measurements. The standard deviation of the differences is below 15 centime-
ters for the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake case study. The StripMap dataset covered many
vegetated areas with temporal baselines of typically 100 days. Better results are therefore ex-
pected in lower bands (C or L - more appropriate for geophysical applications) with systems
acquiring systematically with a short repetition cycle, as Sentinel-1 (12 or even 6 days).

The processing of data acquired in TOPS mode requires special care during the interfero-
metric processing in order to account for the azimuth variance of the spectrum. The consol-
idation of the interferometric algorithms has been the second contribution of this work, par-
ticularly for the Interferometric Wideswath mode of Sentinel-1 (a 3-subswath TOPS mode).
One of the critical points when forming interferograms is the stringent azimuth coregistra-
tion requirement. The enhanced spectral diversity (ESD) technique has been successfully
employed, which delivers high quality interferograms. The dependence of the accuracy of
this estimator with the interferometric coherence calls for more sophisticated approaches
when working with long time series.

The azimuth coregistration of stacks of Sentinel-1 data has been the focus of the third
contribution. A joint-coregistration approach based on ESD overcomes the limitations of
the single-master procedure, whose performance might be affected by degraded coherence
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for long temporal baselines. The exploitation of ESD together with a weighted least squares
approach applied to Sentinel-1 data indicates better performance than applying just ESD,
specially for land areas, characterized by distributed scatterers, and profoundly affected by
temporal decorrelation effects.

The medium resolution of the TOPS mode impairs the application of correlation tech-
niques in the azimuth direction for shift measurement. A way to overcome this limitation
is addressed in the last contribution of this dissertation: the proposal of a novel wide-swath
acquisition mode, the 2-look TOPS, which exploits spectral diversity techniques in the
azimuth direction. The proposed mode achieves the same coverage as conventional TOPS
at the expense of a degradation of the azimuth resolution by a factor of two, maintaining
however the number of looks for a given product resolution. Two design principles have
been presented, based on the desired azimuth resolution (TOPS2), and based on the desired
azimuth sensitivity - implemented by selecting the maximum steering angle (TOPS2+)
to be used during the acquisition. TOPS2 provides an azimuth sensitivity slightly better
than StripMap, whereas TOPS2+ overperforms TOPS2 when selecting larger maximum
steering angles. A limit to the maximum steering angle is however set by the level of
azimuth ambiguities, which can be relaxed for geophysical applications, characterized by
the presence of distributed scatterers. The 2-D and 3-D performances have been provided in
the associated paper indicating that for time series analyses 30 TOPS2 images or 13 TOPS2+
images (with a maximum steering angle of 1.1◦) would be necessary to reach a mean
azimuth velocity of 4 mm/month under the same decorrelation circumstances. Moreover
the 2-look concept aids a local azimuth coregistration, eliminating this way possible phase
discontinuities between bursts due to ground displacement. Experimental TerraSAR-X
acquisitions have demonstrated its capabilities for two scenarios: fast deformation (glacier
flow) and slow deformation (post-seismic ground displacement). In the first case, a local
coregistration for a pair of acquisitions has allowed to remove phase discontinuities due to
azimuth displacement. The second case demonstrates the retrieval of a post-seismic signal
in along-track direction employing time series, with a 2-year stack, delivering accuracies in
the mean along-track velocity of a few mm/month.

Burst-mode acquisitions, and specifically TOPS, represent an adequate baseline for tec-
tonic monitoring. High-resolution wide-swath (HRWS) concepts, which are currently being
investigated by several space agencies for the next generation of spaceborne SAR systems,
can cover a major range of applications, however there are also some drawbacks related to
the higher complexity of the system to acquire a continuous swath, due, for instance, to the
existence of blind ranges or nadir returns. Moreover, HRWS modes require greater down-
link capacity due to the higher data rate. Burst modes might not be optimal solutions for
some applications which require high resolution, for instance, volcano monitoring, but for
this cases wide-swath capabilities are not strictly necessary, being a possibility the switching
to StripMap acquisitions for these cases. The proposed 2-look TOPS mode, able to be im-
plemented in current systems with no hardware modifications, e.g., for Sentinel-1 expands
the capabilities of quasi-polar orbiting satellite systems to retrieve ground displacements in
the N-S direction keeping a short temporal sampling. It might be considered as a transition
mode before forthcoming advanced technologies arrive, or even serve as a hybrid solution.
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Ground Displacement Measurement by TerraSAR-X
Image Correlation: The 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake

Nestor Yague-Martinez, Michael Eineder, Member, IEEE, Xiao Ying Cong, and Christian Minet

Abstract—Japan was struck by an M9.0 megathrust earthquake
on March 11, 2011. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from
the TerraSAR-X satellite have been used to generate a ground
motion map by means of correlation techniques. Geophysical cor-
rections due to solid Earth tide and atmospheric path delay effects
have been applied. These corrections can reach up to 20 cm in the
radar line of sight. Using this approach, absolute displacements
in the radar line of sight and in the satellite flight direction
are determined. This letter shows the potential of correlation
techniques for ground motion monitoring and a comparison with
the interferometric technique. Using multiple scenes, a wide area
displacement map is generated and quantitatively compared with
GPS data, showing a divergence of about 15 cm.

Index Terms—Differential synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in-
terferometry (DInSAR), earthquakes, image correlation, SAR,
speckle tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IFFERENTIAL synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interfer-
ometry (DInSAR) has been widely used to measure

ground displacements. However, DInSAR presents some lim-
itations: It provides measurements in only one dimension, the
radar line of sight (LOS). This dimension is mainly represen-
tative of east/west displacements, due to the quasi-polar orbit
configuration of the current Earth observation satellites. The
vertical component of the displacement is partially included
in this measure depending on the looking angle, whereas
the north/south component is almost not detected. Moreover,
DInSAR presents the problem of the phase ambiguity. Phase
unwrapping techniques can be used to remove it. This process
is technically feasible when the ground displacement is small
(few wavelengths), whereas it leads to useless results in case
of very large displacement gradients. Furthermore, DInSAR
provides only spatially relative measurements; thus, ground
control points are often necessary.

On the other hand, correlation techniques overcome some
of the previously enumerated drawbacks. They provide un-
ambiguous 2-D measurements, in the radar LOS and in the
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azimuth direction. Moreover, correlation techniques provide
absolute displacements, being the measurement independent of
in situ information. The disadvantage of cross-correlation with
respect to DInSAR is its lower accuracy [1], [2]. However, the
accuracy is sufficient for a wide range of applications, e.g., the
measurement of the deformation caused by strong earthquakes.

Correlation techniques have been already applied to SAR
images, e.g., Michel et al. [3] have shown the possibility of
measuring coseismic ground displacements using the amplitude
of SAR images. In this letter, we apply the correlation technique
for the study of the Tohoku-Oki Earthquake on TerraSAR-X
images.

The TerraSAR-X [4] satellite has acquired high-resolution
SAR data at X-band since June 2007. Every scene acquired
in StripMap mode covers an area of about 30 km × 50 km,
which is too small to study wide area deformation phenomena.
Since the sensor capacity is not big enough for gapless global
mapping, a way to overcome this limitation is the acquisition of
data sparsely spread over the whole area of interest.

Before the earthquake, nine suitable images acquired in
StripMap mode and distributed over the Japanese archipelago
with different geometries were available as reference data.
After the earthquake, the corresponding scenes were ordered.
Because of the large time span between pre- and postseismic
acquisitions (ranging from two to six months), a quality assess-
ment of the displacement maps is of fundamental importance
and has been performed. The displacement maps are corrected
for solid Earth tides and atmospheric path delays.

II. TOHOKU-OKI EARTHQUAKE

Japan was struck by an M9.0 megathrust earthquake on
March 11, 2011, at 05:46 Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).
The epicenter was located at the coordinates 38.322◦ N,
142.369◦ E, approximately 72 km east off Sendai coast, and
the hypocenter was at a depth of about 32 km. The whole
archipelago has been affected. Disastrous tsunami waves were
triggered by the event. More than 19 000 people died or are still
missing. The economic losses are still incalculable but expected
to range up to US$300 billion [5]. Ozawa et al. [6] have already
shown coseismic and postseismic displacement maps using the
GPS Earth Observation Network (GEONET).

III. METHODOLOGY

The method used in this letter is outlined in Fig. 1. Cross-
correlation is performed with image patches distributed over
the TerraSAR-X single-look slant-range complex (SSC) pairs.
This technique allows measuring local shifts between master
and slave SSCs in both slant range and azimuth directions with
an accuracy of several centimeters for TerraSAR-X. Since the
images are taken from different positions in space, the topogra-
phy produces an additional range shift (parallax). A geometric

1545-598X/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Methodology block diagram.

prediction is carried out to correct for these additional shifts.
TerraSAR-X precise orbit state vectors and an external digital
elevation model (DEM) from the Shuttle Radar Topographic
Mission are used for this purpose. Differential atmospheric path
delay [7] and solid Earth tide [8] effects are taken into account
to finally obtain the ground displacement map.

A. Image Correlation Technique

The cross-correlation, Rx1x2
of the two discrete 2-D complex

signals x1 and x2, of duration N × M is given by [9]

Rx1x2
[n, m] =

N∑

u=0

M∑

v=0

x∗
1[u, v]x2[u + n, v + m]

= x∗
1[−n, −m] ∗ x2[n, m] (1)

being equivalent to a convolution operation (denoted by ∗),
in which the first signal has been time reversed and complex
conjugated.

The cross-correlation can then be calculated efficiently in the
frequency domain using the convolution theorem

Rx1x2
[n, m] = F−1 {X∗

1[μ, ν] · X2[μ, ν]} (2)

where X1 and X2 are the Fourier transforms of the signals x1

and x2, respectively. The signals x1 and x2 have been, prior to
the Fourier transformation, zero padded in the time domain in
order that the convolution operation is linear.

The position of the maximum of the correlation function
provides the shift between both signals. It can be obtained with
subpixel accuracy by iterative interpolations of the correlation
function with a cardinal sine.

Due to the low coherence of the acquisition pairs of our
data set, only the amplitude of the complex data has been used
for correlation. An oversampling of the complex data has been
done prior the detection in order to avoid aliasing.

Cross-correlation is applied on patches distributed regularly
over the images. Patches of 128 × 128 pixels (∼190 m ×
250 m) whose centers are separated by 64 pixels (∼100 m)
have been used. This means that a 50% patch overlap has been
achieved. TerraSAR-X orbits present a 3-D accuracy of 4.2 cm
for the so-called science orbit products [10]. This implies an
accuracy in the geometric shift prediction of about 8.5 cm,
according to simulations performed by the authors.

An outlier rejection stage based on mean and standard de-
viation is applied in order to eliminate unreliable estimates. A

sliding window of 15 × 15 estimates has been used, and an em-
pirical threshold of 0.2 has been set for the standard deviation.

B. Atmospheric Path Delay Correction

In order to obtain an accurate absolute deformation mea-
surement in the centimeter range, the atmospheric delay effect
needs to be considered. In fact, if we consider the stratified atmo-
sphere in winter and in summer, a difference of up to 35 cm can
be observed. In [8], a method to compensate the atmospheric
delay effect by using the GPS zenith-path-delay measurements
from the Reference Frame Sub Comission for Europe (EUREF)
Permanent Network (EPN) has been described. In our work,
global weather model data are used instead to estimate the
atmospheric path delay. Since the weather model data are
available in 3-D, the atmospheric path delay can be estimated
directly in the radar LOS direction. Equation (3) obtains the
path delay by integrating the atmospheric parameters provided
from weather model data [7]

Ls = 10−6

rn∫

r0

(
k1

P

T
+ (k2 − k1)

e

T
+ k3

e

T 2

)
dr (3)

with P being the total atmospheric pressure in pascals, T
being the temperature in kelvin, e being the partial pressure
of water vapor in pascals, and r being the slant range vector.
The constants are k1 = 0.776 KPa−1, k2 = 0.716 KPa−1, and
k3 = 3.75 · 103 K2Pa−1.

The numerical weather model data from the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Interim are chosen
because they include the global 3-D weather data from 1989
to the present with, at most, a three-month delay. The weather
data are available four times per day (at 0, 6, 12, and 18 h)
with a grid resolution of about 80 km and stratified in 60 levels.
The weather data closest to the SAR image acquisition time
are collected. The weather parameters are interpolated or ex-
trapolated in the vertical direction at the actual terrain height
and in the azimuth–range plane to fit with the correlation grid.
The atmospheric delay map is then integrated for the preseismic
and the postseismic SAR images. The differential path delay
can then be obtained, and a correction is finally applied to the
correlation shift maps. The time difference between the meteo-
rological data and the SAR acquisition might be up to 3 h. This
does no represent a major limitation since fast temporal vari-
ations of the atmosphere would imply an error in the order of
10–15 mm. This can be neglected because the cross-correlation
technique presents an accuracy in the centimeter range.

C. Solid Earth Tide Corrections

The gravitational forces exerted by the Moon and the Sun
produce a deformation of the Earth’s crust. The height variation
can reach up to 40 cm for the radial component and several
centimeters for the horizontal components.

The slant range contribution in the radar LOS direction can
be approximated using the following expression [8]:

δground =−δUpcosθ + δEastsinθcosβ−δNorthsinθsinβ (4)

where δUp, δEast, and δNorth are the solid Earth tide corrections
in the vertical, east, and north directions for the center of the
scene, θ is the radar looking angle, and β is the heading angle,
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TABLE I
TERRASAR-X ACQUISITION PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. (a) Sendai (Site 1) interferometric phase after topographic compen-
sation and (b) 2-D vector displacement map (slant range/azimuth) over SAR
amplitude. The color of each arrow of the vector field indicates the magnitude
of the absolute displacement.

i.e., the clockwise angle between the north and the ground track
of the beam. The algorithm for the calculation of the solid Earth
tide has been done using the program solid [11] according to
the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service
(IERS) conventions [12].

In this letter, we use only the recommended model for the
solid Earth tide and neglect other influences such as atmo-
spheric loading and ocean tide loading. Even if ocean tide load-
ing may cause additional displacements, it can be concluded
from [13] that its influence is less than 4 cm per scene.

IV. TERRASAR-X DATA SET

Nine descending coseismic pairs have been acquired, dis-
tributed over the archipelago with different look angles. Every
scene has been acquired in StripMap mode and covers an area
of about 30 km × 50 km. Unfortunately, there are no crossed
orbit data, and thus, it is not possible to derive 3-D deformation
maps.

In Table I, the TerraSAR-X scene geographical coordinates,
the acquisition times after the main earthquake, the temporal
baselines, and the look angles for every site are detailed.

In the following two sections, the acquisitions over Sendai
(Site 1) and Tokyo (Site 3) will be analyzed in more detail.

A. Sendai (Site 1)

Fig. 2(a) shows an overlay of the differential interferometric
phase over the SAR amplitude (at low coherent areas). Note that

Fig. 3. Sendai (Site 1) differential atmospheric path delay between the acqui-
sitions on 23.11.2010 and on 12.03.2011.

the interferogram suffers of high temporal decorrelation. Nev-
ertheless, the urban area presents good coherence. The effective
baseline is 48.05 m, and a multilooking of 11 × 11 pixels has
been applied to the interferogram. A relative displacement in
the LOS of approximately 17 cm can be measured along the
plotted arrow.

Fig. 2(b) shows an overlay of the slant range/azimuth dis-
placement vector field over the SAR amplitude. Every arrow
averages 16 × 16 correlation estimates in order to get a more
accurate and robust estimate. This would suppose at most
256 averaged values since, as mentioned previously outlier
rejection procedure has been carried out in the quality assess-
ment stage.

Fig. 3 shows the differential atmospheric path delay map in
the slant range direction between both acquisitions.

B. Tokyo (Site 3)

Fig. 4 is analogous to Fig. 2 for the Tokyo acquisition. The
same processing parameters have been applied. The effective
baseline is 116.36 m. A relative displacement in the radar LOS
direction of approximately 11 cm can be measured from late to
early azimuth.

C. Comparison Between DInSAR and Correlation Techniques

In this section, a comparison between both techniques,
DInSAR and cross-correlation, is done. The Tokyo interfero-
gram has been chosen. From the differential interferogram of
Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that a fringe pattern over azimuth ap-
pears. That means that the LOS displacements are about 11 cm
larger in early azimuth than in late azimuth. Fig. 5 shows
the profiles of these displacements derived from the differen-
tial phase, after it has been unwrapped, and from the cross-
correlation estimates. For visualization purposes, an offset has
been added to the displacement profile derived from DInSAR
using information from cross-correlation.
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TABLE II
GPS AND CROSS-CORRELATION MOTION COMPONENTS IN SLANT RANGE AND AZIMUTH DIRECTIONS. THE RANGE

CROSS-CORRELATION ESTIMATES ARE GIVEN WITHOUT GEOPHYSICAL CORRECTIONS AND CORRECTED.
ATMOSPHERIC SOLID EARTH TIDE CORRECTIONS AND OUTLIER REJECTION RATE ARE PROVIDED

Fig. 4. (a) Tokyo (Site 3) interferometric phase after topographic compen-
sation and (b) 2-D vector displacement map (slant range/azimuth) over SAR
amplitude. The color of each arrow of the vector field indicates the magnitude
of the absolute displacement.

Fig. 5. Slant range displacement profile over azimuth for the Tokyo scene.

D. Comparison to GPS Measurements

A quantitative validation of our displacement vectors in slant
range and azimuth directions could be performed with data

from the GPS network of the Geospatial Information Authority
of Japan. For the validation of each TerraSAR-X scene, the
closest GPS station to the scene center is selected. From this
station, the position is extracted at the days of the SAR acquisi-
tions, and the 3-D coseismic displacement vector is calculated.
This vector is then projected into the SAR range–azimuth plane
and compared with the SAR displacement vector. An average
of maximum 16 × 16 cross-correlation estimates has been done
around the GPS station location. The GPS station coordinates
are free of solid Earth tides. Table II contains the GPS and
cross-correlation motion components in the slant range and
azimuth directions, the differences between GPS and cross-
correlation, the atmospheric path delay and solid Earth tide
corrections, and the outlier reject rate. Both techniques differ
in general in the order of a few centimeters. Observe that the
geophysical corrections reduce in general the divergence to the
GPS measurements. In the azimuth direction, there are some
large discrepancies, e.g., Site 2 (71-cm difference in azimuth),
and we consider this value as an outlier. Observe that sites 4, 5,
6, and 8 present noticeable deviations from GPS measurements
due to the very high temporal decorrelation (vegetated areas).
The standard deviation of the differences is also provided and is
about 15 cm (Note: Site 2 has not been included for the standard
deviation computation).

E. Wide Area Deformation Map

Fig. 6 shows the wide area displacement map obtained
combining several TerraSAR-X images. A single arrow indicat-
ing horizontal displacement amplitude and direction has been
assigned to every site. It is known from the GPS coseismic
measurements by GEONET that the vertical displacements are
by a factor of 6 smaller than the horizontal displacements [6].
Taking advantage of this fact, a projection on the ground of the
measured slant range displacements has been applied for the
wide area deformation map.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that, using multiple scenes of TerraSAR-X, a
wide area displacement map can be generated using correlation
techniques and geophysical corrections. A comparison between
DInSAR and correlation shows good agreement in the relative
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Fig. 6. TerraSAR-X horizontal displacement map, including schematic continent outlines and plate boundaries.

measurements. The results compare, in general, well with GPS
measurements with a standard deviation of about 15 cm. Due
to the high temporal decorrelation of our data set, deviations
of the expected accuracy stated in [8] can be found for some
scenes. Our analysis is based on 2-D comparison, but this can
be extended by combining image pairs from ascending and
descending passes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE Sentinel-1 (S-1) mission is based on a constellation
of identical C-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satel-

lites, which are currently comprised of the A and B units, to
provide data continuity to European Space Agency’s (ESA)
previous European Remote Sensing (ERS) and ENVISAT SAR
missions.

The joint operation of both satellites will provide data sets
for Copernicus Services [1] for the following areas: monitoring
of sea ice zones and the arctic environment, surveillance of the
marine environment, monitoring of land surface motion risks,
mapping of land surfaces (forest, water, and soil), and mapping
in support of humanitarian aid in crisis situations.

The S-1A unit was launched in April 2014, reaching its
reference orbit on August 7, 2014. A second satellite (B unit) is
scheduled for 2016.

The S-1 system was conceived to provide repeat-pass inter-
ferometric capabilities with unprecedented wide area coverage
for medium-resolution applications [2]. The repeat cycle has
been notably reduced from 35 days for ERS-1 and ERS-2 or
30/35 days for ENVISAT to 12 days for S-1A, and can still be
reduced effectively to 6 days when both units are in space. The
systematic data acquisition along with the exceptional temporal
sampling allows a vast range of geophysical applications, such
as the monitoring of cryosphere dynamics and the mapping of
surface deformation, e.g., caused by tectonic processes, vol-
canic activities, landslides, and ground subsidence. In addition,
the S-1 orbit maintenance strategy ensures a ground-track re-
peatability of 120 m resulting in small orbital InSAR baselines
on the order of 150 m. The wide-swath coverage is achieved by
employing the novel Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans
(TOPS) [3] acquisition mode, which similarly to ScanSAR
acquires images by recording subsets of echoes of the SAR
aperture, which are called bursts.

The SAR instrument, operating at 5.405 GHz, supports four
imaging modes providing different resolution and coverage:
Interferometric Wide Swath Mode (IW), Extra Wide Swath
Mode (EW), StripMap (SM), and Wave (WV). IW and EW
modes are implemented as three and five subswath TOPS SAR
modes, respectively. This is to provide large swath widths of
250 and 400 km at ground resolutions of 5 m × 20 m and
20 m × 40 m, respectively, with enhanced image performance
as compared with the conventional ScanSAR mode [4]. The IW
TOPS mode is the main mode of operations for the systematic
monitoring of large land and coastal areas [2] and is the mode
we will focus in this paper.

The original publication describing the TOPS principle by
De Zan and Monti Guarnieri [3] covers all aspects of this

0196-2892 © 2016 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution
requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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new SAR mode, including the requirements for interferometry.
Further aspects were considered in [5]. The TOPS mode was
first implemented as an experimental four-subswath mode on
TerraSAR-X [6]–[8]. The feasibility of repeat-pass TOPS SAR
for interferometry was demonstrated in [9] for stationary scenes
and in [10] for nonstationary surface scenarios, such as glaciers.

Prior to the launch of S-1A, an experimental three-subswath
TOPS mode was implemented on RADARSAT-2, operating at
the same C-band frequency as S-1, to simulate S-1-like IW
mode data products to support the development of processing
and exploitation of S-1 IW TOPS data with a particular focus
on SAR interferometry [11], [12].

Other publications concerned with efficient focusing of
TOPS acquisitions have appeared in the last years [13]–[16],
including experiments with an airborne SAR in [17].

In [18], the description of burst-mode interferometric signal
properties is provided, covering, among other issues, azimuth
scanning pattern synchronization, spectral shift filtering in the
presence of high squint coregistration and subswath alignment,
and ScanSAR interferogram formation.

This paper focuses on the interferometric processing of
S-1 IW mode data acquired over stationary scenes and provides
a recipe-like description of the required operations. We sum-
marize the experience and results obtained with two indepen-
dent InSAR processors developed at the DLR, which are the
Integrated Wide Area Processor (IWAP) [19] and the experi-
mental TanDEM-X interferometric processor (TAXI) [20]. In
order to illustrate some important parameters and intermediate
results of IW data, we have selected an S-1A IW mode InSAR
data pair acquired over Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides a
description of the S-1 IW mode, including the burst spectral
properties and the key parameters of the single-look complex
(SLC) data product. Moreover, based on the IW mode burst
spectral properties, we discuss the impact of burst mis-
synchronization on azimuth spectral alignment and evaluate
the required accuracy for azimuth coregistration of S-1A IW
burst images. Section III provides a recipe for interferometric
processing, covering coregistration, spectral shift filtering and
consideration of the Doppler frequency variation. In Section IV
S-1A interferometric results are provided. Finally, Section V
presents an interferometric evaluation performed with S-1A
data by using a stack of acquisitions over Mexico City. The
along-track shifts are systematically analyzed using two types
of orbits. In addition, the common Doppler bandwidth is evalu-
ated. A spatial analysis of the along-track shift is provided using
a datatake over Europe. In the Appendix, we briefly review the
S-1 data product description and outline practical information
on how to handle the IW SLC data format.

II. S-1 IW MODE

The TOPS SAR acquisition mode is capable of providing
wide range swaths as with the ScanSAR technique, but it almost
eliminates the associated problems of scalloping and azimuth
varying signal-to-noise ratio, noise equivalent sigma zero, and
azimuth ambiguities [3].

In addition to scanning in elevation in order to extend the
range coverage, the antenna azimuth beam is steered electron-

Fig. 1. TOPS Scan pattern for S-1 IW mode, composed of three subswaths. The
acquisition starts with the first burst of the first subswath (blue) at top left with
the beam steered along azimuth in the same direction as the platform moves
(as depicted by the red arrows). Once this burst has been acquired, the antenna
is switched in elevation, and the first burst of the second subswath (green) is
acquired. Once the first of the third subswath (orange) is acquired, the beam is
switched back to the first subswath, and the process is cyclically repeated.

ically from aft to fore at a constant rate. The scan pattern is
shown in Fig. 1. As a result and in contrary to ScanSAR, all
targets on the ground are observed by the entire azimuth an-
tenna pattern. The acquisition takes place by recording bursts of
echoes, i.e., employing subapertures, at the expense of a lower
azimuth resolution. S-1 employs three predefined subswaths
in IW mode (IW1, IW2, and IW3), achieving a ground swath
coverage of 250 km in the across-track direction.

S-1A is capable of operating up to 25 min per orbit [21];
thus, a slicing procedure has been defined for the generation of
products. Regarding the L1 SLC products, each product slice is
provided as a segment of approximately 25 s in length, which
corresponds to about 170 km. An overlap area of about 7%–8%
is present in the azimuth direction between consecutive focused
bursts, as well as in range between adjacent subswaths. This
assures that the images can be mosaicked without any gap.
Moreover, as will be shown in Section III-D, these areas will
be exploited to obtain the necessary coregistration accuracy for
interferometric processing.

Table I lists the most relevant SLC product parameters of S-1
IW mode. The indicated incidence angles are approximate since
a roll steering law is applied to the spacecraft to compensate for
altitude variations [4].

A. Spectral Properties

The nonstationarity of the squint angle during the TOPS
acquisition produces a linear variation of the Doppler cen-
troid frequency in the SAR data. Fig. 2 shows the (unfolded)
spectrum of a single raw burst of duration Tburst. Observe
that the azimuth resolution is controlled by the dwell time
Tdwell (integration time for a point target), resulting in a target
bandwidth BT = |ka| · Tdwell, with ka being the Doppler rate.
The Doppler rate introduced by the antenna steering is given by

krot ≈ 2v

λ
ωr (1)
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TABLE I
S1 INTERFEROMETRIC WIDE SWATH MODE

SLC PRODUCT PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. Time–frequency diagram of a single TOPS burst. The raw burst (dotted
pattern) of duration Tburst presents a linear Doppler variation due to the
steering of the antenna. The zero-Doppler focused burst (hashed pattern) of
duration Tfocused also exhibits a linear Doppler variation. The first and last
observed target Doppler histories are depicted with bold lines and have a
slope given by the Doppler rate ka. Their zero-crossing positions determine
the length of the focused burst. The dwell time Tdwell controls the azimuth
resolution, being the resulting target bandwidth BT .

where v is the satellite velocity, λ is the radar wavelength, and
ωr is the antenna steering rate in radians per second.

After the burst raw data have been focused to SLC bursts
in zero-Doppler geometry, a linear Doppler centroid fre-
quency variation is present in the azimuth direction. The
range-dependent Doppler rate at image level kt(r) can be
calculated as

kt(r) =
ka(r) · krot

ka(r) − krot
(2)

Fig. 3. Time–frequency diagram of a pair of raw bursts depicting the azimuth
spectra in the presence of a timing error Δtacq. The master burst is depicted in
gray and the slave in blue. The plot depicts the case where the master datatake
observes the target before the slave datatake. Note that the delay of observation
of each target is shorter than the delay of the overall acquisition.

where ka(r) is the range-dependent target Doppler rate.
This Doppler variation has to be considered for further

InSAR processing steps, including interpolation and spectral
shift filtering, as will be discussed in Section III-B.

B. Burst Synchronization Aspects for Interferometry

Burst synchronization relates to the fact that the satellite
must be at the same along-track position for both passes in
order to observe the targets with the same squint angle. A
lack of spectral overlap due to burst mis-synchronization leads
to decorrelation. The need for burst synchronization puts re-
quirements on commanding, namely on the accuracy of data
acquisition timing, as depicted in Fig. 3. The Doppler shift is
given by

Δfshift(r) = kt(r) · Δtacq (3)

where Δtacq is the timing difference between both acquisitions
(raw data), and kt is the Doppler rate at image level, which is
given by (2).

However, not only the accuracy of the synchronization at the
beginning of the datatakes is relevant, the size of the orbital
tube in the radial dimension affects synchronization during the
datatake, i.e., Δtacq varies during the acquisition. This effect
has been addressed in [22] in the frame of the S-1 mission.

The coherence loss can be avoided if proper azimuth spectral
shift filtering is performed, at the cost of a reduced azimuth
resolution. The calculation of the timing difference between
both acquisitions and the final common Doppler bandwidth will
be provided in Section III-E.

C. Coregistration Accuracy

For conventional nonsquinted stripmap acquisitions, misreg-
istration does not introduce a phase bias but may increase
the phase variance [23]. An accuracy of 0.1 pixels is usually
sufficient to obtain high-quality interferograms. The coregis-
tration requirements for TOPS mode are however much more
demanding due to the significant Doppler frequency variation.
In [24] and [25], an analysis of the phase error introduced by a
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misregistration in the case of squinted acquisitions shows that
the variation in squint angle over azimuth and, to a lesser extent,
over range cause phase ramps in both azimuth and range if a
misregistration is present. We focus on the azimuth misregis-
tration error since the greater variation of the squint angle in
this direction produces much more pronounced phase ramps in
azimuth. Using a small-angle approximation, a misregistration
of Δt seconds in azimuth between master and slave leads to an
azimuth phase ramp over the burst of

Δφaz = 2πΔfDCΔt = 2π
2v

λ
ΔβΔt [rad] (4)

where ΔfDC is the change in Doppler centroid over azimuth,
Δβ is the corresponding change in squint angle, and Δt is the
misregistration.

Considering the maximum ΔfDC of 5.2 kHz, in order to
limit the phase ramp to, for example, 1/100 cycle (= 3.6◦),
coregistration accuracy of approximately 0.0009 pixels at an
azimuth sampling frequency faz of 486 Hz would be required,
which is equivalent to circa 1.9 μs or 1.3 cm.

The high accuracy requirement for the azimuth coregistration
limits on the use of traditional methods as, for example, cross-
correlation with small patches distributed over the scene, where
each correlation estimate is taken directly as the shift for
the center position of the patch. Section III-D addresses the
coregistration approach.

III. INSAR PROCESSING FLOW

Here, the methodology for interferometric processing is pro-
vided. Some details on the importing of the SLC data are
first discussed, and the processing chain at burst level is pre-
sented. The remaining part concentrates on specific algorithms,
namely, deramping the focused bursts, coregistration, spectral
shift filtering, and mosaicking of the bursts.

The data can be handled following a three-level hierarchical
structure. The lowest level is the burst-level, at which interfer-
ometric processing is performed, e.g., signal interpolation and
spectral shift filtering. The next higher level is the subswath
where mosaics of the bursts are generated. The highest level
corresponds to the slice, at which a mosaicking of all three
subswaths can be performed.

The philosophy that we have adopted for the coregistration
consists of performing a geometric coregistration using an
external digital elevation model (DEM) and orbit information,
followed by a correction of the residual shift in range and
azimuth estimated from the SAR data. This residual shift can
be due to orbit inaccuracies, timing errors, or physical effects
(e.g., troposphere or solid Earth tides).

A. Data Importing and Preparation

The processing starts with the importing of the master and
slave SLC data products; some details on the format of the prod-
ucts can be found in Appendix. The L1 SLC data are generated
by the operational ESA Instrument Processing Facility (IPF).
It is important to emphasize that all interferometric operations,
e.g., spectral shift filtering or burst resampling, have to be done

at burst-level, in order to properly consider the Doppler centroid
frequency variation. Thus, the data reader should be able to
extract the single SLC bursts with their associated annotation.
Although not necessary if nominal slice framing has been
applied by the IPF, it is good practice to find the corresponding
master and slave burst-pairs. It is sufficient to perform this
calculation once per subswath. The possible azimuth whole-
burst offset can be retrieved by performing a geolocation of
an arbitrary slant-range point included in each subswath, e.g.,
midpoint, using the master orbit to obtain the position on
ground. Afterward, an inverse geolocation of this point using
the slave orbit provides the slant-range coordinates for the slave
point. With the azimuth burst length and the subswath timing
information, the whole-burst offset can be easily obtained.

B. Deramping Function

The consideration of the Doppler centroid frequency of the
focused burst is critical for interferometric processing. In [26],
the procedure for calculating the deramping function for S-1
products is provided and will not be repeated here.

There are two possible approaches to correctly account for
the Doppler centroid when performing interpolation and/or
filtering operations on the bursts.

1) Demodulate data: The complex data are deramped in az-
imuth in order to obtain a low-pass signal. This approach
is appropriate for spectral shift filtering and for resam-
pling. The data have to be reramped after the filtering/
resampling has been performed, where in the case of the
resampling, one needs to resample also the reramping
function before applying it to the data. Note that the der-
amping and the demodulation introduce a range spectral
shift due to their slight range dependence. However, this
shift can be neglected for the S-1 case.

2) Modulate kernel: The data are not demodulated, but the
kernel is modulated in azimuth such that its spectrum fol-
lows the local Doppler centroid of the data. This approach
can be more convenient when resampling the complex
bursts and avoids the separate resampling of the complex
data and the deramping function as in the previous case.
However, one needs to consider the Doppler variation
within the kernel’s length to avoid aliasing. For S-1, this
variation is about 4 Hz/sample, which, given the over-
sampling of the azimuth signal of 160 Hz (approximately
32%), does not impose a critical kernel length.

C. Burst-Level Interferometric Processing

Fig. 4 shows a simplified block diagram of the interferomet-
ric processing of every burst. The Enhanced Spectral Diversity
(ESD) technique [9] is applied for the retrieval of the fine (rigid)
azimuth shift. In the first iteration, a geometric coregistration is
performed to ensure negligible coherence loss for interferogram
formation and the calculation of the subsequent differential
interferogram in the overlap area. An external DEM and pre-
cise orbit information is used for this coarse coregistration.
Interpolation of the slave bursts is performed with a six-point
cubic convolution kernel [27]. For each azimuth position, as
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Fig. 4. Burst-level interferometric processing. Resampling, spectral shift fil-
tering, in range and azimuth, and interferogram formation are computed at this
level. A geometric coregistration is performed, which is corrected by using ESD.

with Spotlight data, the kernel is modulated in azimuth with a
linear phase function so that its spectrum is centered at the local
Doppler centroid frequency of the data. Spectral shift filtering is
also performed in order to increase the coherence. The master
and slave bursts are filtered to a common range and azimuth
bandwidth. ESD can be applied by calculating the differential
interferogram on the overlap areas between consecutive bursts
(along the subswath). Section III-D will give more details on the
estimation of the azimuth shift. Once the rigid shift has been
retrieved, several possibilities arise for the second iteration.
A first option is to repeat the procedure by correcting the
coregistration shifts, resampling the slave, and filtering master
and slave bursts to a common bandwidth. A second more
efficient option is to apply the fine azimuth shift to the slave
burst by multiplying its Doppler Spectrum by a linear phase
term (not depicted in the figure).

D. Coregistration

First, a geometric coregistration, using an external DEM and
orbit information, is performed. This state-of-the-art procedure
is precisely described in [28] and not detailed here. There are
however some interesting aspects to consider regarding the
accuracy of the external DEM for the geometric azimuth coreg-
istration in case of squinted acquisitions, which are covered
in [22].

It is important to note that there are three orbit products
available: the orbit information annotated in the SLC product,
the restituted orbit, and the precise orbit. The last two are
provided by ESA as independent products. The restituted orbit
is available just a few hours after the acquisition and establishes
an accuracy requirement of 10 cm 2-D 1-sigma, where 2-D
means the along-track and cross-track directions. The precise

orbit product, available 20 days after the acquisition, establishes
an accuracy requirement of 5 cm 3-D 1-sigma [29].

From our experience, we do not recommend the use of the
orbit information annotated in the SLC product for accurate
calculations. However, ESA has confirmed that this issue is
currently being addressed as enhanced orbit accuracy of the
annotated orbit can be expected in the future.

The geometric coregistration is followed by a refinement
of the shifts exploiting the SAR data. Regarding the range
direction, cross-correlation can be applied to patches distributed
over the master and slave SLCs and a linear correction of the
shifts can be performed.

Regarding the azimuth direction, it is important to distinguish
between two possible scenarios:

1) Stationary: No deformation is expected, or if present,
there is no component in the azimuth direction. The
azimuth correction to apply is, in essence, a rigid shift
due to a possible timing error.

2) Nonstationary: The phase jumps that may appear at the
interface between adjacent bursts in the case of ground
deformation in the azimuth direction have already been
addressed in [30]. The reason for the phase jumps is
the different projection of the azimuth shift onto the
(changing) line of sight. In [30], it is proposed not to
perform a local azimuth coregistration if the displacement
is sufficiently small such that there is sufficient coher-
ence but to compensate solely for the timing error. At
a latter stage, the differential phase should be correctly
interpreted by taking into account the actual line-of-sight
for each pixel.

We will focus on the stationary case. Several possibilities
arise for the retrieval of the constant azimuth shift. A first
possibility is to apply cross-correlation techniques [31]—in
its coherent (CCC) or incoherent (ICC) versions—to patches
distributed over the master and slave SLCs and afterward
average the residual azimuth shift to correct for the rigid shift,
as already proposed in [32]. Another possibility is to use the
ESD technique [9], which exploits the large Doppler frequency
difference in the overlap areas between adjacent bursts. The
main advantage of correlation techniques over ESD is that
they provide a nonambiguous measurement, whereas some care
has to be taken when using ESD since it exploits the phase,
meaning the retrieval of the correct ambiguity band may not
be possible. If the performance of ICC [33] is compared with
the performance of ESD, we see that ESD outperforms ICC by
approximately one order of magnitude for the S-1 parameters.
Fig. 5 compares the standard deviation of both estimators when
using all bursts in a single subswath. The overlap regions be-
tween bursts within the subswath are assumed used for ESD and
all pixels within the subswath for ICC. The exponential decorre-
lation model [34] with a decorrelation time of 35 days was used
to predict the coherence after 1–6 12-day repeat-pass cycles.

We have chosen the ESD technique to obtain the fine azimuth
coregistration accuracy; however, it is possible that for certain
scenarios (e.g., islands, where the overlap areas correspond
to water and therefore incoherent, or if the ambiguity band
is not solved), ICC can be useful. A combination of both
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Fig. 5. Azimuth coregistration accuracy for IW2 using ICC (dashed) and ESD
(solid). The circles (blue to red) correspond to the coherence after 1–6 12-day
repeat-pass cycles, respectively, using the exponential decorrelation model with
a decorrelation time of 35 days.

TABLE II
ESD AMBIGUITY BAND AND THREE-SIGMA (99.73%) VALUES OF THE

EXPECTED ALONG-TRACK ACCURACY WHEN COMBINING TWO
(MASTER AND SLAVE ACQUISITIONS) PRECISE

OR RESTITUTED ORBITS

methods is also possible, where ICC is employed to determine
the ambiguity band, applying afterward ESD to obtain a fine
estimate of the shift. The approximate main ambiguity band
is detailed in Table II for each subswath. The three-sigma
values of the expected along-track accuracy when combining
two (master and slave acquisitions) precise or restituted orbits
are also provided, indicating that the ambiguity band is already
solved if the geometric coregistration has been performed with
precise or restituted orbits. An isotropic distribution of the error
in the different components (along-track and cross-track for the
restituted orbit and radial, and along-track and cross-track for
the precise orbit), has been assumed for the calculation of the
expected along-track accuracy, which, although generally not
true, is sufficient to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of
the expected accuracy. A systematic evaluation of the azimuth
shifts with S-1A data in Section V confirms this.

ESD exploits the phase difference in the overlap area be-
tween adjacent bursts within a subswath and between adjacent
bursts from subswath-to-subswath. We will focus our analysis
on the exploitation of the overlap areas within a subswath.
The overlap areas from subswath-to-subswath can also be em-
ployed, as proposed in [35]. Using these overlap areas improves
the performance of the estimation and can also help to resolve
the ambiguity band since the Doppler differences in these areas
are smaller than in the overlap areas within each subswath,
resulting in a larger ambiguity band.

The ESD phase can be calculated for every pixel of each
overlap area as follows:

φESD = arg
{
(mi · s∗

i) ·
(
mi+1 · s∗

i+1

)∗}
(5)

where mi and si refer to the ith master and slave complex
bursts, respectively; mi+1 and si+1 refer to the (i + 1)th master
and slave bursts, respectively; and arg{·} gives the phase of a
complex number.

Rewriting (4), an azimuth coregistration error of Δy pixels
for pixel p causes an interferometric phase difference, in radi-
ans, of [9], [25]

φESD,p = 2πΔfovl
DC,p

Δy

faz
(6)

where Δfovl
DC,p is the Doppler centroid frequency difference in

the overlap area for each burst, and faz is the image azimuth
sampling frequency.

A first approximation for the estimation of the shift would be
to average the ESD phase and the Doppler centroid frequency
differences, i.e.,

Δ̂y =
faz

2π
· arg

{
〈ejφESD,p〉

}
〈
Δfovl

DC,p

〉 (7)

where 〈·〉 indicates average value.
We propose to model the ESD phase at each pixel, induced

by a constant azimuth shift within the overlap area, using the
local Doppler centroid frequency difference.

The estimation of the azimuth coregistration shift Δy re-
quires accounting not only for the local Doppler centroid
frequency differences but also for the wrapped nature of the
differential phase, φESD,p. It is not possible to divide the phase
difference values by the local shift-to-phase conversion factor
according to (6); otherwise, the estimation would be biased.

The following estimator is proposed:

Δ̂y = argmin
Δy

{∣∣∣∣∣arg
∑

p

ej(φESD,p−2πΔfovl
DC,p

Δy
faz

)

∣∣∣∣∣

}
. (8)

Another approach consists of maximizing the absolute value of
the real part, as proposed in [36]. A weighted estimation using
the coherence can also be considered, but this is not included in
(8) for simplicity.

Its application is only valid for shifts smaller than the small-
est of the ambiguity bands of the overlap areas used within the
estimation. Thus, if multiple bands of ambiguity are present, as
in the case of a combination of the overlap areas within one
subswath but for all swaths jointly (IW1-IW1, IW2-IW2, and
IW3-IW3), then the search should be restricted to the ambiguity
band of IW1.

The value of the estimator for different shift values and the
residual phase after compensation of the phase created by the
estimated shift is depicted in Fig. 6. The parameters have been
calculated for S-1A data in IW mode over Salar de Uyuni. Due
to the small variation of the Doppler difference, the estimator is
quasi-cyclic. Thus, the search space must be constrained to one
ambiguity band according to (6).

As introduced in [37], some spatial multilooking of the
interferograms in the overlap area prior to calculation of the dif-
ferential interferogram (so-called early-multilooking) increases
the estimation accuracy. The effect on the histogram of the
residual differential phase for a scene-wise estimation (i.e.,
considering all overlap areas within each subswath) is depicted
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Fig. 6. Proposed shift estimator applied to subswath IW2. (a) Histogram of
phase differences. (b) Evaluation of the estimator; estimate depicted by vertical
dashed line. (c) Histogram of residual phase difference after compensation of
the estimated azimuth shift. The plots are derived from the S-1A interferometric
pair over Salar de Uyuni.

Fig. 7. Effect of burst multilooking in azimuth offset estimation. (a) and
(b) Estimation and residual phase without burst multilooking. (c) and
(d) Estimation and residual phase with burst multilooking (25 looks). The plots
are derived from the S-1A interferometric pair over Salar de Uyuni.

in Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show the estimation result and the residual
differential phase histogram if no-multilooking is performed,
whereas (c) and (d) show the same results if a multilooking of
25 looks has been applied to the interferograms.

E. Spectral Shift Filtering

The different acquisition geometries for an interferometric
pair introduce spectral decorrelation [38]. This effect can be
avoided by filtering the master and slave bursts to a common

Fig. 8. Time–frequency diagrams at image level showing the rationale of
the azimuth spectral filtering process. In the example, only the burst mis-
synchronization is depicted, i.e., it is assumed that the Doppler centroid for both
datatakes is 0 Hz and that there is no contribution due to the crossing orbits.
The master is depicted in orange and the slave in blue. (Left) Original signals.
(middle) After deramping with the master deramping function, where it can be
observed that the burst mis-synchronization introduces spectral decorrelation.
The green block represents the bandpass spectral filter. (Right) After reramping.

bandwidth. Conventional range spectral filtering can be applied
in TOPS mode as usual, but filtering in azimuth requires special
care due to the time-variant Doppler change over azimuth.
The principle of azimuth spectral filtering is the same as for
Spotlight interferometry, i.e., deramping and reramping opera-
tions must be performed prior to and after filtering, as described
in detail in [39].

The calculation of the common Doppler bandwidth for each
pixel p due to possible Doppler centroid differences and to the
burst mis-synchronization can be calculated as

Bcommon,p =Ba−
∣∣∣fmaster

DC,p −
(
f slave_resampled
DC,p +Δforbit

)∣∣∣ (9)

where Ba is the azimuth bandwidth, Δforbit is the spectral shift
due to the nonparallel orbits, fmaster

DC,p is the Doppler centroid

of the master burst for each pixel, and f slave_resampled
DC,p is the

Doppler centroid of the slave burst mapped to the master burst
geometry. The rationale of azimuth spectral filtering is depicted
in Fig. 8.

As for all the steps in burst interferometric processing, the
parameters must be independently determined for each of the
bursts. Fig. 9(a), (c), and (e) shows the Doppler centroid fre-
quency over range of IW1, IW2, and IW3 for an interferometric
pair over Salar de Uyuni after a deramping has been applied.
Note that the Doppler centroid frequencies are close to zero
for both channels, the difference in Doppler frequency being
only a few Hertz. The Doppler centroid frequency rate varies
considerably over range, as shown in Fig. 9(b), (d), and (f)
for IW1, IW2, and IW3, respectively. As a consequence, the
deramping and reramping operators must be adapted to the
local Doppler centroid rate for each range bin.

The range spectral filtering does not require an update for
TOPS interferometry. Fig. 10 displays the range fringe fre-
quency considering flat Earth for all three subswaths. The
plots show the local fringe frequency and a constant fringe
frequency calculated at mid burst. As it can be observed, the
local fringe frequency varies over range, being this variation
more significant for subswath IW1. In any case, note that, due to
the small orbital tube of S-1 (kept to a radius of less than 100 m)
and the large range bandwidth (given in Table I), the range
spectral filter will seldom be necessary.
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Fig. 9. Master and slave azimuth parameters for spectral shift filtering (after
deramping has been applied). (a),(c), and (e) Doppler centroid frequency in
range at azimuth center of burst. (b), (d), and (f) Doppler centroid frequency
rate at the azimuth center of bursts. Slave parameters have been coregistered to
master time. The parameters have been extracted from a S-1A interferometric
pair over Salar de Uyuni.

Fig. 10. Range fringe frequency (considering flat earth) for all three subswaths.
The plots indicate the local fringe frequency (continuous line) and a constant
fringe frequency, calculated at mid burst. The parameters have been extracted
from a S-1A interferometric pair over Salar de Uyuni, which presents an
effective baseline of 108 m.

F. Mosaicking of Bursts Within a Slice

After the slave bursts have been resampled, the burst interfer-
ograms can be computed, and the coherence can be estimated.
At this stage, it is important to account for the pixel validity,
whose information can be extracted from the L1 products. The
general approach is to mosaic the full-resolution interferogram
(pixelwise by definition) first, followed by phase flattening and
multilooking operations.

There are some minor points to consider with respect to
mosaicking the bursts to produce subswath or scene-level inter-
ferograms. Three approaches to mosaicking appear possible.

1) Join at a certain azimuth or range line such as the azimuth
midpoint of the overlap area between bursts within a sub-
swath or the range midpoint of the overlap area between
subswaths.

2) Loop over all bursts, with the current burst overwriting
the mosaic but only when the burst pixel is valid as
determined from the burst’s valid pixel mask.

3) Perform a weighted average within the overlap area.
This approach can quickly become complicated when
considering the valid pixel masks and applying roll-off
functions in both the range and azimuth directions within
the overlap area to smooth the transition.

We do not recommend the third approach even if the phase
quality can be enhanced by averaging both looks. By con-
sistently cutting at fixed range and azimuth lines, it is easier
to visually identify phase discontinuities between bursts due
to residual misregistration, for quality analysis purposes or
more interestingly in the case of scenarios with horizontal
displacement in the azimuth direction.

The flat Earth phase can be subtracted once the mosaic of
the interferogram has been generated and differential phase can
be obtained by subtracting a DEM simulated phase. Finally,
interferogram multilooking is performed.

IV. FIRST INTERFEROMETRIC RESULTS

The first IW InSAR pair was available in ascending geometry
over the Gulf of Genoa, Italy, on August 19, 2014, 12 days
after S-1A had reached its final orbit on August 7, 2014. This
first TOPS pair was processed some hours later, demonstrating
the readiness of the S-1 system (both in-orbit instrument and
on-ground commanding and processing) for interferometric
applications. Fig. 11 shows the interferometric phase and SAR
amplitude overlay image of the mosaic of the first two slices
over Italy. The image is composed of three subswaths and has
a ground range extension of 250 km. The effective baseline is
about 120 m. After flat Earth phase removal, one fringe color
cycle corresponds to a height of ambiguity of about 129 m.

A further interferometric acquisition over Italy in ascending
geometry was available from August 9 and 21. A mosaic of the
interferometric phase, having removed a simulated phase from
a DEM from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM),
overlaid with the SAR amplitude (left) and coherence (right) of
the datatake, is shown in Fig. 12. The acquisition extends from
Sicily to the Alps demonstrating the high mapping capabilities
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Fig. 11. Mosaic of the first S-1A TOPS interferogram (two slices) in IW mode
around the Gulf of Genoa, Italy, acquired on August 7 and 19. Interferometric
phase overlaid with the SAR amplitude (top) and coherence (bottom). Range in
horizontal direction. Range extension, 250 km; azimuth extension, 340 km.

of the S-1 mission. A total of seven slices has been used for
the mosaic, which corresponds to approximately 30 ERS full
scenes. The residual fringes that can be observed are probably
due to atmospheric disturbances.

Fig. 12. Mosaic of seven IW slice interferograms in IW mode acquired on
August 9 and 21. Interferometric phase, after a simulated phase from a SRTM
DEM has been removed, overlaid with the SAR amplitude (left) and coherence
(right). Range in horizontal direction. Range extension 250 km; Azimuth
extension 1200 km.
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Fig. 13. Interferometric acquisitions in IW mode, descending geometry on
December 3 and 27 over Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia. The effective baseline is
108 m, corresponding to a phase cycle of 146 m. Interferometric phase (top),
differential phase—SRTM phase subtracted (middle), and coherence (bottom).
Range in horizontal direction, increasing to the left. Range extension 250 km,
azimuth extension 170 km. The images are in slant-range coordinates but
oriented geographically.

V. INTERFEROMETRIC EVALUATION

Here, an interferometric evaluation of S-1A data is carried
out. A highly coherent interferometric pair in IW mode cover-
ing Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia, is first analyzed in terms of Doppler
spectrum (deramping), burst synchronization, and coregistra-
tion. The spectral shift was already analyzed in Section III-E.

Fig. 14. Deramped Doppler spectrum averaged over range for an S-1A acqui-
sition over Bolivia on December 3, 2014. The blue curve results from a data-
based estimate, whereas the red curve corresponds to the annotated Hamming
weighting window. The fourth burst of the IW2 subswath was selected.

Later, an evaluation of the along-track shifts employing two
types of orbits, i.e., precise and restituted, is provided.

The Uyuni salt lake is the world’s largest salt flat covering
10 582 km2 (4086 mi2). It is located in Potosí, near the crest of
the Andes, at an elevation of 3656 m above mean sea level.
The Salar is covered by a few meters of salt crust, which
has an extraordinary flatness. The datatakes were acquired in
descending geometry on December 3 and 27, 2014, with VV
polarization. The L1 products were generated with Proces-
sor version IPFV241. The effective baseline is about 108 m,
corresponding to a phase cycle of approximately 146 m.
Fig. 13 shows a multitemporal composite of the amplitudes,
the interferometric phase, and the coherence. The observed
slow variation of the interferometric phase over the salt flat is
possibly due to atmospheric effects.

A. Deramping

To illustrate the spectral properties of the S-1 bursts, a plot of
the deramped Doppler spectrum of a burst from IW2 is provided
in Fig. 14. The deramping function has been applied to the
burst, and an azimuth fast Fourier transform performed fol-
lowed by an averaging over range. The plot demonstrates that,
after deramping, the spectrum is confined within the expected
313 Hz bandwidth of IW2. The blue curve corresponds to the
estimated Doppler spectrum, whereas the red curve indicates
the theoretical Hamming weighting window applied by the
SAR processor.

B. Burst Synchronization

Regarding burst synchronization, the along-track position
mismatching in the middle of the scene is 0.12 ms, equivalent
to 0.82 m on the ground. The platform Doppler centroids in the
middle of the scene were approximately 2 and 4 Hz for the first
and second acquisitions, respectively, indicating excellent burst
synchronization characteristics. Fig. 9(a), (c), and (e) shows the
variation in range of the Doppler centroid frequencies for all
three subswaths.
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TABLE III
RETRIEVED AZIMUTH SHIFTS, IN PIXELS AND CENTIMETERS, FOR
EACH SUBSWATH OF THE ACQUISITION OVER SALAR DE UYUNI

Fig. 15. Residual azimuth shift measured in the overlap areas within each
subswath of the slice.

C. Coregistration Analysis

The consistency of the retrieved azimuth shift for each over-
lap area within every subswath is analyzed here. Precise orbits
were used for interferometric processing. ESD was used to re-
trieve the fine residual azimuth shift of approximately −10 cm.
The estimation of the residual azimuth shift was carried out
independently for each subswath in order to check the consis-
tency between all three subswaths. Table III summarizes the
retrieved shift for each subswath showing differences of a few
millimeters, which are negligible. This indicates that a global
azimuth shift can be estimated by considering all overlap areas
of all three subswaths.

We can also check for the consistency of the residual azimuth
shift within each subswath by reestimating the azimuth shift per
overlap region after correction of the azimuth shifts given in
Table III. Fig. 15 shows this residual azimuth shift for all three
subswaths. Observe that the curves are centered around zero.
The standard deviation of the shifts for each subswath is 6.8 mm
for IW1, 5.8 mm for IW2, and 6.2 mm for IW3.

The reader should keep in mind that an azimuth shift error
of 1.2 cm corresponds to a phase variation along the burst of
approx 3.6◦. With the plot of Fig. 15, it can be concluded that
the remaining phase error is below this value.

D. Common Doppler Bandwidth

The common Doppler bandwidth is evaluated here with a
stack of acquisitions over Mexico City in descending geome-
try. The images were acquired between October 3, 2014 and
January 1, 2015. The acquisition on December 2, 2014, has
been selected as the master. Fig 16 shows the common Doppler
bandwidth for each acquisition pair for each subswath. The
available Doppler bandwidth is indicated with a horizontal line
for each subswath. The common bandwidth is above 95% of the

Fig. 16. Assessment of the common Doppler bandwidth. A stack of a total
of 10 acquisitions over Mexico City in IW mode has been analyzed. The
acquisition on December 2, 2014, has been chosen as master (dashed vertical
line). The available Doppler bandwidth is indicated with a horizontal line. The
common Doppler bandwidth for each acquisition pair for each subswath is
shown.

available bandwidth for all pairs, except for the first acquisition,
which was acquired in an early phase, and an issue with the
attitude steering was still not solved. This analysis indicates
excellent burst synchronization and attitude steering of the sys-
tem, concluding that the azimuth spectral shift filtering could
be skipped without having a significant coherence drop.

E. Along-Track Shifts

Since very sensitive measurements in the along-track di-
rection can be performed with TOPS acquisitions, we can
very accurately evaluate the performance of the precise and
restituted orbits in this direction. The analysis can be done in
time, by analyzing the differential azimuth orbital error for a
stack of images, and in space, by analyzing the consistency of
the differential azimuth orbital error for consecutive slices with-
in a datatake. The ESD technique is exploited for this purpose,
which measures the differential azimuth shift in the burst over-
lap areas between the slave image(s) and the master image.

1) Temporal Consistency: The same data set of ten S-1A
slices acquired over Mexico is analyzed here. The residual
along-track shift has been measured employing ESD technique,
which not only accounts for the orbital timing error but also for
timing error of the SAR instrument, SAR processing effects,
ionospheric effects, and geodynamic effects. We considered
the gravitational effects exerted by the Moon and the Sun on
the Earth’s crust (solid Earth tides), which can reach a few
centimeters in the horizontal direction [40].

Fig. 17 shows the retrieved differential orbit error in the
along-track direction for the precise and restituted orbits, on
the order of a few centimeters. We have to be careful when
drawing conclusions from this plot. The retrieved azimuth shift
is differential between the slave acquisitions with respect to
the master acquisition. This means that a possible bias in the
along-track shift cannot be determined since the along-track
orbital error of the master acquisition is also a realization of
the same process. We are interested in the dispersion of the
values and provide the standard deviation, which is 4.42 cm
for the precise orbit and 2.52 cm for the restituted orbit. From
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Fig. 17. Assessment of the differential along-track accuracy of the precise and
restituted orbits over time. A stack of a total of ten acquisitions over Mexico
City in IW mode has been analyzed. The acquisition on December 2, 2014
has been chosen as master (dashed line). The standard deviation of the precise
orbit is 4.42 and 2.51 cm for the restituted orbit. The overlap areas within IW2
have been used for the measurement. The differential solid Earth tides were
considered.

the specifications, the nominal (1-D) standard deviation of the
azimuth orbital error – assuming an isotropic distribution of
the error in the different components (along-track and cross-
track for the restituted orbit; radial, along-track and cross-track
for the precise orbit) – would be 2.88 cm for the precise orbit,
and 7.07 cm for the restituted orbit (assuming that the standard
deviation is the same for each direction). We conclude that
the measured standard deviation of the precise orbit is very
similar to the expected one from the specifications. However,
we observe that the measured standard deviation of the resti-
tuted orbit is surprisingly better than nominal and paradoxically
even better than the one obtained with the precise orbits in this
particular data set.

2) Spatial Consistency: We have selected a datatake pair
acquired over Europe in descending geometry, composed of six
slices. The datatakes were acquired on December 21, 2014 and
January 2, 2015 and include the area from Hamburg, Germany
to Genoa, Italy. Fig. 18 shows the estimated differential orbit er-
ror in the along-track direction for the precise and the restituted
orbits, to be around −4.7 cm when using precise orbits, and
−4.6 cm when using restituted orbits. The standard deviation of
the differential orbit error in the along-track direction retrieved
with the precise orbit is 9.5 mm and 7.4 mm for the restituted
orbit. The spatial stability of the differential orbit error for both
types of orbits is below 1 cm. This information is of valuable
interest when working with scenarios that present deformation
in the along-track direction. The shift to be corrected can be
retrieved from a slice not affected by deformation and applied
to the slice(s), experiencing deformation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a guideline on how to process interferometric
S-1 data in TOPS mode has been provided. The analysis has
been performed for IW mode, i.e., the standard mode over
land. A brief description of the S-1 IW TOPS mode, including
spectral properties, burst synchronization aspects, and needed
coregistration requirements, has been provided. The central

Fig. 18. Assessment of the differential along-track accuracy of the precise and
restituted orbits along a datatake. Six slices of a datatake over Germany in IW
mode have been employed. The acquisitions were made on December 21, 2014
and January 2, 2015. The standard deviation of the precise orbit is 9.5 and
7.4 mm for the restituted orbit. The overlap areas within IW2 have been used
for the measurement.

part of this paper focused on interferometric processing, where
aspects such spectral shift filtering, interpolation, and coregis-
tration were discussed. The adopted strategy for coregistration
is based on a geometric prediction of the shifts employing orbit
information and an external DEM, followed by a refinement of
the azimuth shifts using ESD [9] and a refinement of the range
shifts using incoherent cross-correlation. We have proposed a
pixelwise estimation of the azimuth shift, considering the shift
and the local Doppler centroid frequency differences for each
pixel in the overlap area. Other aspects such as data importing,
preparation, and mosaicking of interferometric results have
been also discussed. First S-1A interferograms in IW TOPS
mode acquired during the commissioning phase have been
shown, including an interferogram of a datatake over Italy,
reaching from Sicily to the Alps that demonstrates the high
mapping capabilities of the S-1 mission. An interferometric
evaluation with highly coherent data over Salar de Uyuni
has been provided, where a quality analysis of the azimuth
shifts, both within and between subswaths, indicates high phase
stability. We conclude that the azimuth shift can be retrieved
globally by employing the overlap areas of all three subswaths.
An evaluation of a stack of acquisitions over Mexico City has
shown that the common Doppler bandwidth is above 95% of
the available bandwidth, indicating very good burst synchro-
nization and attitude steering of the system. An evaluation of
the along-track shifts employing ESD shows that the precise
and restituted orbits provide similar accuracy in the along-
track direction. Moreover, by compensating solid Earth tides,
an assessment of the performance of both types of orbits has
been provided. The spatial stability of the azimuth shifts for
several slices of a datatake has also been provided, showing
that the retrieved differential orbital error possesses high spatial
stability.

APPENDIX

L1B PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FORMAT (XML, TIFF, ETC.)

Focused S-1 SAR data products are available in the so-
called “SAFE” container format comprising the binary raster
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data as Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) files and various
annotation information in eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
files. Combinations of transmit/receive polarizations are termed
“channels”. For the TOPS modes, i.e., IW and EW, both the
subswath index and polarization are considered channels. The
channels of a product are delivered as separate sets within
a SAFE container consisting of a TIFF file with its corre-
sponding XML files. This information effectively provides a
mask for the valid/invalid samples (pixels) in the SLC data
product. Technically, the TIFF files are actually GeoTIFF files
containing specific geo-information tags, and the TIFF file
sizes commonly exceed 4 GB, thus requiring the Big[Geo]TIFF
format. Handling of classic TIFF and BigTIFF files, as well as
automatic conversion between binary formats of different hard-
ware platforms, is accomplished by the open-source libTIFF
library (4.0.3). Within these (Big) GeoTIFF files, the binary
raster data are stored pixel-interleaved with pixels from near
range to far range in a line. Lines are stored from early azimuth
to late azimuth. The complex-valued L1 data pixels consist of
two 16-bit signed integers representing the real and imaginary
parts. For the TOPS modes, the bursts are stored in the TIFF
of a channel as a series of patches with the same number of
lines per burst that can be obtained from the XML annotation.
For every such line in every burst, there is also an indication
given in the XML annotation for the offset of the first and of
the last valid sample or whether all samples in the line are
valid. The XML files contain general information about the
acquisition parameters and data-specific information for SAR
signal processing in the form of polynomial coefficients. Orbital
state vectors of the sensor platform that can be used for quick-
look purposes are already included in the SAFE containers.
Restituted orbital state vector products are available soon after
the acquisition. Precise orbit data are available 20 days after
the acquisition. The restituted and precise orbit products can be
downloaded as separate products in XML format from the S-1
Quality Control webpage [41].
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Coregistration of Interferometric Stacks
of Sentinel-1 TOPS Data
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Abstract— The coregistration of synthetic aperture radar
images is of fundamental importance for the generation of
interferograms. The high azimuth coregistration requirements
imposed by the TOPS acquisition mode imply that an advanced
approach for the coregistration of stacked time series images is
needed due to temporal decorrelation effects. In some scenarios,
the conventional approach of estimating the shifts pairwise with
respect to the same master might result insufficient. Therefore,
a joint estimation is proposed here, which exploits jointly all inter-
ferograms in order to retrieve more accurate results. Simulated
data and Sentinel-1A images acquired in IW mode are used to
validate this procedure, demonstrating the better performance of
the joint approach when compared to the standard single-master
approach.

Index Terms— Coregistration, interferometric synthetic aper-
ture radar (InSAR), Sentinel-1, Terrain Observation by Progres-
sive Scans (TOPS).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE European Sentinel-1A (S1A) and Sentinel-1B satel-
lites were launched in April 2014 and April 2016, respec-

tively. This constellation of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
satellites was conceived to provide repeat-pass interfero-
metric capabilities with unprecedented wide area coverage
for medium-resolution applications [1]. The SAR instru-
ment, operating at 5.405 GHz, employs the interferomet-
ric wide (IW) swath mode for the systematic monitoring
of large land and coastal areas. The IW mode is imple-
mented as a three subswath Terrain Observation by Progressive
Scans (TOPS) [2] SAR mode providing large swath widths
of 250 km with a spatial resolution of 5 m × 20 m in the
range and azimuth dimensions, respectively.

The necessary high azimuth coregistration requirements for
TOPS data due to the nature of the burst-mode acquisition
and the azimuth antenna steering have already been pointed
out [3], [4]. In [5] details on the interferometric processing
of Sentinel-1 TOPS SAR image pairs are provided indicating
that a coregistration accuracy of approximately 0.0009 sam-
ples (equivalent to ca. 1.9 μs or 1.3 cm) is required to limit the
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) phase error to
1/100 cycle. The established method to achieve the necessary
azimuth coregistration accuracy is based on enhanced spectral
diversity (ESD) [4], which exploits the spectral separation of
the data in the overlapping areas between adjacent bursts.
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When applying advanced techniques for displacement mea-
surement, such as persistent scatterers interferometry, it is
necessary to have the images of the stack coregistered to a
common master image. The state-of-the-art procedure consists
in performing first a geometrical coregistration between all
slaves and the master image using precise (PREC) orbit
information and an external digital elevation model. Afterward,
baseline errors or orbital/instrument timing errors can be
determined by exploiting the SAR data.

In this letter, we will focus on the determination of
the (rigid) along-track shifts for S1 TOPS images stacks.
The coregistration problem consists in retrieving the azimuth
shift of each image with respect to a common master image.
The single-master approach applies ESD between each image
and the master image. Since the ESD performance depends
on the coherence, it is expected that the performance of the
estimation drops with the temporal baseline. A joint coreg-
istration approach appears to be the optimal solution when
working with long stacks. This approach has been already
addressed in the literature for the case of coherently correlating
speckle signals [6]. The same principle can be applied when
employing the ESD technique for azimuth coregistration of
TOPS images [7]–[9]. This letter is an extended and updated
version of the work presented in [8]. A similar procedure
employing subsets of the total number of images of the stack
has been proposed recently in [10]. Another interesting option
is to employ only point scatterers for the ESD estimation,
which keep a high coherence over time. The performance
of the estimation would, however, depend on the density of
scatterers that are imaged in the overlap areas. Moreover, since
the Sentinel-1 mission was devised to map wide areas, where
for some cases no urban regions are present, a more general
solution is required.

This letter is structured as follows. Section II provides
the methodology to perform a joint coregistration by exploit-
ing ESD together with a weighted least squares (WLS)
approach. Section III evaluates the performance of this esti-
mator and compares it to the phase linking (PL) algo-
rithm by employing Monte-Carlo simulations. In Section IV,
results with a stack of S1A data over Mexico are provided.
In Section IV-A, the performance of the joint coregistration
approach over the single master approach in terms of retrieved
shifts variance is exposed. Section IV-B makes a quantitative
comparison of the shifts obtained between the direct and
joint approaches. In Section IV-C, a validation is performed
exploiting the long-term coherence properties at urban areas.
After having validated the method with S1A data not pre-
senting ground displacements in the north–south direction,
in Section V, a suitable solution for scenarios presenting

1545-598X © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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ground displacements is briefly discussed. The conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.

II. METHODOLOGY

In Section II-A the ESD estimator is introduced.
Section II-B introduces the joint coregistration approach based
on WLS.

A. Enhanced Spectral Diversity

ESD [4] exploits the phase difference in the overlap area
between adjacent bursts. The ESD phase can be calculated for
every sample, p, of each overlap area as follows:

φESD,p = arg
{(

mi · s∗
i

) · (mi+1 · s∗
i+1

)∗} (1)

where mi and si refer to the i th master and slave complex
bursts, and mi+1, and si+1 refer to the (i + 1)th master and
slave bursts; arg{·} gives the phase of a complex number.

The azimuth shift can be retrieved by exploting following
periodogram, equivalently as in [5]

�̂y = arg max
�y

{
�

(∑

p

e j
(
φESD,p−2π� f ovl

DC,p
�y
faz

))}
(2)

where arg max�y{·} stands for the argument of the max-
imum (azimuth shift, �y, for which the function attains
its largest value). � f ovl

DC,p is the Doppler centroid frequency
difference in the overlap areas for each sample, p, and faz is
the image azimuth sampling frequency.

B. Joint Coregistration

Among the different possibilities to jointly estimate the
azimuth shifts we can differentiate between methods working
with the ESD interferograms (complex domain) or the derived
shifts (real numbers). More precisely, the PL algorithm [11]
provides a joint estimation of the phases whereas a WLS
procedure works with retrieved shifts. PL is the maximum
likelihood estimator of the phases in a stack, which exploits
all possible interferogram combinations (N2, having N acqui-
sitions). PL requires the coherence matrix, which is estimated
from the data.

In our case, shifts of only a few centimeters are expected,
mainly coming from inaccuracies of the orbit product.
Thus, having into account that the ESD ambiguity band is
about ±71 cm in the worst case [5], we could assume that the
shifts from each pair are not affected by wrapping effects.
The requirement for this implies that a certain coherence
is available, which should be the case when working with
real data. Moreover a sufficient number of samples have
to be averaged in order to avoid wrapping effects due to
phase noise. This is also fulfilled since we can employ all
samples of all overlapping areas of the scene. This enables
the use of WLS to jointly estimate the shifts of the stack.
In Section V, we propose the use of PL for a scenario with
ground deformation in the sensor along-track direction.

In the first place, all images are coarsely coregistered to
a common master using geometric information. In order to
achieve this, the use of PREC or restituted orbits is recom-
mended since they provide an accuracy in the order of a

Fig. 1. In the joint coregistration procedure, the mutual shifts among all
available pairs are calculated. This way the temporal decorrelation effect
can be mitigated. In the standard single-master approach uniquely the shifts
between each slave and a selected master, usually chosen in the middle of
the stack, is performed. The joint approach supposes moreover additional
flexibilities regarding the selection of the master image.

few centimeters in the along-track dimension [5], which is
within the main ambiguity band of ESD. Afterward mutual
ESD estimation can be applied among all possible pairs,
as shown in Fig. 1. All samples of the overlapping areas are
used in the ESD step, providing a robust estimation against
phase wrapping effects (in the case of phase noise due to low
coherence). Note that an outlier rejection procedure, e.g., based
on the coherence, can be applied to avoid averaging pure noise
samples.

The azimuth shifts, mL2 , of each image with respect to the
master image can be calculated using

mL2 = (GT WG)−1GT Wd (3)

where G is the system matrix defining the relations between
the different measurements, d the data vector (pairwise
ESD measurements). W is a diagonal matrix including the
weights (inverse of the shift variance of the pairwise measure-
ments, that can be computed from the estimated coherences).
In [8], a detailed description of the system of equations can
be found for the case where the master image is the first of
the stack. A possibility to limit the computational burden when
working with long time series is to exploit subsets of images of
the stack, e.g., by setting a maximum time span. However, this
strategy would not profit from distant high coherent images in
the presence of seasonal effects or long-term coherence, and
represents a suboptimal solution in terms of performance.

The WLS method has been described so far. However, being
rigorous, the correlation between shift estimates should be
considered as well. The covariance between shifts (in s) can
be computed as [12]

E{dn,kdh,l} = γnhγkl − γnlγkh

Lγnkγhl

(
2π� f ovl

DC

)2 (4)

where L is the effective number of looks of the estimation
window and γij is the interferometric coherence between
image i and image j .

The weight matrix, W, should then be filled with the corre-
sponding covariance values and would become a variance–
covariance matrix. The inversion problem employing the
variance–covariance matrix becomes a generalized least
squares (GLS) one. A feasible GLS (FGLS) solution can be
obtained using the Prais-Winsten or Cochrane-Orcutt estima-
tor [13]. This is, however, out of the scope in this letter.

It is interesting to note that if the stack is large enough,
the mean of all estimated shifts corresponds to the along-track
geolocation error of the master image, which occurs mainly
due to the error in the master orbit. Therefore, in such cases
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Fig. 2. Relative variance, in dB, of Phase Linking and Weighted Least
Squares estimators with respect to the direct estimation employing simulated
data. A Monte-Carlo simulation was done assuming an exponential decorre-
lation model with a constant time of 40 days and a long-term coherence of
0.2 for a stack of 50 images acquired consecutively with a repetition cycle
of 12 days. The master image is chosen at the beginning of the time-series
(index 0). The solid red line corresponds to the relative variance of the Cramér-
Rao lower bound of the joint estimator over the direct estimator. The relative
variance decreases linearly with the number of images until a certain number
where it almost saturates. Negative values of the plot mean a reduction of
the standard deviation of the joint approaches in comparison to the single-
master estimator. The actual point in which the behavior changes is related
to the particular relationship between the decorrelation constant time and the
repetition cycle of the system.

one can also use this joint-estimator to evaluate the quality of
the orbit products (at least in the along-track direction).

III. JOINT COREGISTRATION APPROACHES AND

ACHIEVABLE PERFORMANCE WITH

SIMULATED DATA

In order to evaluate the performance of the WLS estimator,
a Monte-Carlo simulation for a stack of 50 images has
been carried out. The master image corresponds to the first
acquisition. For the simulation, an exponential decorrelation
model [14] with a time constant of 40 days and a long-
term coherence of 0.2 was assumed. Fig. 2 shows the gain
of the joint approach employing WLS and PL with respect
to the direct estimation. The solid red line corresponds to
the Cramér–Rao bound [11]. Note that the estimation results
employing two sources of coherences for the covariance
matrix have been used: the one estimated from the simulated
data (est coh) and the theoretical one used to generate the
simulated data (sim coh). We can see that in the case of
using PL, the curve approaches the bound if the theoretical
coherence is used. If the estimated coherence is used, there is a
gain loss. In the case of WLS, we cannot appreciate significant
differences employing one or the other and, moreover, the per-
formance is very similar to the one achieved by PL with the
estimated coherence. We conclude that employing WLS rep-
resents a good solution for the retrieval of the azimuth shifts.

IV. APPLICATION TO S1 DATA

We have selected a data set of a total of 43 S1A IW
acquisitions over Mexico for the evaluation of the procedure.
The City of Mexico is covered by one of the subswaths,
whereas one of the remaining subswaths corresponds mainly
to nonurban areas. This makes the scenario suitable to perform

Fig. 3. Relative variance, in dB, of the joint estimator over the single-master
estimator for the IW1 subswath over Mexico site (distributed scatterers).
Negative values of the plot mean a reduction of the standard deviation of
the joint estimator in comparison to the single-master estimator. The gain of
the joint estimation raises as the temporal baseline increases.

Fig. 4. Coherence of the forward look at the overlap areas of IW3 for
the pair November 4, 2014–August 13, 2016, corresponding to a temporal
baseline of 504 days. We focus on the third overlap area, which cover the
City of Mexico, where long-term coherence properties can be appreciated.

a validation of the method since long-term coherent as well
as rapidly decorrelating scatterers can be found. The images
were acquired between November 2014 and August 2016 in
ascending geometry (track 78). The master image, acquired on
November 4, 2014, has been chosen at the beginning of the
stack in order to maximize temporal decorrelation effects.

A. Joint Estimator Performance Evaluation

The first assessment that we present corresponds to the
comparison of the standard deviation of the estimated shifts
with the single-master and joint approaches. We focus on the
IW1 subswath, which covers nonurban areas. Each overlap
area of the subswath is divided into blocks and the joint
estimator is applied to each block. The performance of the
estimation is calculated as the quotient between the stan-
dard deviation of the joint estimation and the one of the
single-master approach. Fig. 3 shows the relative variance,
in dB, of the joint estimator over the single-master estimator
for areas affected by temporal decorrelation. Negative values
of the plot mean a reduction of the standard deviation of the
joint estimator in comparison to the single-master estimator.
It can be observed that the gain of the joint approach raises
as the temporal baseline increases for this kind of scatterers.

B. Comparison Between Joint Coregistration
and Single-Master Approaches

A quantitative comparison between the shifts obtained with
joint and single-master approaches is shown in the following.
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Fig. 5. Modeling of the temporal decorrelation for an urban target.

Fig. 6. Modeling of the temporal decorrelation for a target over land area.

Fig. 7. Comparison between the azimuth shifts retrieved with the joint
coregistration approach and the single master approach over urban areas. The
blue dashed lines correspond to the required 0.0009 samples accuracy.

We focus now on the IW3 subswath, which covers urban and
nonurban areas. Fig. 4 shows the coherence at the overlapping
areas of this subswath for the largest temporal baseline of the
stack (504 days). It can be appreciated that the third overlap
contains urban (City of Mexico) and nonurban areas making
it convenient for a validation of the joint method in terms of
retrieved shift values. Figs. 5 and 6 show the exponential fitting
that has been performed together with the covariance matrices
for exemplary targets located in urban area and over land,
respectively. The decorrelation model proposed in [14] has
been used, which provides three parameters: initial coherence,
i.e., coherence for 0 days lag, time constant, and long-term
coherence.

It can be seen that the targets over urban areas present long-
term coherence whereas distributed scatterers have a faster
decay of the coherence with time. Taking advantage of this
fact, we generate a mask for the urban areas (establishing a
threshold to the coherence between the master image and the
slave image with the largest temporal span) and estimate the
shifts using the joint and single-master approach. Fig. 7 shows
the difference between direct ESD and the joint retrieved shifts
for the urban area. The deviation of the direct ESD shifts with

Fig. 8. Comparison between the azimuth shifts retrieved with the joint
coregistration approach and the single master approach over distributed
targets (nonurban areas). The blue dashed lines correspond to the required
0.0009 samples accuracy.

respect to the joint solution is very small. This is an expected
result since urban areas present long-term coherence properties
and the single-master estimate already provides good results.

If we mask out the urban areas and consider only the
areas with distributed scatterers, we obtain the plot in Fig. 8
showing much larger differences between direct ESD and the
joint retrieved shifts over the land areas. We assume that
the joint estimates are the reference since they correspond to
the optimal estimation. The required 0.0009 sample values
have been depicted with blue dashed lines and it can be
observed that these limits are exceeded for some of the
acquisitions, being especially large when the temporal baseline
increases. It should be expected to have interferometric phase
errors of about 10 degrees for some acquisitions, e.g., on
March 10, 2016 or June 2, 2016. These two acquisitions will
be further analyzed in the next section.

We have compared the shift for two scenarios: 1) urban
area and 2) nonurban area. The gain of the joint estimation is
evident for nonurban areas. In the case of sites which present
long-term coherence properties, it is also a matter of “luck”
if these regions are mapped by the burst overlap areas. The
estimation of the decorrelation parameters, specifically the
long-term coherence agree with the obtained results.

C. Validation—Interferogram of a Selected Pair

We can make more evident the phase error that we would
have in the case that we generate the interferogram of a
selected pair, e.g., in an SBAS scenario, for the different
coregistration approaches. From Fig. 8, we can see that the
acquisitions on March 10, 2016 and June 2, 2016 present large
deviations between both estimates. We evaluate in the fol-
lowing the residual ESD phase—measured in a direct way—
over the urban area. This area presents long-term coherence,
as shown in Fig. 5, being the direct estimation reliable.
We perform this measurement for three different coregistered
versions of the images: 1) only geometric coregistration;
2) single-master approach; and 3) joint approach. For
2) and 3) the nonurban area was used to retrieve the azimuth
shifts with respect to the master image. The results are
summarized in Fig. 9. The figure shows the histograms of the
measured ESD phases for all three cases. The mean value of
the ESD phase in the case that only a geometric coregistration
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Fig. 9. Histograms of the measured residual ESD phases for the three
coregistration possibilities. The histogram of the residual ESD phase in case
that only a geometric coregistration is performed is shown with a black dotted
line, presenting a mean value of 15.73°. The histogram in case that the azimuth
shifts are calculated employing the single-master approach is shown with a red
dashed line, providing a residual ESD phase equal to −21.77°. The histogram
of the residual ESD phase for the images coregistered jointly is shown with
a green solid line. In this case the mean error is only −4.16° which is much
closer to our established boundaries

is performed is 15.73°, larger than the targeted 3.6°. This
phase error is due to timing/orbital errors of both acquisitions.
In case that the azimuth shifts are calculated employing the
single-master approach an “overcorrection” takes place, deliv-
ering a residual ESD phase equal to −21.77°, which is even a
larger error than the one corresponding to the orbital error. The
joint estimate delivers a residual ESD phase of only −4.16°
which is much closer to our established boundaries.

V. DISCUSSION

We have assumed so far that in the scene no local dis-
placement in the along-track direction occurs. However, this
is, in general, not realistic, since time-series analyses are
usually intended to monitor displacements. As the temporal
baseline increases, these displacements can become important
and cannot just be attributed to orbital errors. Our proposal
to cope with this situation performing simultaneously a joint
coregistration is now briefly described. A PLinking procedure
can be applied to the ESD phases at the overlapping areas
in order to retrieve the maximum likelihood estimate of the
phases. PL with a small multilook window is used in order
to be adaptive to local displacements, since it is noted that
the WLS approach averages all valid samples of all overlap
areas. For each multilooked pixel, the ESD phases would
contain two contributions: one due to the orbital error and
one due to the ground displacement. The periodogram can be
applied to obtain the mean azimuth deformation rate. Once
the slope is retrieved, the values can be detrended in order
to isolate the orbital errors. An average of the “detrended”
values employing all multilooked samples for each pair would
provide the corresponding azimuth shift due to an orbital error.
Note that the result also corresponds to a joint estimate, since
we applied PL to the ESD phases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we addressed the azimuth coregistration
problem of interferometric stacks of TOPS images using

S1 IW data. The high coregistration requirements for TOPS
data have been stressed, highlighting the necessity of sophis-
ticated methods when coregistering long stacks of images.
The joint coregistration idea has been applied to the retrieval
of the (rigid) azimuth shifts applying a least squares esti-
mate. Results with Monte-Carlo simulations show that for the
retrieval of the rigid azimuth shifts the least squares estimate
provides very similar performance to PL.

The better performance of the joint estimation has been
demonstrated with a stack of 43 S1A images over Mexico.
The best results are achieved when mapping land areas, where
temporal decorrelation effects are important. A comparison of
the joint estimation with the single-master approach has been
done indicating that deviations of more than 0.0009 samples
can occur if a joint approach is not used. These errors
introduce biases in the interferometric phases, as shown for
the analyzed stack, increasing the noise of the line-of-sight
deformation measurements over time. The higher the density
of persistent scatterers at the overlap areas is, the lower is the
gain of the join estimator. However, applying a joint estimation
procedure provides, in general, a better estimation of the
shifts.
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Abstract— Burst-mode acquisition schemes achieve wide
coverage at the expense of a degraded azimuth resolution,
reducing, therefore, the performance on the retrieval of ground
displacements in the azimuth direction, when interferomet-
ric acquisitions are combined. Moreover, the azimuth varying
line of sight can induce discontinuities in the interferometric
phase when local azimuth displacements are present, e.g., due to
ground deformation. In this contribution, we propose the interfer-
ometric 2-look terrain observation by progressive scans (TOPS)
mode, a sustaining innovation, which records bursts of radar
echoes of two separated slices of the Doppler spectrum. The
spectral separation allows to exploit spectral diversity techniques,
achieving sensitivities to azimuth displacements better than with
StripMap and eliminating discontinuities in the interferometric
phase. Moreover, some limitations of the TOPS mode to compen-
sate ionospheric perturbations, in terms of data gaps or restricted
sensitivity to azimuth shifts, are overcome. The design of 2-look
TOPS acquisitions will be provided, taking the TerraSAR-X
system as reference to derive achievable performances. The
methodology for the retrieval of the azimuth displacement is
exposed for the case of using pairs of images, as well as for the
calculation of mean azimuth velocities when working with stacks.
We include results with experimental TerraSAR-X acquisitions
demonstrating its applicability for both scenarios.

Index Terms— 2-look terrain observation by progressive scans
(TOPS), burst-mode, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), SAR inter-
ferometry, TerraSAR-X, wide coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT remote sensing satellites are operated fol-
lowing near-polar orbits. Since radar systems measure

distances in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction, they are very
sensitive to ground displacements in the east–west (E-W) and
vertical directions. By combining different geometries, a 3-D
deformation field can be obtained [1]; however, the sensitivity
to displacements in the north–south (N-S) direction remains
low. A common procedure to enhance the sensitivity in the
along-track direction, and therefore to the N-S direction, is to
apply correlation techniques exploiting the imaging capability
of SAR. This has been done extensively with images acquired
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in the StripMap mode for different applications, as, e.g.,
tectonics [2] or the determination of glaciers ice flow [3].

With the high demand for wide-area coverage data from
the scientific community, new SAR acquisition modes have
been implemented on current systems or are under develop-
ment. The ScanSAR mode [4] was the first to offer wide
coverage by recording subsets of radar echoes over multi-
ple subswaths. ScanSAR presents some limitations related
to azimuth-dependent ambiguities and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), and the so-called scalloping effect that has been over-
come by the terrain observation by progressive scans (TOPS)
mode [5]. However, both of them present a reduced azimuth
resolution due to the burst-mode acquisition nature, impairing
the accuracy of correlation techniques in this direction, since
the sensitivity depends on the resolution cell size [6]. In order
to solve this paradox, two strategies are possible: the first one
consists in achieving a wide swath keeping high azimuth res-
olution. This can be fulfilled by employing multichannel sys-
tems such as the proposed high resolution wide swath (HRWS)
SAR mode [7]. In the last years, an important number of
concepts and techniques have been developed following this
philosophy. Several works have been published which deal
with the use of digital beamforming techniques [8], the use
of multiple azimuth channels [9], [10], and the staggered
SAR concept [11], which employs nonconstant acquisition
pulse repetition intervals to avoid blind ranges when digital
beamforming techniques are applied in elevation.

A second option, which is the focus of this paper, consists
in employing conventional wide swath burst modes acquiring
two looks. The achieved coverage is the same as the one
provided by single-look modes at the expense of a degradation
of the azimuth resolution by a factor of two, maintaining,
however, the number of looks for a given product resolution.
The benefit of this strategy lies on the possibility to exploit
spectral diversity techniques [6], [12], improving significantly
the sensitivity to azimuth surface displacements. This approach
can also be understood from a geometrical point of view in
that two LOSs are almost simultaneously obtained [13] using
a single platform. The concept of this innovative acquisi-
tion mode, which exploits a single phased-array antenna to
record two separated slices of the spectrum, was demonstrated
with TerraSAR-X in 2015 employing ScanSAR [14] and
in 2016 with TOPS [15]. The focus of this contribution is set
on the 2-look TOPS mode, which, besides the known benefits
over ScanSAR, allows tuning the sensitivity to the azimuth

0196-2892 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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displacements. In opposition to HRWS techniques, the 2-look
mode keeps a low resolution in the azimuth direction, which
does not suppose a limitation for geophysical applications,
where high spatial resolution is not required.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces
the 2-look TOPS mode, illustrating its spectral properties and
providing the timeline equations. Two designs are presented:
the first, TOPS2, based on the desired azimuth resolution, and
the second, TOPS2+, based on a design driven by the azimuth
sensitivity. In Section III, the evaluation of the performance
of the mode is provided, including the effects of the antenna
sweeping, ambiguities, residual scalloping, and interferomet-
ric performance. Section IV focuses on the sensitivity that
can be achieved for pairs of images and for time series,
considering the effect of the troposphere. Some comments
related to the ionospheric phase screen are, as well, provided.
In Section V, the methodology for the generation of 2-look
interferograms, the retrieval of azimuth local displacement
for pairs, and the retrieval of the mean azimuth velocity
for time series is exposed. Section VI provides experimental
results with TerraSAR-X: in the first place, an interferometric
pair of acquisitions over the Petermann glacier, Greenland,
shows the high potential of the 2-look mode to eliminate
phase discontinuities of the InSAR phase for fast-moving sites.
The second scenario corresponds to a slow-deforming area
over Balochistan, Pakistan. The evaluation of approximately
two years of acquisitions demonstrates the capability of the
mode to retrieve a postseismic signal with accuracies for the
mean azimuth velocity of just a few mm/month.

II. THE 2-LOOK TOPS MODE

The TOPS mode has been designed to illuminate each
target by the entire azimuth antenna pattern performing an
azimuth scanning. The acquisition takes place by recording
bursts of echoes, which correspond to a portion of the synthetic
aperture. The beam is switched cyclically in elevation in
order to map multiple subswaths and to obtain wide coverage.
TOPS overcomes this way the space-varying properties of
the azimuth antenna pattern in ScanSAR, which leads to a
periodical modulation of the amplitude of the SAR signal
(scalloping effect), i.e., the resolution, ambiguity ratio, and
noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) [5]. In Section II-A,
the fundamental reasons for choosing a 2-look mode are
provided. In Sections II-B and II-C, the design equations of
such approach are provided.

A. Rationale

In order to be able to retrieve a 2-D ground deformation
field, at least two LOSs are needed, as proposed in the
dual-beam interferometer [16]. This concept achieves sensi-
tivity in the across- and along-track directions by employing
two antennas: one mechanically oriented with a certain squint
forward and a second one oriented backward. The squint
angles of the resulting LOSs are chosen usually symmetric
around the zero-Doppler plane. When moving to a classical
spaceborne system in which a single phased-array antenna is
available, the rotation of the antenna of the TOPS mode can

Fig. 1. Schematic operation of a (a) (1-look) TOPS system and a (b) 2-look
TOPS system. The antenna is steered in azimuth from backward to forward
at a rate kϑ . In a 1-look system, each target is observed only once (except
eventually at the burst overlapping areas), and a 2-look system allows
illuminating each target with two different squint angles.

be used, not only to illuminate each target with the whole
antenna pattern but also to record each target observed by two
separated Doppler frequencies, which corresponds to observe
each target on ground with two (varying) LOSs.

The combination of the two previous ideas with the
TOPS operation mode can be fulfilled by designing the
scanning timeline for a 2-look system that achieves two
quasi-simultaneous LOSs with spatial diversity. In this section,
we restrict the 2-look concept explanation to one subswath,
being the extension for several subswaths immediate. Fig. 1
shows the operation mode of a 2-look TOPS system compared
with a 1-look TOPS system, henceforth referred as TOPS.
In Fig. 1(a), the acquisition of two bursts for a TOPS system
is depicted. Employing one look, each target on ground is
observed with just one LOS. Fig. 1(b) corresponds to a 2-look
system, in which the scanning timeline allows to illuminate
each target with two different LOSs.

Unlike the dual-beam interferometer, the 2-look TOPS mode
obtains two time-varying LOSs; however, the spatial diversity
between both remains constant over the acquisition. This
can be better understood by comparing the time–frequency
diagrams for TOPS and 2-look TOPS shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the conventional 1-look system, which
illustrates the acquisition of two consecutive bursts of the same
subswath for a certain range, presenting each target a Doppler
rate, ka . The antenna is rotated in the azimuth direction origi-
nating a linear frequency variation of the burst, of duration TB ,
at a rate krot. The SAR processing at zero-Doppler geometry
causes that the focused burst, of duration Tfocused, exhibits a
linear frequency variation with a rate kt. The cycle time or
interburst time, TR , is the elapsed time between bursts of
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Fig. 2. (a) Time–frequency diagram of a TOPS system, which shows two
bursts of the same subswath at a certain range. Each target presents a Doppler
rate, ka . The antenna is rotated in the azimuth direction originating a linear
frequency variation of the burst, of duration TB , at a rate krot . The SAR
processing at zero-Doppler geometry causes that the focused burst, of duration
Tfocused, presents also a linear frequency variation, with rate kt . The dwell time,
TD , is the time interval in which a target on ground is illuminated with the
main lobe and results on a bandwidth BT . The cycle time or interburst time,
TR , is the elapsed time between bursts of the same subswath. Two targets, P1
and P2, are displayed at their zero-Doppler position indicating the portion of
the (once) covered raw and focused data Doppler spectra. (b) Time–frequency
diagram of a 2-look TOPS system. In this case, the cycle time, T �

R , allows to
map each target with two portions of the spectrum as can be seen for both
targets.

the same subswath. Two targets, P1 and P2, are displayed at
their zero-Doppler position indicating the portion of the (once)
covered raw and focused data Doppler spectra. Fig. 2(b)refers
to a 2-look system, where three bursts are acquired. The cycle
time, T �

R , allows to map each target with two portions of the
spectra, as can be seen for both depicted targets, P1 and P2.
Note that a 2-look system records two separated slices of
the Doppler spectrum, whose central frequency is azimuth-
dependent; however, the spectral separation between looks,
� fd , is constant over azimuth.

According to the signal processing rationale, the spectral
separation for a target on ground between two consecutive
bursts (looks) can be exploited to retrieve an accurate estima-
tion of the azimuthal motion. From an interferometric pair,
two 1-look interferograms can be generated, which when
combined, result in a differential interferogram whose phase
is given by [12]

φESD(r, x) = 2π · � fd (r) · �t (r, x) (1)

where � fd(r) is the spectral separation between looks for a
given range, r . Note that the spectral separation is indepen-
dent of the target’s azimuth position. �t (r, x) is the local
misregistration (in temporal units) intended to be measured.

The subscript ESD stands for enhanced spectral diversity and
the spectral separation, � fd(r), can be calculated according
to [17]

� fd(r) =
∣∣∣∣

krot · ka(r)

krot − ka(r)

∣∣∣∣ TR (2)

with ka(r) being the Doppler rate of a target, located at
range r , and krot = 2vs

λ kθ the antenna Doppler rate, where
vs is the platform velocity, λ the wavelength, and kϑ the
antenna rotation rate. Since � fd (r) is significantly larger than
the spectral separation achievable by taking sublooks of the
available bandwidth of a 1-look system (by a factor between 5
and 12 as will be shown in Section IV), the exploitation
of both looks allows the retrieval of �t (r, x) with a higher
accuracy. We will call, in general, 2-look TOPS to a TOPS
system that maps each target on ground with two separated
Doppler frequencies. Henceforth, we employ the nomenclature
TOPS2 to a 2-look system with a timeline design driven
by the azimuth resolution. The timeline equations of the
TOPS2 mode are provided in Section II-B. We also propose
an optimization of the scanning timeline in terms of achieving
a higher sensitivity to the azimuthal motion; we then refer to
a 2-look TOPS system with such a scanning timeline, which
selects the spectral separation between looks (usually larger
than the one achievable by establishing the resolution) as
TOPS2+. The design equations of TOPS2+ are presented in
Section II-C.

A second issue that can be addressed with the 2-look acqui-
sition concept is related to the burst-mode acquisition nature
and its application for the mapping of nonstationary scenarios.
The azimuth-varying LOS during the acquisition experiments
an abrupt change at the interface between bursts, which
originate phase discontinuities in the presence of azimuth mis-
registration due to, e.g., ground motion. These discontinuities
are not to be considered as artifacts but as the result of a
different projection of the (same) ground displacement onto the
radar LOSs of each look [18]. However, this effect can induce
some problems for the later interferometric processing steps,
e.g., in case a spatial phase unwrapping is to be performed,
and thus it is interesting to perform an accurate local azimuth
coregistration exploiting both looks. More details will be given
in Sections IV-B and V-A.

B. Scanning Timeline Equations: TOPS2

In the first place, it is convenient to recall the dependence of
the TOPS image azimuth resolution with the antenna rotation
rate, kϑ . The azimuth pattern observed by a point target can
be approximated by a sinc function and is given by [5]

GT (ϑ(t)) ≈ G0 sinc2
(

Lvgt

λR0
·
(

1 + R0kϑ

vg

))
(3)

where G0 is a constant, ϑ(t) is the antenna rotation angle as
a function of the time, t , L is the physical azimuth antenna
length, vg is the beam ground velocity, and R0 is the range of
the closest approach.

In the following, we extend our analyses to multisubswath
systems indicating with the superscript (n) the nth subswath.
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The resulting azimuth resolution, ρaz, is reduced with respect
to the StripMap resolution by a factor

α(n) = 1 + R(n)
0 k(n)

ϑ

v
(n)
g

(4)

which leads to the azimuth resolution of the TOPS mode

ρaz = ρSM
az · α(n) = λ

2ϑ
(n)
0

·
(
v

(n)
g
)2

(
v

(n)
eff

)2 ·
(

1 + R(n)
0 k(n)

ϑ

v
(n)
g

)
(5)

where ϑ
(n)
0 is the antenna azimuth bandwidth at −3 dB

and v
(n)
eff refers to the effective velocity. The superscript SM

indicates StripMap mode.
Following the classical approach for the design of an

SAR mode driven by the desired resolution, ρaz, the steering
parameters for each subswath, n, can be obtained using:

k(n)
ϑ =

(
2ρazϑ

(n)
0

λ

(
v

(n)
eff

)2

(
v

(n)
g
)2 − 1

)
v

(n)
g

R(n)
0

. (6)

Once the steering rate has been calculated, the global 2-look
TOPS scanning timeline can be obtained setting a cycle time,
TR , that allows that the total bandwidth spanned in the burst
duration is at least two times larger than the one spanned by
a target in the interburst interval. This leads to the equations
provided in [5] including a factor 2 multiplying the cycle time

(
k(n)

ϑ T (n)
B − ϑ

(n)
0

)
R(n)

0 + v(n)
g T (n)

B ≥ 2 · v(n)
g TR . (7)

As stated in [5], there is a bound on the azimuth
resolution, ρaz

ρaz > 2 ·
∑

i

ρSM (i)
az (8)

with ρSM (n)
az being the resolution of an equivalent StripMap

acquisition for each subswath, n. The factor 2 is again due to
the mapping of two looks.

We can see that a 2-look system has a degraded resolution
by a factor of two with respect to its equivalent 1-look system.
This seems to be a contradiction considering that the looks
could be combined at the SAR processing stage, following a
full-aperture processing approach [19] for multilook systems.
The impulse response function provided by the latter approach
is, however, strongly degraded due to the interference of both
looks. Moreover, since our interest, when designing a 2-look
system, is to combine the looks at the interferometric process-
ing stage, in order to apply spectral diversity techniques,
the strategy is to focus each burst (look) separately.

A second consequence of degrading the resolution by a
factor of two is that, according to (6), the steering rate is
increased by a factor slightly larger than two. Provided that (8)
is fulfilled, choosing a finer resolution results in a lower
steering rate. This implies that the bursts become longer,
spanning the antenna beam to larger maximum steering angles.
This fact can be exploited to maximize the spectral separation,
as discussed in Section II-C.

C. Alternative Scanning Timeline Equations for Azimuth
Sensitivity Enhancement: TOPS2+

The original TOPS mode scanning timeline is obtained by
setting the desired azimuth resolution, as usually done. We can,
however, modify the design criterion in order to increase the
azimuth sensitivity by maximizing the spectral separation,
� fd , between looks. The latter is achieved by increasing the
cycle time, TR , according to (2). Longer cycle times can be
obtained either by enhancing the resolution or by imposing a
larger maximum steering angle, equivalently. The design of the
timeline based on the maximum steering angle is appropriate
for systems employing phased-array antennas, since it allows
to control the maximum level of the grating lobe and therefore
the level of the azimuth ambiguities.

Once the desired maximum steering angle, βmax, has been
set, we can write the following relation:

k(n)
ϑ = �β

T (n)
B

(9)

where �β = 2 · βmax. Substituting (9) in (7), we obtain the
TOPS2+ set of equations

(
�β − ϑ

(n)
0

)
R(n)

0 + v(n)
g T (n)

B ≥ 2 · v(n)
g TR . (10)

By solving this system of equations, the burst durations,
T (n)

B , are obtained, which establish the steering rates for
each subswath, k(n)

ϑ , according to (9). The resulting azimuth
resolution is given by

ρ(n)
az = v

(n)
g

B(n)
T

(11)

with B(n)
T = k(n)

a · T (n)
D being the target bandwidth for the nth

subswath. T (n)
D is its corresponding dwell time given by

T (n)
D ≈ R(n)

0 · ϑ(n)
0

α(n) · v(n)
g

. (12)

The maximum steering angle cannot be set arbitrarily, since
the azimuth ambiguity level increases with it. Section III pro-
vides performance analyses with the two design approaches,
considering the effects of sweeping the antenna beam to large
steering angles.

III. MODE PERFORMANCE

This section provides a quantitative analysis of the per-
formance of the 2-look TOPS modes regarding the level
of azimuth and range ambiguities, residual scalloping effect,
effects of sweeping the antenna to large steering angles, and
achievable interferometric performance when combining both
looks.

The TerraSAR-X system has been taken as reference,
employing two wide beams [20], which achieve a coverage
of approximately 100 km. Establishing an SLC azimuth res-
olution equal to 16.6 m for TOPS2 and applying (6) and (7),
we obtain the scanning timeline parameters detailed in Table I,
where a maximum steering angle, βmax, of approximately
0.55◦ is obtained. We establish, as a matter of example, our
maximum steering angle for TOPS2+ to approximately twice
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TABLE I
SCANNING TIMELINE PARAMETERS FOR THE TOPS, TOPS2, AND

TOPS2+ MODES, USING TWO SUBSWATHS. THE MIDRANGE POSITION

OF THE SUBSWATHS HAS BEEN ASSUMED. THE VALUES IN BOLD
INDICATE THE DESIGN CRITERIA TO DETERMINE THE ACQUISITION

TIMELINE PARAMETERS. AN ADDITIONAL OVERLAP BETWEEN

ODD/EVEN BURSTS OF 10% HAS BEEN CONSIDERED FOR THE DESIGN.
THE ACHIEVABLE VALUES FOR STRIPMAP ARE INCLUDED FOR

REFERENCE. THE PARAMETER bSD INDICATES THE BANDWIDTH THAT

CAN BE OBTAINED BY SPLITTING THE DOPPLER SPECTRUM INTO TWO

SUBLOOKS FOR STRIPMAP AND TOPS IN ORDER TO APPLY THE

SPECTRAL DIVERSITY TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE THE AZIMUTH SHIFT.
FOR TOPS2 AND TOPS2+, THERE IS NO NEED TO SPLIT THE

SPECTRUM. THE LAST ROW INDICATES THE AMBIGUITY BAND OF

THE AZIMUTH SHIFT. THE TERRASAR-X SYSTEM
PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN USED

that of the TOPS2 mode, i.e., 1.1◦. The TOPS2+ timeline
parameters are obtained by applying (9) and (10). The para-
meters for TOPS, assuming 8.3-m resolution, and StripMap are
also included for reference. For the latter modes, the spectral
diversity technique, i.e., the split of the Doppler bandwidth
into two sublooks, can be applied in order to obtain the
azimuth shifts. The optimal sublook bandwidths correspond
to bSD = BT /3 [6], which deliver a spectral separation of
� fd = 2BT /3. The corresponding values are included in the
table for convenience purposes, since an intermode comparison
will be provided in the sensitivity analysis in Section IV.

By comparing the 1-look with the 2-look system parameters
from the table, we can extract the following conclusions:

1) The antenna steering rate, kϑ , for TOPS2 is a factor
slightly larger than two with respect to TOPS due to the
(2×) coarser resolution.

2) The fact of steering to larger maximum squint angles
(TOPS2+) does not have a negative impact on the SLC
resolution as long as the condition imposed by (8) is
fulfilled. The antenna steering rate becomes smaller than
for TOPS2 due to the fact that the bursts become longer
when steering the antenna beam to larger maximum
squint angles.

3) The unambiguous range of the azimuth shifts that can
be retrieved is given by ±vg/(2� fd), in meter units.
Due to the higher sensitivity of TOPS2+, the ambiguity
band is smaller, as indicated in the last row of Table I,
so that φESD might be wrapped if the motion gradient is
large.

A. Effects of Sweeping the Antenna Beam to
Large Steering Angles

When working with phased-array antennas, the maximum
steering angle cannot be set arbitrarily large since the level

Fig. 3. EP and DP for a steering angle of 0.246 (normalized to the first null
position of the EP) equivalent to 1.1◦ using the TerraSAR-X antenna panel.

of the azimuth ambiguities increases [21], [22]. The largest
contribution to the azimuth ambiguities’ level is due to the
so-called grating lobes, which are the periodic repetitions of
the main lobe. The sinc modulation effect of the antenna
element pattern (EP) tapers the level of the grating lobes,
making significant only the first one.

In order to illustrate the relationship between main and
grating lobes when introducing a steering angle, Fig. 3 shows
the directivity pattern (DP) and EP for a squint angle of 1.1◦,
equivalent to a normalized (to the first null position of the EP)
angle equal to 0.246. The plot has been generated by means of
a numerical simulation employing the sinus cardinalis function
according to the TerraSAR-X antenna dimensions, the number
of elements, and wavelength, as detailed in Table II. We can
see that for this squint, the level of the grating lobe is higher
than that of the first sidelobe. The limiting parameter for
setting the maximum steering angle will be given by the
requirement value for the ambiguity-to-signal ratio (ASR).
Sections III-B and III-C provide a discussion on the maximum
steering angle and optimal pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
selection.

The larger steering excursion of TOPS2+ with respect to
TOPS or TOPS2 has some additional consequences related to
the modulation effect of the EP of the antenna. The first one is
related to a stronger SNR variability over azimuth. This effect
is further analyzed in Section III-D and is taken into account
for the performance evaluation in Section IV.

The second effect of the EP modulation is the
(squint-dependent) shift introduced to the position of the main
lobe of the DP in the azimuth direction. This has a (small)
impact on the actual pointing direction and consequently,
on the spectral separation between looks. The larger the squint
angle, the larger the Doppler shift. In Fig. 4, a numerical
evaluation of the pointing shift is shown for the range of squint
angles of TOPS2+. The maximum pointing shift is equal
to 0.008◦ and corresponds to the maximum squint of 1.1◦,
or equivalently 68-Hz Doppler shift for a Doppler of about
9.4 kHz. For comparison, in case of TOPS2, the maximum
squint angle is about 0.55◦, equivalent to a maximum Doppler
of 4.7 kHz, and the maximum mispointing is approximately
0.004◦, equivalent to about 32 Hz. The Doppler shift relative
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Fig. 4. Pointing shift due to the EP modulation effect for the TerraSAR-X
system.

TABLE II

TERRASAR-X PARAMETERS

to the Doppler frequency is approximately 0.7%. Although
the impact is small for interferometric applications, an effec-
tive antenna Doppler rate, keff

rot , can be easily computed and
employed during the SAR Processing.

B. Azimuth Ambiguities, Maximum Steering Angle,
and PRF Selection

The limiting factor to the largest steering is due to the level
of the azimuth ambiguities, as a consequence of sampling the
Doppler spectrum at a frequency PRF. The largest contribution
to the azimuth ambiguities level is due to the grating lobe;
therefore, if we just consider it, the optimal PRF can be
selected so that the digital frequency of the grating lobe is
equal to 0.5, i.e., the edge of the Doppler band. Following
this strategy, a significant part of the energy from the grating
lobe will fall outside the processing bandwidth. This condition
can be written as

fGL

PRFk
= 1

2
+ k, k ∈ N (13)

where fGL is the Doppler frequency at which the maximum of
the grating lobe is located and k accounts for the periodicity
of the spectrum of the sampled signal. Since the angular
separation between the main lobe and the first grating lobe
can be approximated for relatively small angles by λ/d , where
d is the distance between antenna elements in the azimuth
direction, the frequency of the grating lobe can be written as

fGL ≈ 2vs

λ

(
sin (β) + sin

(
λ

d

))
(14)

with β being the squint angle.

Fig. 5. AASR diagram for a set of PRFs and squint angles. It can be
appreciated that, in general, the higher the squint angle, the higher the AASR
level; however, the oscillating behavior of the AASR with the PRF indicates
the possibility to select a set of optimal PRFs.

The set of PRFs which minimize the azimuth ambiguity
from the first grating lobe is given by

PRFk =
2vs
λ

(
sin(βmax) + sin

(
λ
d

))

k + 1
2

, k ∈ N (15)

where note that the maximum squint angle, βmax, is employed,
since the grating lobe reaches its highest level for the maxi-
mum steering.

Equation (15) provides an approximation for the optimal
PRF, since it only accounts for the first grating lobe and is
also inaccurate when the maximum sweeping angles increase.

A more precise value for the optimal PRF can be obtained
by numerically computing the integrated azimuth-ambiguity-
to-signal ratio (AASR) according to the following expression:

AASR ≈

∞∑
k=−∞

k �=0

∫ Ba/2
−Ba/2 W ( fd ) · G2

a( fd + k · PRF) · d fd

∫ Ba/2
−Ba/2 W ( fd ) · G2

a( fd ) · d fd

(16)

where Ba is the azimuth processing bandwidth, W ( fd ) is
the sidelobe suppression weighting function applied during
processing, and G2

a( fd) is the two-way far-field azimuth
antenna power pattern. Fig. 5 shows the result of the com-
putation presented as a 2-D map for a range of PRFs and
squint angles. A processing bandwidth of 2765 Hz has been
considered and a generalized Hamming tapering window with
α = 0.6 applied to the Doppler spectrum. Fig. 6 shows three
profiles of the AASR for the case of no squint (StripMap-like),
a squint = 0.5◦ (TOPS or TOPS2), and a squint = 1.1◦
(TOPS2+). There is an oscillating behavior of the AASR for
TOPS2+ with the PRF, having several local minima in which
the energy of the ambiguities is minimized. The selection
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Fig. 6. AASR plot as a function of the PRF for the case of nonsquinted
beam (StripMap), a squint of 0.5◦ (TOPS or TOPS2), and a squint of 1.1◦
(TOPS2+). The curves of StripMap and TOPS/TOPS2 present a very similar
behavior and level, whereas the TOPS2+ curve presents a higher AASR and
an oscillating behavior, having some minima for certain PRFs, in which the
energy of the ambiguities is minimized. These sampling frequencies should
be exploited for an optimal PRF selection.

of the PRF is, however, also restricted by the desired swath
width Ws < c0

2PRF and the ASR. In order to account for
these parameters, analyses, including the range ambiguities,
are provided in Section III-C.

C. Range Ambiguities

A second constraint to limit the sampling of the
Doppler spectrum with a high PRF is given by the range
ambiguities [23]. The range-ambiguity-to-signal-ratio (RASR)
can be obtained by considering the acquisition geometry,
antenna pattern, and scattering models. The optimal PRF in
terms of ambiguities will be given by the one which minimizes
the ASR, result of combining RASR and AASR.

Fig. 7 shows the curves of the RASR, AASR, and
ASR for the TerraSAR-X wide004 beam (look angle at
midrange = 30.3◦) in the case of using StripMap, TOPS2,
and TOPS2+. The scatterer model for soil and rock from [24]
has been used for this computation. The location of the ASR
local minima is indicated along with the ASR level. The
difference of the AASR between StripMap and TOPS2 is
almost negligible. The ASR curve for the TOPS2+ mode
shows larger deviations due to the oscillating behavior of the
AASR with the PRF.

Table III summarizes the ambiguities’ parameters for
StripMap, TOPS2 and TOPS2+ for each TerraSAR-X wide
beam. The ASR is indicated along with its corresponding
PRF, which moreover establishes the largest coverage. The
level of ASR is located, on average, at −25.66 dB for the
TOPS2 mode and at −21.1 dB for TOPS2+. From these analy-
ses, we conclude that TOPS2+ achieves a spectral separation,
which is approximately twice as large as for TOPS2, at the
expense of an ASR degradation of 4.5 dB. The maximum
swath width for TOPS2+ is marginally narrower than that
for TOPS2.

One option to reduce the azimuth ambiguities’ level consists
in processing a narrower Doppler bandwidth, Ba , at the

Fig. 7. AASR, RASR, and ASR as a function of the PRF for (Top) StripMap
mode, (Middle) TOPS2 mode, and (Bottom) TOPS2+ mode. The TerraSAR-X
beam wide004 (look angle at midrange = 30.3◦) has been employed.

expense of azimuth resolution. For the sake of illustration,
Table III includes the values of the ASR for the TOPS2+
mode when a 70% of the available bandwidth is processed,
along with its gain with respect to a full processing bandwidth
approach. The gain is, on average, around 1 dB. If stringent
requirements on the ASR are to be fulfilled and/or the azimuth
resolution shall not be degraded, the maximum squint angle
of TOPS2+ can be relaxed.

D. Residual Scalloping Effect and Combination of Looks

The major aim of the TOPS mode is to solve the problem
of scalloping and azimuth varying ambiguities present in
ScanSAR [5]. However, due to the EP modulation effect, some
residual scalloping is still present. The larger the squint angles,
the larger the scalloping effect. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of
the normalized intensity during the acquisition of one burst
for TOPS2 and TOPS2+, according to the steering rates
from Table I. The horizontal axis indicates the azimuth time.
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TABLE III

ASR, PRF, AND MAXIMUM WIDE SWATH, W max
s , FOR STRIPMAP, TOPS2, TOPS2+, AND TOPS2+ PROCESSING 70% OF THE AVAILABLE DOPPLER

BANDWIDTH. THE LAST COLUMN INDICATES THE GAIN IN THE ASR WHEN PROCESSING THE REDUCED BANDWIDTH WITH RESPECT TO THE

FULL BANDWIDTH FOR THE TOPS2+ MODE. THE AZIMUTH RESOLUTION OF THE FIRST SUBSWATH, SS1, IS INDICATED

Fig. 8. Scalloping evaluation plot for TOPS2 and TOPS2+ modes. The
normalized intensity is plotted during the acquisition of a single burst.

TOPS2 presents a maximum decay of 0.36 dB, whereas
TOPS2+ has a decay of 1.76 dB.

We enumerate in the following the way to combine the
looks. Since our case of interest corresponds to scenes over
land, we assume a scenario characterized by distributed targets.
The speckle noise can be modeled as a complex signal,
whose in-phase and quadrature components are independent
and identically distributed zero-mean Gaussian variables. The
benefit of combining the looks is threefold.

1) On the one hand, the differential interferogram between
the interferograms of the looks provides an enhanced
measurement of the azimuth shift that can be considered
a product by itself, but moreover aids to the across- and
along-track decoupling procedure, supporting the spatial
phase unwrapping of interferograms.

2) Second, the looks can be combined at the interferometric
processing stage in order to obtain the 2-look interfer-
ogram, i.e., the coherent sum of the complex interfer-
ograms of each look. When performing this operation,
the standard deviation of the interferometric phase is
expected to be reduced by a factor

√
2.

3) The third benefit is the capability to reduce the speckle
noise of the intensity image by applying an incoher-
ent (spectral) multilooking, i.e., by averaging the inten-
sities of each look.

Fig. 9. Normalized intensity for the odd and even bursts and for the
resulting interferogram when both looks are combined. (Top) Values for
TOPS2. (Bottom) Values for TOPS2+.

Moreover, since the TOPS mode varies progressively the
LOS, and considering that odd and even bursts are interleaved
in the time–frequency domain, according to the acquisition
timeline (see Fig. 2), there is an additional benefit when com-
bining both looks since SNR losses and azimuth ambiguities
present, for a given target, different levels for each look,
resulting in an equalization of both parameters.

Fig. 9 shows this fact for the SNR losses. Fig. 9 (top)
is related to the TOPS2 mode and shows the normalized
intensity for two bursts of the odd looks and for two bursts
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Fig. 10. Azimuth shift standard deviation for StripMap, TOPS, TOPS2,
and TOPS2+ systems as a function of the coherence. The output product
resolution has been set to 100 m × 100 m.

of the even looks according to their along-track ground
position. If the interferograms of each look are averaged,
the resulting interferogram experiments an equalization, being
the scalloping reduced from 0.36 to 0.07 dB. Fig. 9 (bottom)
corresponds to TOPS2+; in this case, the scalloping amplitude
is reduced from 1.76 to 0.4 dB, which is very close to the
TOPS case.

IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The accuracy that can be obtained with the 2-look
TOPS modes to derive azimuth displacements is provided in
Section IV-A and depends on several factors, being the spec-
tral separation between looks, bandwidth, and interferometric
coherence the most relevant. In order to compare the perfor-
mance of different modes, other factors, such as SNR losses
and ambiguities, have to be considered. The performance of
the decoupling between along-track and LOS directions is
provided in Section IV-B. Sections IV-C and IV-D include
the consideration of tropospheric and ionospheric effects,
respectively.

A. Azimuth Shift Accuracy

The estimation error of the azimuth shift, �x , (in meter
units) can be written combining (1) and the standard devia-
tion of the differential phase between the interferograms of
both looks, σφESD . Assuming that the number of independent
samples, N , is large, we can make use of the asymptotic phase
noise expression of [25], obtaining

σ�x = σφESD

2π� fd
vg = 1

2π� fd
√

N

√
1 − γ 2

γ
vg (17)

where γ is the interferometric coherence.
The plot of the accuracies in the retrieval of the azimuth

mutual shift between two images, for TOPS, TOPS2, and
TOPS2+ with a maximum steering angle of 1.1◦, is shown
in Fig. 10, as a function of the coherence. The curves have
been generated taking into account the spectral separation
between looks, bandwidths, and establishing an output product
resolution of 100 m × 100 m.

If we define the relative variance between each mode and
the reference mode, and StripMap (SM) as

ρ = 10 · log10
σ 2

�x

σ SM
�x

2 = 10 · log10

(
� f SM

d

)2 · BSM
T

� f 2
d · BT

(18)

we obtain that the performance of TOPS is 13.3 dB worse
than the StripMap one, whereas the TOPS2 mode is 2.7 dB
better. In the case of TOPS2+, with a maximum steering
angle of 1.1◦, the gain becomes 11 dB. Since it can be very
abstract for the reader to speak in terms of dB when comparing
accuracies, we can equivalently say that the standard deviation
of a TOPS mode is 4.6 times worse than that for Stripmap.
Regarding TOPS2 and TOPS2+, the standard deviations are
0.73 and 0.28 times the StripMap one, respectively. The gain
of the TOPS2+ mode with respect to conventional TOPS is
24.3 dB, which translates into a standard deviation 16.5 times
smaller.

The interferometric coherence would, however, diverge
among the modes, since each mode is unequally affected by
ambiguities and SNR losses. In order to account for these
effects, the accuracy analysis can be done as a function
of the backscattering coefficient. Thus, we model the total
coherence, γ , as follows:

γ = γtemp · γSNR · γamb (19)

where γtemp is the temporal coherence and γSNR and γamb

represent the error contribution due to a limited SNR and
ambiguity ratio, respectively. The SNR can be written as

SNR = σ0

10
(NESZ−SNRloss)

10

(20)

with σ0 being the normalized backscattering coefficient,
NESZ, in dB, and SNRloss the maximum losses in the SNR due
to the modulation effect of the antenna EP when introducing
a steering, also in dB.

The limited SNR produces a coherence loss, being the
resulting coherence [26]

γSNR = 1

1 + SNR−1 . (21)

As detailed in Section III-D, the scalloping effect introduces
a maximum SNR loss of 0.36 and 1.76 dB for TOPS2 and
TOPS2+, respectively.

The error introduced by distributed ambiguities can be
approximately modeled as Gaussian noise, whose contribution
to the coherence loss is given by

γamb = 1

1 + AASR
· 1

1 + RASR
. (22)

The coherence penalization due to ambiguities will be
different among the swaths, in average, γamb > 0.996 for
TOPS2 and γamb > 0.989 for TOPS2+.

Taking into account the mentioned losses, we obtain the
performance curves of Fig. 11 as a function of the backscat-
tering coefficient, where a NESZ of −25 dB has been assumed.
Since the dependence of the standard deviation with the
coherence is not linear, we consider the case of high (0.8)
and low (0.2) temporal coherences. For both cases, it can be
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Fig. 11. Azimuth shift standard deviation for StripMap, TOPS, TOPS2, and
TOPS2+ systems for a common output product resolution of 100 m × 100 m
as a function of the backscattering coefficient. (Top) High temporal coherence
(0.8). (Bottom) Low temporal coherence (0.2). A NESZ of −25 dB has been
assumed.

appreciated that the StripMap and TOPS2 curves get closer
due to the residual scalloping and slightly larger azimuth
ambiguities of TOPS2; however, the latter is still better than
StripMap. In spite of the larger SNR losses and greater azimuth
ambiguities of TOPS2+, it still provides the best performance.
When comparing the curves for high and low coherence,
it can be concluded that the accuracy saturates with the
backscattering coefficient more significantly for low temporal
coherence than for high values. In Section IV-C, the effect of
the turbulent troposphere is also taken into account, where
the 2-D and 3-D achievable performances are, as well,
provided.

B. Decoupling—Across-Track Phase Accuracy

The phase of the interferogram of each look, φlook i , con-
tains, apart from the topographic phase, the contribution of the
ground displacement vector, 
g, measured in the LOS of each
look, êlos i , which is given by [18]

φlook i = 4π

λ
< êlos i , 
g >

= φXT i + φAT i , i = 1, 2 (23)

where φXT i = 4π
λ �R0 is the contribution to the interferomet-

ric phase in the across-track direction, with �R0 being the
projection of the ground displacement on the zero-Doppler

plane; and φAT i (t) = 2π · fd i (t) · �t is the additional phase
due to the displacement in the along-track direction, �t , with
fd i (t) being the instantaneous Doppler frequency for each
look, i .

A decoupling of the displacement in the across- and along-
track directions can be carried out by combining the phases
of both looks. In the following, we analyze the phase noise
in the interferometric phase after removing the contribution of
the along-track deformation estimated with ESD. The phase
noise related to the azimuth component of the deformation is
given by

σφAT (t) = 2π · fd(t) · σ�t (24)

where σ�t is given by (17), after dividing by vg . The worst
case corresponds to the largest Doppler centroid, given at
the burst edges. For a 2-look system, this maximum is
approximately equal to the spectral separation between looks,
i.e., f max

d (t) = � fd . Therefore, from (17) and (24), the largest
phase noise can be written as

σφAT = 1√
NESD

√
1 − γ 2

γ
(25)

where NESD corresponds to the effective number of looks to
estimate the ESD phase.

The standard deviation of the across-track phase for each
look can be written as

σφXT i =
√

σ 2
φlook i

+ σ 2
φAT i

=
√

1

2N
+ 1

NESD

√
1 − γ 2

γ
(26)

where N is the spatial multilooking factor of the interfero-
grams of each look. After applying the same multilook to
both looks and to the ESD phase, removing the along-track
component from each look, and averaging them, the standard
deviation of the final across-track phase results in

σφXT 2−look = σφXT i√
2

=
√

3

2
σφlook i . (27)

By increasing the ESD multilooking by a factor 2,
i.e., NESD = 2N , the standard deviation of the across-track
phase results in the standard deviation of the phase of each
look, i.e., σφXT 2−look = σφlook i . Note that this extra multilook
reduces the resolution of the along-track deformation product
by this same factor when compared to the across-track one;
however, this resolution loss does not play, in general, a big
role.

C. 2-D and 3-D Performance—Consideration of
Tropospheric Effects

In the following, the expected 2-D (LOS and azimuth)
and 3-D (combining acquisitions in ascending and descend-
ing geometries) performances, including the influence of the
turbulent troposphere, are presented.

The signal delay induced by the troposphere has been
already characterized in the literature in the radar LOS, when
employing interferometric techniques [27]. The effect of the
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turbulent troposphere, also known as atmospheric phase screen
(APS), can be modeled, in that direction, as a noise source
of a certain power, σ 2

tropo,LOS. When 2-look data are exploited
to obtain the displacement in the azimuth direction, two
repeat-pass interferograms are available, containing each of
them almost the same tropospheric delay because of the small
temporal and spatial baseline between looks. This fact has
already been observed in [13] in the case of splitting the
Doppler spectrum of StripMap images. In [28], a quantitative
analysis for the case of simultaneous squinted SAR acquisi-
tions with two or more platforms can be found.

In our particular scenario, we have a single platform
employing 2-look modes in repeat-pass configuration. Since
the acquisition of both looks is not simultaneous, an effective
along-track baseline is present. From Table I, we obtain a cycle
time of 0.71 s for TOPS2 and 1.77 s for TOPS2+, which is
equivalent to an effective along-track baseline (at the height
of the satellite) of 5.48 and 13.95 km, respectively. However,
the relevant baseline is the one located at the height of the
atmospheric boundary layer, i.e., the portion of the troposphere
responsible for the turbulence, which can be assumed to be at
a height of approximately 1 km. At this height, the LOSs of
each look are separated by 6.78 and 16.81 m, respectively. The
slightly different tropospheric delays experienced by the signal
in both LOSs are thus very small. The standard deviation of
the tropospheric noise in the along-track direction (in meter
units) is given by

σtropo,AT = 2
√

2R̃(�l)vg

λ� f
σtropo,LOS (28)

where R̃(�l) is the normalized autocorrelation function of
the turbulent troposphere evaluated at the along-track base-
line between the LOSs at the height of the turbulent tro-
posphere, �l. The autocorrelation function can be computed
from the power spectrum of the turbulent troposphere, which
can be modeled following Kolmogorov’s power law [27], [28].
By evaluating the (conservative) autocorrelation function
assumed in [28] for the along-track baselines corresponding to
TOPS2 and TOPS2+ and considering a power of the turbulent
troposphere in the LOS, σ 2

tropo,LOS = 1cm2, we obtain that the
standard deviation of the tropospheric noise in the along-track
direction is 1.41 cm for TOPS2 and 1.35 cm for TOPS2+.
There is no degradation, in terms of tropospheric perturbations,
of TOPS2+ with respect to TOPS2 when retrieving azimuth
shifts. The smaller correlation between LOSs of the latter is
compensated with its larger spectral separation between looks,
according to (28).

The effect of the turbulent troposphere in the along-track
direction is, therefore, of similar order of magnitude than in the
LOS (for the assumed conservative autocorrelation function).
This is due to a noise upscaling effect, as a consequence of
the small angular diversity between the two looks. The perfor-
mance for retrieving azimuth shifts in a real scenario implies
the consideration of temporal decorrelation effects, where we
will be able to determine which effect, temporal decorrelation
or tropospheric noise, prevails. We make use of the hybrid
Cramér–Rao bound (HCRB) for the crustal displacement field

estimator provided in [29] and model the turbulent troposphere
according to [28] with a power, σ 2

tropo,LOS = 1 cm2.
In order to provide the performances that are achieved

when working with pairs and stacks of images, we employ
an exponential decorrelation model [30] with a time constant
of 40 days and a long-term coherence of 0.1. The output
product resolution has been set to 100 m × 100 m, which
supposes 998 equivalent number of looks.

1) InSAR Pairs: Fig. 12 (top) shows the 2-D performance
curves, i.e., across- and along-track, in case of using pairs of
images according to the temporal baseline for the TOPS2 (left)
and TOPS2+ (right) modes. The achievable accuracies are
plotted including tropospheric effects and without its consider-
ation. Fig. 12 (middle) shows the degradation of the accuracies
due to the noise introduced by the troposphere. Regarding
the performance in the along-track direction, we can see
that for small temporal baselines (high coherence), the noise
introduced by the troposphere dominates over temporal decor-
relation effects. A few cycles later, the degradation introduced
by the troposphere becomes negligible, as the quotient between
the accuracies with and without troposphere tends to 1. From
the plots of the degradation introduced by the troposphere,
it seems that TOPS2+ is worse than TOPS2 in along track;
however, it is a matter of the better sensitivity of TOPS2+
to displacements, which produces a larger ratio between
tropospheric and temporal decorrelation effects. Observe that
the final performance of TOPS2+ is better than TOPS2.
Regarding the performance in across-track direction, the level
of noise introduced by the troposphere is much greater than the
noise due to temporal decorrelation effects. Fig. 12 (bottom)
shows the 3-D performance when combining an ascending and
a descending pair. Look angles of 30◦ have been assumed
for both geometries with the orbit heading angles of 12◦
and 168◦, respectively. The improvement in the N-S direction
is evident for TOPS2+. Moreover, the performance in the
vertical direction improves, benefited by the better estimation
in along track. We can see that the sensitivity is, in general,
better for the E-W and vertical directions; however, for small
temporal baselines, the performances are closer for all three
directions.

2) Time Series: In case of working with stacks of images,
we are interested in obtaining the performance curves of the
mean deformation velocities. Fig. 13 (top) shows the accu-
racies in range (across-track) and along-track directions as a
function of the number of images employed, assuming that an
image is acquired every repetition cycle (11 days). As for the
cases of using pairs, the curves, including tropospheric effects
and without its consideration, are provided. Fig. 13 (middle)
shows the degradation of the accuracies due to the troposphere.
Similar conclusions to the case of pairs of images can be
drawn for the along-track direction: the noise introduced by the
troposphere dominates over temporal decorrelation effects for
very short stacks (<10 images). The effect of the troposphere
becomes rapidly negligible when increasing the number of
images (quotient = 1). The tropospheric noise seems to be
slightly larger for TOPS2+ than for TOPS2; this apparent
behavior is not true, being the reason the better sensitivity of
TOPS2+ to azimuth displacements, which produces that the
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Fig. 12. (Top) Standard deviation of the shift measurement that can be retrieved in the LOS and in the azimuth direction with an interferometric pair as a
function of the temporal baseline, with and without considering the turbulent troposphere. (Middle) Quotient of the accuracies in the retrieval of the shifts
considering the troposphere and without its consideration. The effect of the troposphere is negligible in the along-track direction (quotient = 1), except for very
high coherences (small temporal baseline) where the tropospheric noise dominates. The output product resolution has been set to 100 m × 100 m, resulting
in an equivalent number of looks of 998. (Bottom) Expected 3-D performance when combining two interferometric pairs with ascending and descending
geometries with the look angles of 30◦ and the orbit heading angles of 12◦ and 168◦. (Left column) TOPS2. (Right column) TOPS2+.

tropospheric noise prevails slightly more over temporal decor-
relation effects. Note that the final performance of TOPS2+ is
better than TOPS2. For instance, TOPS2 achieves a standard
deviation in the mean along-track velocity of 4 mm/month
for a stack length of 30 images, whereas this can be achieved
with just 13 images with TOPS2+. Fig. 13 (bottom) shows the
3-D performance when combining ascending and descending
stacks. Look angles of 30◦ have been assumed for both geome-
tries with orbit heading angles of 12◦ and 168◦, respectively.
As for the case of using pairs, TOPS2+ presents an evident

improvement for the N-S direction, as well as in the vertical
direction. The sensitivity is, in general, better for the E-W and
vertical directions; however, for small stacks, the performances
are closer for all three directions.

D. Consideration of Ionospheric Effects

The interferometric compensation of ionospheric distur-
bances for burst-mode acquisitions has been tackled in [31],
where a modification of the (range) split-spectrum method is
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Fig. 13. (Top) Standard deviation of the shift measurement that can be retrieved in the LOS and in the azimuth direction with a stack of images as a
function of the number of acquisitions with and without the consideration of the turbulent troposphere, assuming that an image is acquired every 11 days.
(Middle) Degradation of the accuracies due to the troposphere. The tropospheric noise in the along-track direction is negligible (quotient = 1), except for
very short stacks, where tropospheric effects dominate over temporal decorrelation. TOPS2 achieves a standard deviation in the mean along-track velocity
of 4 mm/month for a stack length of 30 images, whereas this can be achieved with just 13 images with TOPS2+. (Bottom) 3-D performance when combining
ascending and descending stacks. Look angles of 30◦ have been assumed for both geometries with the orbit heading angles of 12◦ and 168◦, respectively.
(Left column) TOPS2. (Right column) TOPS2+.

proposed and applied to ScanSAR and TOPS data. For TOPS
systems, gaps of the ionospheric phase screen appear in the
azimuth direction due to the burst-mode acquisition nature and
the high altitude of the ionosphere. In contrast, 2-look systems
enable to reduce noticeably and even remove the gaps, which
allows to carry out a better smoothing of the phase screen,
especially relevant if high-frequency variations are present.

The estimation noise of the split-spectrum technique
imposes limitations to the achievable spatial resolution,

allowing only to retrieve large-scale ionospheric variations.
A powerful technique that enables the estimation of the
gradient of the ionospheric differential delay along azimuth
consists in calculating the mutual azimuth shifts between
the interferometric images, as suggested in [32]. Since the
2-look TOPS modes provide an enhanced sensitivity to the
azimuth shift, small-scale variations along azimuth can be
retrieved. Therefore, joint estimations from split-spectrum and
azimuth shifts are possible, without any limitation (in terms
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of data gaps or degraded sensitivity), as, e.g., applied in [33]
to StripMap acquisitions.

V. METHODOLOGY

In the following, the methodology for the interferomet-
ric processing and exploitation of 2-look data is provided.
Section V-A focuses on the interferometric processing of pairs
of images, combination of looks, and retrieval of azimuth
shifts, whereas Section V-B provides the procedure to retrieve
mean velocities with stacks.

A. InSAR Pairs

The interferometric processing algorithms for TOPS data
can be found, for instance, in [17], [34], and [35], where a
coregistration strategy based on a geometric approach followed
by ESD applied at the bursts overlap areas can correct for
constant azimuth misregistration due to orbital or timing
errors. Additional processing aspects, as the necessity to
perform deramping and reramping operations for the spectral
shift filter and resampling operations, have been outlined.
Fig. 14 shows the processing block diagram at burst level,
where a geometrical coregistration is done using precise orbital
information and an external DEM following the procedure
described in [36]. Spectral shift filtering can be applied option-
ally afterward, especially important if large perpendicular
baselines are expected.

The exploitation of both looks consists, in the first place,
in calculating the map of local azimuth shifts by generating the
differential interferogram between the interferograms of both
looks (Int. look1 and Int. look2). The phase of the differential
interferogram, φESD, can, therefore, be written as

φESD = arg {(mi · s∗
i ) · (mi+1 · s∗

i+1)
∗} (29)

where m i and si refer to the ith master and slave complex
bursts, respectively, and m i+1 and si+1 refer to the (i +1)th mas-
ter and slave bursts. Given a desired output product resolution,
spatial multilooking can be applied to the InSAR phases/ESD
phase. A small multilooking of the interferograms prior to
the calculation of the differential interferogram (so-called
early multilooking) increases the estimation efficiency [37].

As mentioned before, the differential phase between both
looks is affected by wrapping effects. Thus, an unwrapping of
the differential phase becomes, in general, mandatory, when
working with pairs. The azimuth shifts’ map, �t (r, x), can be
retrieved according to

�t (r, x) = (φESD(r, x))

2π� fd(r)
(30)

where  (·) is the phase unwrapping operator.
For the generation of the 2-look interferogram, we take

advantage of the local azimuth shifts retrieved from the ESD
phase. Its use makes possible the decoupling of the deforma-
tion in the across-track and along-track directions, as analyzed
in Section IV-B. The removal of the phase due to azimuth
displacement, φAT, consists in converting the ESD phase into
azimuth shifts according to (30) and resampling again the
slave bursts. If the azimuth shifts are small compared to the

Fig. 14. Burst-level interferometric processing combining both looks. The
slave bursts of both looks are, in first instance, coregistered employing precise
orbital information and an external DEM. Resampling and spectral shift
filtering are performed considering the signal spectral properties, i.e., der-
amping and reramping operations are necessary (not shown in diagram).
Afterward, the interferograms corresponding to each look are generated. The
contribution to the phase of these interferograms is due to the projection of
the ground displacement onto the LOS of each look. The ESD phase can
be computed by calculating the overlapping area between looks and forming
the differential interferogram, applying the late multilooking; the ESD phase
has to be unwrapped if shifts larger than the ambiguity band are expected.
In order to obtain the 2-look interferogram, the ESD phase is used to decouple
the displacement in the across- and along-track directions in order to obtain
an interferogram which is sensitive to the displacement in the across-track
direction (XT). The latter interferograms are averaged to obtain the 2-look
across-track interferogram.

azimuth resolution, as a rule of thumb below 1/10th to avoid
degrading the interferometric coherence [38], the phase due to
the azimuth displacements can be directly subtracted from the
interferograms of each look. This phase can be calculated as

φAT(r, x) = fd (r, x)

� fd(r)
 (φESD(r, x)) . (31)

The result is two interferograms, Int. look1 (XT) and Int.
look2 (XT), whose phases are sensitive to the across-track
direction. The interferograms of each look can now be coher-
ently averaged in order to obtain the 2-look (across-track)
interferogram. An additional multilooking could be applied
at this stage according to the desired product resolution.

The suggested approach for the decoupling relies on a
correct phase unwrapping of the ESD phase. The ESD phase
is neither affected by residual topography nor turbulent tro-
posphere, and it suffers just from temporal decorrelation,
which is, however, important for large temporal baselines
and/or over vegetated areas.
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In case the decoupling is not performed, the effective LOS
of the 2-look interferogram, resulting from the combination of
the original interferograms of each look (Int. look1,2), presents
a (time-varying) squint, β2−look(t), given by

β2−look(t) = − arcsin

(
λ

4vs
( f look1

d (t) + f look2
d (t))

)
(32)

where f look1
d (t) and f look2

d (t) are the Doppler centroid frequen-
cies of the first and second looks, respectively.

B. Time Series

Time-Series analysis of image stacks allows the retrieval
of the temporal evolution of the deformation, where its mean
velocity is usually obtained as a first step of the processing.
In the case of 2-look systems, two equivalent approaches
are possible in order to retrieve the along- and across-track
deformation velocities, as expounded in the following.

From a geometrical point of view, we could retrieve the
mean azimuth velocity by performing conventional indepen-
dent time-series processings of each look, obtaining the mean
velocities in the LOSs of each of them. The mean azimuth
velocity, v̂a , can be obtained by making the difference between
the mean velocity for each look, vlook1,2, and scaling the result
according to

v̂a ≈ 2 · vg

λ · � fd
· (vlook1 − vlook2). (33)

Since the estimation of the mean deformation velocity is
performed independently for each look, the processing will
have to cope with the presence of a higher noise due to the
turbulent troposphere.

A second option consists in retrieving the azimuth mean
velocity employing directly the ESD phases. The ESD phases
can be computed from each pair of (looks) interferograms
formed between a common selected master acquisition and
the remaining slave images or jointly by calculating the ESD
phases among all possible combination of acquisitions and
using the phase linking algorithm [39]. The latter option
provides a better estimation since the complete covariance
matrix is exploited.

Provided that we have a stack of geometrically coregistered
acquisitions to a common master image, we can compute the
ESD phases between each slave image and master. The mean
azimuth velocity can be retrieved for each multilooked pixel
by exploiting the following periodogram:

v̂a = arg max
va

[
�
{∑

i

e j(φESD[i]−2π� fd va T [i]vg [i])
}]

(34)

where arg maxva
{·} stands for the argument of the maximum

(mean azimuth velocity, va , for which the function attains its
largest value). φESD[i ] is the temporal array of ESD phases
of each (master–slave) interferogram, i , for each multilooked
pixel and T [i ] are the temporal baselines of each interfero-
gram. Note that the dependence of � fd and vg with range has
been omitted for simplicity.

Working with the ESD phases directly instead of with each
look independently has a major advantage, namely, the phases

are autocalibrated, i.e., systematic effects, such as residual
topography, and most of the baseline errors and tropospheric
noise cancel out, being not necessary to establish a reference
point to align the ESD interferograms. In scenarios with low
subsidence rates, it can also be assumed that the phases
due to ground motion are also smaller than the ambiguity
band. Therefore, (34) can be applied directly to each sample
independently without having to exploit arcs between points
as usually done when processing time series [40].

VI. DEMONSTRATION WITH TERRASAR-X:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental TOPS2 acquisitions have been performed over
different sites to demonstrate the applicability of the mode for
the retrieval of large azimuth displacements employing pairs of
images, and of mean deformation velocities by exploiting time
series. The first example, with pairs of images, corresponds to
the retrieval of the azimuth shifts on the Petermann glacier,
located in northwest Greenland, with a main orientation to the
N-S direction.

The second example, employing time series, corresponds
to the monitoring of postseismic ground deformation after the
2013 Balochistan earthquake in Pakistan, covering the Hoshab
fault.

A. Petermann Glacier

With its 80-km long and 16-km width, the Petermann glacier
is the largest floating glacier in the Northern Hemisphere.
It connects the Greenland ice sheet to the Arctic Ocean. Its
study is of great interest among the glaciological community
to determine how fast ice is being discharged to the seas.
The Petermann glacier represents moreover a challenging sce-
nario for our demonstration due to the heterogeneous motion
gradient present [41]. A pair of TerraSAR-X TOPS2 images
have been acquired on October 16, 2015 and October 27,
2015. The data takes are composed of four subswaths and
122 bursts (with a length of approximately 10 km each). The
range coverage is 100 km, with a total scene length of 500 km,
being the azimuth resolution 40 m. Fig. 15 shows an overview
of the obtained results. From the reflectivity, it can be seen
that the ice flows from left to right, where the ice tongue can
be distinguished. After a coregistration has been performed,
the coherence and InSAR phase can be obtained. It can be
appreciated that due to the high glacier velocity, the coherence
is low on the ice tongue. Our focus is outside these areas, since
even if there were enough coherence, there is no justification
to apply interferometry due to very high fringe frequency. For
such areas, amplitude-based techniques, e.g., cross correlation,
immune to wrapping effects are more adequate. The parts
of the glacier with a slower displacement rate present an
acceptable coherence and moderate velocities. A Greenland
DEM obtained from the Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) [42]
has been employed to subtract topographic fringes. On the
left part of the InSAR phase, phase discontinuities due to
glacier displacement can be observed. The aim is to remove
the phase discontinuities by applying an accurate local azimuth
coregistration by exploiting both looks, as expounded in
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Fig. 15. Interferometric TOPS2 results over Petermann site corresponding to the pair October 16, 2015 to October 27, 2015. The acquisition covers an area
of 100 km × 500 km and employs four subswaths with an azimuth resolution of 40 m. (a) Reflectivity, (b) coherence, (c) interferometric phase after removing
the topography, (d) ESD phase proportional to the along-track motion, and (e) interferometric phase obtained after removing the along-track component of the
motion by exploiting the two looks. The GIMP DEM has been used to remove the topography contribution from the phase. The phases are scaled between
±180◦. Range is vertical and azimuth is horizontal.
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Fig. 16. Interferometric TOPS2 results over Balochistan site corresponding to the pair August 7, 2016 to May 20, 2017 (approximately 9.5 months), acquired
in descending geometry. The acquisitions cover an area of 85 km × 265 km and employ two subswaths with an azimuth resolution of 17 m. (a) Interferometric
coherence. Phase of (b) look 1 and (c) look 2 after topographic phase removal. (d) ESD phase. (e) Along-track shift map. The phases are scaled between
±180◦. Range is horizontal and azimuth is vertical.

TABLE IV
MEAN DOPPLER FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOOKS AND THE

CORRESPONDING ESD AMBIGUITY BAND. TOPS2 ACQUISITION WITH
FOUR SUBSWATHS OVER PETERMANN GLACIER, GREENLAND

Section V-A. The combination of the InSAR phases from both
looks allows the computation of the ESD phase. Table IV
shows the spectral separation between looks and the ambiguity
bands for each subswath, which is around 1 m. Since larger
movements in the azimuth direction are expected, the ESD
phase has to be unwrapped. We would expect to obtain
a smoother ESD phase; however, phase discontinuities are
to be found at the burst interfaces indicating that there
are ionospheric perturbations due to the high solar activity
occurred in 2015, strong enough to be sensed at the X-band.
An estimation of the ionospheric contribution employing, e.g.,
split bandwidth techniques [31] in order to separate displace-
ment from ionospheric disturbances is out of the scope of our
evaluation.

Once the azimuth shifts have been estimated, they are
removed from the interferograms of each look by using (31) in
order to retrieve the across-track deformation for each look.

TABLE V
MEAN DOPPLER FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES AT THE OVERLAP AREA AND

CORRESPONDING ESD AMBIGUITY BANDS. TOPS2 ACQUISITION
WITH TWO WIDE SUBSWATHS OVER PAKISTAN

The phase of the average of both interferograms is shown
in Fig. 15(e), which is free of phase discontinuities.

B. Postseismic Deformation After the 2013
Mw7.7 Balochistan Earthquake

In late September 2013, two main Earthquakes took place
in Balochistan, southwest of Pakistan. The main shock had a
magnitude of 7.7, while an Mw6.8 aftershock occurred some
days after. The coseismic events have been analyzed using
ground surface deformation measured from subpixel corre-
lation of Landsat-8 images, combined with backprojection
and finite-source modeling of teleseismic waves [43]. Radar
imagery was additionally used in [44]. The tectonics of south-
ern and central Pakistan reflect a complex plate boundary,
where the India plate slides northward relative to the Eurasia
plate in the east, and the Arabia plate subducts northward
beneath the Eurasia plate in the Makran. These motions
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Fig. 17. Time-series TOPS2 results over Balochistan site corresponding to the time frame April 2016 to April 2018. (a) Ascending geometry with a total
of 53 images. (b) Descending geometry having a total of 67 images. (Top) Distribution of the perpendicular and temporal baselines for both geometries.
(Middle) Retrieved mean azimuth velocity map and the temporal coherence, indicating the areas covered by two rectangles for statistics analysis. Range is
horizontal and azimuth is vertical. (Bottom) Histograms of the mean velocity, where a Gaussian fitting (red line) has been performed. The average mean
velocity and the standard deviation are provided, as well as the standard deviation result from the Gaussian fit.
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Fig. 18. Result on the estimation of the mean azimuth velocities over Balochistan employing time series for (a) ascending and (b) descending geometries.
Black line: surface rupture line (Hoshab fault) derived from Landsat pixel offset tracking applied to coseismic images of the 2013 Mw7.7 earthquake. For both
geometries, the postseismic azimuth deformation map presents two areas with clear different behaviors at both sides of this line indicating that the postseismic
deformation follows a similar pattern to the coseismic one.

typically result in N-S to northeast–southwest strike-slip
motion. After the 2013 shocks, postseismic deformation close
to the 2013 Epicenter location is expected, with displacements
in N-S to northeast–southwest.

Two stacks of experimental TerraSAR-X TOPS2 acquisi-
tions, in ascending and descending geometries, have been
acquired from April 2016 to April 2018. The acquisitions have
two subswaths and cover an extension of 85 km × 265 km
with 17-m azimuth resolution. Table V details the spectral
separation between looks and the ambiguity bands for each
subswath. We have analyzed two years of acquisitions in
descending geometry with a total of 67 images. In ascending
geometry, a total of 53 images were successfully acquired in
the same time interval. Fig. 17 (top) shows the distribution
of the perpendicular and temporal baselines for both, where
note that acquisitions with the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
satellites have been made. The master image has been selected
following the criterion of minimizing the perpendicular base-
line in order to minimize the (range) spectral decorrelation.

Fig. 16 shows interferometric results for the pairs acquired
on August 7, 2016 and May 20, 2017, in descending geometry,
with a temporal baseline of about 9.5 months. Southern
Pakistan is arid and has very little vegetation; therefore,
interferograms remained coherent through the observation
period. The coherence and the phases of both looks after
topographic phase removal are shown, where strong turbulent
tropospheric perturbations can be appreciated. The differential
phase between looks is almost not affected by the turbulent
troposphere. The along-track deformation allows clearly to

identify two areas displacing in opposite directions, which
confirms postseismic activity.

The mean azimuth velocity can be estimated applying the
periodogram operator, introduced in (34), to the multilooked
ESD phases of the stack. We define an output resolution for
the mean azimuth velocity of 100 m × 100 m, which results
roughly in an equivalent number of looks of 1000, similarly
as the number of looks assumed in the computation of the
performances in Section IV.

Fig. 17 (middle) shows the estimated mean azimuth velocity
and temporal coherence for the ascending and descending
geometries. Two rectangles over homogeneous areas have
been selected to compute the histograms and the mean and
the standard deviation of the estimated mean deformation
velocity. Fig. 17 (bottom) shows the resulting histograms and
Gaussian fitting for each rectangle. Points with a temporal
coherence greater than 0.5 have been considered. In the
ascending geometry, we obtain standard deviations of about
2.9 to 3.5 mm/month, whereas the expected standard deviation
for 53 images is approximately 2.2 mm/month according to
the TOPS2 curves of Fig. 12. For the descending geometry,
the obtained standard deviation is below 2.5 mm/month,
whereas 1.7 mm/month is expected in case of having
67 images, according to the theoretical curves. The differences
between expected and measured standard deviations are very
likely due to a mismatch of the decorrelation model used for
the calculation of the expected performance, as well as due to
the inherent assumptions of the HCRB not occurring in a real
scenario.
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Fig. 18 shows the geocoded maps of the estimated mean
azimuth velocities for the descending and ascending geome-
tries. The black line (Hoshab fault) indicates the Surface
rupture line derived from Landsat pixel offset tracking applied
to coseismic images of the 2013 Mw7.7 Earthquake. For both
geometries, the postseismic azimuth deformation map presents
two areas with clear different behaviors at both sides of this
line, indicating that the postseismic deformation follows a
similar pattern to the coseismic one. The same conclusion has
been reported from Sentinel-1 time-series analyses in the LOS
direction [45], which states that the surface displacements are
dominated by horizontal motion of a similar sense to the
2013 earthquake.

The area on the north side of the rupture line is moving
toward south–west, a fact which is clearly visible on both
geometries, since the motion is quite well aligned with the
along-track geometry. On the other hand, the projection of
the motion in the southern area is greater for the ascending
acquisition.

It is interesting to note that the maximum along-track
deformation velocity is about 2.5 mm/month, which, for the
largest temporal baseline in the current data set, corresponds to
an ESD phase of just 20◦. Thanks to the long-term coherence
and the exploitation of the time series, it is possible to perform
a reliable estimation of the deformation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Burst-mode acquisitions have been traditionally employed
to map large areas by mapping different range subswaths.
There have been multiple radar missions which have oper-
ated in ScanSAR mode, such as, e.g., RADARSAT-1,
ENVISAT-ASAR, and ALOS-PALSAR, or are currently
operating, e.g., RADARSAT-2, ALOS-2-PALSAR, COSMO-
SkyMed, and TerraSAR-X. The design of the modes has been
done employing multiple looks due to SNR reasons (except
TerraSAR-X ScanSAR, which is a 1-look system). In this
way, the dependence of the azimuth target position could be
moderately mitigated. The TOPS mode solved the scalloping
and associated effects, making the use of multiple looks not
necessary. However, if we compare modes recording bursts of
echoes with full-aperture modes (StripMap), the sensitivity to
the along-track direction is degraded due to its lower azimuth
resolution.

In this contribution, we have proposed the 2-look TOPS
concept with the main motivation of overcoming this limita-
tion. The 2-look TOPS mode achieves the same coverage as
a single-look TOPS mode at the expense of a degradation
of the azimuth resolution by a factor of two, maintaining,
however, the number of looks for a given output resolution
product. Two different design principles have been presented,
the first one, TOPS2, follows a design based on resolution
and achieves very similar azimuth sensitivity to StripMap.
The second one, TOPS2+, consists in an optimization of the
2-look TOPS mode, which achieves an enhanced azimuth sen-
sitivity. The design is based on selecting larger antenna beam
steering angles and is mainly limited by azimuth ambiguities.
A quantitative analysis of the ambiguities impact has been
provided, including a criterion to select optimal acquisition

PRFs. The range ambiguities have been, as well, considered in
order to choose the optimal PRF in terms of total ambiguities.
For the sake of example, a maximum steering angle of 1.1 ◦
has been chosen taking TerraSAR-X system parameters, which
delivers a gain in the estimation of the azimuth motion
of 11 dB (relative variance) with respect to the StripMap
mode. The ASR is approximately −21 dB on average (over
all subswaths). In case this ratio is not acceptable, either the
maximum steering can be relaxed or the processed Doppler
bandwidth reduced. We have obtained a gain of about 1 dB
when reducing the processed bandwidth by 30%.

The looks can be combined at the interferometric process-
ing stage, reducing this way the residual scalloping. In the
case of TOPS2, the resulting residual scalloping is 0.07 dB,
whereas for TOPS2+, it amounts 0.4 dB (similar to TOPS,
i.e., 0.36 dB). An additional benefit is that ionospheric pertur-
bations can be estimated with continuous coverage (in contrast
to TOPS).

The 2-D expected performances in the deformation esti-
mation employing acquisition pairs or time series have been
presented, as well as 3-D performances combining ascend-
ing and descending geometries. Assuming the TerraSAR-X
system and an exponential decorrelation model with a time
constant of 40 days, a long-term coherence of 0.1, and a
power of the turbulent troposphere of 1 cm2, we would need
30 TOPS2 images to obtain an accuracy in the mean azimuth
velocity of about 4 mm/month. In case of using TOPS2+,
the number of images is reduced to 13 for the same accuracy.
The same conclusions for the N-S direction can be drawn,
when combining acquisitions in ascending and descending
geometries.

The methodologies to derive the azimuth displacement have
been described and applied to two different scenarios, using
real data from TerraSAR-X, with fast deformation (glacier
flow) and slow deformation (postseismic ground displace-
ment). In the first case, we have shown the high potential of the
exploitation of 2-look modes to perform a local coregistration,
removing in that case phase discontinuities due to azimuth
displacement. The second case demonstrates the retrieval of
a postseismic signal in the along-track direction employing
time series, with a two-year stack, delivering accuracies in the
mean along-track velocity of a few mm/month.

We would like to stress that the 2-look concept employing
burst modes is not only restricted to TOPS operation but
can also be employed with ScanSAR. In this case, a design
based on the azimuth sensitivity, as done for TOPS2+, is not
possible, since the maximum Doppler span is linked solely to
the antenna beamwidth. However, in spite of achieving a lower
sensitivity than its equivalent TOPS mode, spectral diversity
techniques can also be applied.

This contribution has demonstrated the benefits and high
potential of the 2-look TOPS concept, especially for geophysi-
cal applications, where high azimuth resolution is not required.
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